EMF Health Effects Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 How much does the current EMF environment (cell phones/smart
meters/wireless etc.) limit your lifestyle - your ability to work, shop, play,
and or spend time with friends and family?
Answered: 859

Skipped: 17
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Severely

27.82%

239

A lot

24.10%

207

A moderate amount

22.24%

191

A little

15.37%

132

Not at all

10.48%

90

TOTAL

859

#

COMMENT

DATE

1

I can't participate in large events anymore due to cells phones. I do EMF Analysis to support folks
and sacrifice myselt every time I do it. I have constantly meter where I go and ask folks with me if
they'd put their phone on airplane and I have many friends who can't find homes.

1/28/2019 2:03 PM

2

Satellite short range-too close and Drone assult E.R 2016, home destroyed satellite demolition.
A.I. integrating in brain with all the Targeted electronics, nano sensors in body that geo-tagging
and in brain. Electric- very sensitive, unable to stay on phones and sensitive to light and all near
death results. 2014

1/28/2019 1:12 PM

3

I don't leave the house much except for essential things such as doctor's appointments.

1/28/2019 4:58 AM

4

Severely affected. Made sick by workplace and extremely difficult to visit restaurants, grocery
stores etc.

1/27/2019 8:12 PM

5

I am very sensitive to Electromagnetic waves

1/27/2019 8:01 PM
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6

If I am exposed to cellphones I lose my balance/cannot walk in a straight line. Have severe
cognitive problems for at least 24 hours after an exposure.Canal community garden where I have
a plot is located right under a cell phone tower. I cannot spend more time there than an hour.
Since I am a passionate gardener I risk it but not without consequences like a pounding headache
and balance issues. I am petrified of the g-5 plans.

1/27/2019 4:57 PM

7

it makes me unable to balance do to brain injures and hearing loss.It is most limiting when in
floresent lighted areas.

1/27/2019 4:18 PM

8

NOT AFFECTED EXCEPT DISTURBED THAT PAWN GOVERNMENTS ALLOW
CORPORATIONS TO INSTALL ENERGY EMITTING DEVICES WITHOUT CONSENT AND
WITHOUT CONSIDERING PROXIMITY OF ENERGY DEVICE INSTALLATION TO CITIZENS
LOCATION; IE- ELECTRIC UTILITIES INSTALL SMART METERS NEXT TO WHERE
CHILDREN SLEEP-THEY SHOULD NOT NE ALLOWED TO IMPOSE ENERGY EMITTING
DEVICES ON PRIVATE PROPERTY WITHOUT CONSENT,

1/27/2019 1:22 PM

9

Being in a place where there are a lot of people means numerous phones that are on and of
course, wifi on top of everything else. I tend to go to small events because I will feel healthier. I try
to be outside as much as possible but I live in an apartment building.

1/27/2019 12:57 PM

10

EMF devices are not met to be healthy. It is the governments way to keep us unhealthy so that
they can control us against their control plans, lower the populations, destroy environments, as the
Smart meters did with our horrific fires. It is planned destruction of society, less population, more
profits for the illuminatiti. Why is this allowed to happen? All for more money for our government.

1/27/2019 11:54 AM

11

My ears have started ringing, a high pitched sound, when I work in a house with wireless phone &
tv connections.

1/27/2019 11:01 AM

12

I've taken osteopathic treatments and other techniques to reduce my discomfort, as well as limiting
exposures.

1/27/2019 10:00 AM

13

Hard to measure; but elec smart meter may have caused my fall blackout that some tests have
ruled out traditional causes.

1/26/2019 11:57 PM

14

I live in a house I had to shield. There are only a few shops I can visit. I can't visit cities for more
than a half hour, and that is with my shielding clothing on. I am highly eduated but can't work
outside of home.

1/26/2019 8:23 PM

15

I have been off work for almost 5 years due to my sensitivitiy to EMFs.

1/26/2019 1:34 PM

16

I don't like spending time in wifi envronments, such as the library and cafes. I still visit them, but I
would go more if there was wired internet. I don't use a mobile for calls.

1/26/2019 12:28 PM

17

Mostly work limitations

1/26/2019 10:34 AM

18

EMF environment awareness keeps me mindful of how much I exposure It poses on my kids. I try
not to be in the vicinity of any cell towers especially ones on top of businesses, schools and
libraries.

1/26/2019 8:29 AM

19

inability to sleep

1/25/2019 6:19 PM

20

It is difficult to find work or a house where there isn't wireless infrastructure saturating the
premises.

1/25/2019 5:54 PM

21

I must always wear an EMF protective hat or headband at all times. I must always have crystals
taped to my temples.

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

22

infringement upon my unalienable rights.

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

23

We are being taken out slowly by all levels of our enviroment, so it is hard to say or pin point
exactly how much and by which process has affected any part of a normal life.

1/25/2019 3:07 PM

24

EMFs GREATLY restrict where I can live...I vibrate severely inside,suffer heart palpitations, &
brain pain/vibration when in vicinity of wi-fi. My eyes instantly hurt if I turn on mobile phone data.
STOP THIS MADDNESS, it's killing us!

1/25/2019 12:54 PM

25

I have realized for years and have done much research, that they are a real danger

1/25/2019 12:34 PM

26

It really could be said that it affects me severely. But I need to keep doing essential things, like
shopping for groceries, etc. I don´t have a lot of money to be able to have the store send them to
my home. I also try to do a few things with my family, in spite of the pain and other symptoms that
I suffer for days after.

1/25/2019 7:38 AM
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27

So all that talk from Governments and local Councils about providing better accessibility to shops
and businesses is crap: they only put up ramps for wheelchair users: the presence of sesame
seeds in sandwiches will be better marked in order to prevent further deaths from sesame seed
allergy; and supermarkets now provide a good range of products for those with gluten and lactose
intolerance. But nothing is done to allow access for that growing number of us (already up to 35%
of certain populations) who have electromagnetic intolerance, meaning that we are physically ill
when we are in a low frequency electromagnetic environment (wifi, mobile masts, mobile phones
etc) and are unable to shop or go about their daily business. It’s like we do not matter anymore.
Everyone else can enjoy their Citizens Rights, but not us!

1/25/2019 2:15 AM

28

I really don't know. I'm slowing down a bit, but there's no way for me to tell what the source of the
"slow down" is.

1/25/2019 1:18 AM

29

I am aware of the potential for problems and i take steps to protect myself from harm.

1/24/2019 8:40 PM

30

None that I know of

1/24/2019 6:39 PM

31

I ad to resign from my job as a teacher due to electro-hypersensitivity.

1/24/2019 5:40 PM

32

I haven’t been functioning at all.. not even able to work since smart water meters were installed in
my condo complex July 2029

1/24/2019 5:29 PM

33

Getting progtessively worse since installation of digital 5G Meter 4 monts ago.

1/24/2019 5:19 PM

34

I can't go to my local grocery store, travel on highways with cell towers (very limiting for planning
trips away from home), access hospitals or health care where there are wireless signals, I can't
ride public transit or take a plane, cruise, use the public library, museum, local pub, theatre, or
anything that has wireless signals and no signage/announcement to encourage patrons to put
wireless devices including cell phones in "airplane mode" with blue tooth and wifi signal off, not
silent/vibrate mode as it still emits a signal that can hurt environmentally sensitive people.

1/24/2019 4:04 PM

35

It wipes out even the idea of healthfully using the downtown business district or our local coop
grocery, pizza place, and numerous other establishments. Of course most are blithely unaware
anything is going on. If one does these things, our health is declining as we do, which seriously
limits enjoyment and ability to have a long and healthy life like God intended us to have.

1/24/2019 3:59 PM

36

very debilitating

1/24/2019 1:40 PM

37

I am very electromagnetic hypersensitivity

1/24/2019 12:43 PM

38

It is difficult to find social spaces where I can keep well or not risk after-effects

1/24/2019 11:15 AM

39

Energy fields make me physically sick

1/24/2019 10:16 AM

40

I had to install shielding on my home's exterior, turn power off at night and wear protective clothing
when out-of-doors.

1/24/2019 9:38 AM

41

we have a cell tower within 500 yards of our property,our comox.10,000 a year sold into the
usa/canada market we also work under a scientific research grant from the fed. gov. canada since
the tower was completed we have noticed a substantial loss of bees .

1/24/2019 7:48 AM

42

I have to look for places that don't have WiFi for my shopping

1/24/2019 6:10 AM

43

It has been worse but I've moved away from an area that had several masts, I've also bought
protection products. I'm using a E9004 RadiTech Neutraliser from Dulwich health.

1/24/2019 3:11 AM

44

Daily torture. 99% homebound. Constantly bombarded with wifi, smart meters, dirty electricity.

1/24/2019 3:09 AM

45

Can't work, can't visit relatives and friends, can't use health care etc etc.

1/24/2019 2:35 AM

46

I can't work in a wifi environment so am forced to try find work from home

1/24/2019 2:26 AM

47

It has caused me to loose my property, half of my profession, and increasingly limits what is left of
my lifestyle.

1/24/2019 12:27 AM

48

I have to mitigate everything, or avois as much as possible.

1/23/2019 11:15 PM

49

ehs since 1996

1/23/2019 11:14 PM

50

Cell phones run the world and I struggle to use one belatedly.

1/23/2019 9:53 PM

51

i visit a house full of EMF devices and it sucks for me

1/23/2019 8:58 PM

52

I have to avoid any area that has high EMF radiation and cannot stay for long in any venue with
wifi.

1/23/2019 8:37 PM
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53

Only because I have effective protection that allows me to live in this heavy radiation world

1/23/2019 8:35 PM

54

I don't use a cell phone or a smart meter but others do near me.

1/23/2019 8:08 PM

55

Our whole family is affected and we can no longer eat out or travel. My two grand children who get
really sick from prolonged exposure have been denied accommodation and have to be home
schooled. They now live in isolation with no friends

1/23/2019 8:00 PM

56

not really sure. I only recently become aware of this being a source to a variety of health effects

1/23/2019 7:45 PM

57

I really don't know. think it maybe affecting my sleep, but i have no idea.

1/23/2019 7:14 PM

58

Pressure in brain .. exhaustion.... tinnitus it is frequencies ... inability to concentrate...can't do the
shopping visit family...only a quick trip into town tower the doctor...not driving or gardening ...
housework is minimal..

1/23/2019 7:13 PM

59

I am out in the EMR/RFR environment most days and sleep in my vehicle to be able to sleep and
counter the effects at night.

1/23/2019 6:59 PM

60

I am unable to work because WIFI and EMR are now in all schools, universities and other
workplaces

1/23/2019 6:39 PM

61

I avoid homes/meeting places with too much IOT.

1/23/2019 6:30 PM

62

I have blue shield units to protect me from the fields.

1/23/2019 6:29 PM

63

significant headaches & fatigue in any environment with wifi, etc, etc

1/23/2019 6:08 PM

64

I have serious night time reactions from being in a large crowd of 50 or more adults because of all
the cell phones.

1/23/2019 6:08 PM

65

The EMF readings in my living room are so high that I do not use that room

1/23/2019 5:53 PM

66

You should have included sleep; something on the telephone pole outside my bedroom was
making me dizzy until I covered my bedroom wall with aluminum foil.

1/23/2019 5:53 PM

67

I am totally dependent on my spouse

1/23/2019 5:45 PM

68

I had to retire.

1/23/2019 5:17 PM

69

EMFs are killing good life on Earth

1/23/2019 5:08 PM

70

I have become sensitive to some smart meters, cell phone, home routers and many car wireless
systems...Headaches and dizziness are my main symptoms

1/23/2019 4:54 PM

71

Heart went into Afib had 4 heart surgery's

1/23/2019 4:43 PM

72

Could not serve on jury duty, cannot go to movie theaters or large gatherings with high EMFS due
to everyone's wireless devices (wearable, cell wifi, cellular) and visits to see grandchildren have to
be planned on non wifi flights, combined with auto travel. Getting harder to do.

1/23/2019 4:09 PM

73

I don't know

1/23/2019 4:07 PM

74

I don't like being in areas where there is WiFi. I can ''handle'' it, but after a while feel head-achy
and uncomfortable

1/23/2019 4:02 PM

75

My wife and I got tinnitus about the same time ..annoying at times

1/23/2019 4:00 PM

76

I have to carefully limit the amount of time I spend in high EMF environments.

1/23/2019 3:48 PM

77

Impossible to avoid.

1/23/2019 3:47 PM

78

I can't go into the city. If I do I have to go to bed and sleep for an hour and 15 minutes - nearly to
the minute - so my brain can recalibrate. Really odd.

1/23/2019 3:45 PM

79

We limit all wireless in our home for the most part so get exposed from neighbors.

1/23/2019 3:42 PM

80

I have removed or limited usage to limit exposure to EMFs

1/23/2019 3:24 PM

81

I had to move my electric meter off my house, and turn off my wifi every night to sleep.

1/23/2019 3:22 PM

82

I have to wear protective shielding over my heart all the time. I also suffer from sporadic brain fog.

1/23/2019 3:15 PM

83

I am not electrically sensitive but consider us all susceptible

1/23/2019 3:11 PM

84

Life altering

1/23/2019 2:45 PM
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85

I haven't been able to work for 10 years due to EMF sensitivity and Multiple Chemical Sensitivity

1/23/2019 2:27 PM

86

I have not installed sheilding on all my ceilings. Most of them I have.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

87

I have hypertension or high blood pressure and chronic brain/fog fatigue. i know the wireless
EMFs have something to do with it.

1/23/2019 2:22 PM

88

ear and side of head with cell phone within 4-6 inches

1/23/2019 2:12 PM

89

When I am at home can't enjoy it.

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

90

I have health effects

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

91

I'm not EHS bit don't like to be around cellphones and public wifi, so I avoid public crowded
spaces i.e. museums, large events

1/23/2019 1:46 PM

92

I no longer have a sense of 'dead reckoning' I use to have most of my life.

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

93

It has made me a prisoner, unable to do most of the things I used to do.

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

94

Im recieving unusual frequencies in my home picked up on monitoring equipment

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

95

I avoid highly electric areas like big cities (they drain me) and I turn off WiFi and my cell phone
most of the time at home.

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

96

I get headaches when exposed to WiFi or in other areas with high EMR. I avoid our public library
because they have WiFi. Sadly there is a cell tower next to our local health food store.

1/23/2019 1:20 PM

97

Certainly takes away time from family, friends. If I spend too much time on computer or cell phone,
I also can get headaches, or a bit disoriented. I do have trouble when I have deadlines and have to
spend non-stop time on computer. I try to use speaker phone when possible. Some cell phones
actually give me headaches at the time I use them. I try to limit my time on cell phone. The cell
phone I have now will not give me headaches, unless I'm on for a long period (half-hour or usually
even longer before a headache sets in.)

1/23/2019 1:19 PM

98

I made electric company remove Smart meter from our house last year when we moved. FPL now
charges us $13.00 per month to come out and read our meter

1/23/2019 12:59 PM

99

was forced to move

1/23/2019 12:56 PM

100

I own nothing wireless & shopping limited to places that don't traditionally have them like groceries,
mail, & drug stores.

1/23/2019 12:51 PM

101

Actaully I have no way to measure this.

1/23/2019 12:42 PM

102

health downturn since neighbour had smart meter fitted - less than 5 feet from my headboard next
door !!

1/23/2019 12:41 PM

103

wifi, cell towers, large groups of people with cell phones are all attend with caution.

1/23/2019 12:40 PM

104

There is no way to get away from the electrosmog. I avoid when feel I can.

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

105

I have EHS diagnosis from an environmental doctor

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

106

Past EMF effects have affected my wife

1/23/2019 12:26 PM

107

have been on disability. Cannot just go anywhere I want. Main problem is trying to live in home
with smart meters forced on. LOTS OF PAIN HEART ISSUES ETC

1/23/2019 12:25 PM

108

Currently I’m wxperience a high pitched noise as well as my neighbors. After research, I think it is
Comcast and their service and/ or their routers . They are so powerful. Had an emf expert to
pinpoint problem, she did a reading of the outside of my duplex property where the router was
sitting inside the unit and the reading was very high. Powerful.

1/23/2019 12:23 PM

109

I sometimes feel pressure sensation / headache, but actively reduce sources of EMF around me.

1/23/2019 12:21 PM

110

I have intermittent ringing in my ears that started when I lived in an apartment, surrounded by
wireles. It affects my sleep and my ability to relax.

1/23/2019 12:19 PM

111

We've had to rearrange rooms at home and can no longer be in cafes and businesses with WIFI.

1/23/2019 12:19 PM

112

complete disability

1/23/2019 12:14 PM

113

Scattered, fatigue, chronic body pain, migraines, heart palpitations

1/23/2019 12:11 PM

114

as I try to stay away from it at least where I have power to control

1/23/2019 12:11 PM
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115

I have become severely ill in the last eight months due to finally figuring out what the intermittent
nausea, face flushing, migraines and heart palpitations were about. Since that time, I cannot be
around any Wi-Fi or smart meter emissions without a severe migraine developing and/or heart
palpitations. I have nausea almost all the time.

1/23/2019 12:08 PM

116

I feel less tired when I'm not around computers

1/23/2019 12:08 PM

117

?

1/23/2019 12:07 PM

118

sensitive

1/23/2019 12:04 PM

119

I got better with qigong! Before it was severely

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

120

Most of all, it affects where I sleep- I cannot sleep anywhere near routers or smartmeters, or
urban/suburban areas.

1/23/2019 11:55 AM

121

anxiety that I have never had before

1/23/2019 11:51 AM

122

My life and health have been ruinied.

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

123

I have a power line behind my house - Wake up in pain every day because of it.

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

124

I'm completely wired and don't want to be around anything wireless or any wireless device

1/23/2019 11:24 AM

125

It was much worse before I addressed my exposure properly.

1/23/2019 11:23 AM

126

I have constant ringing in my ears- i can no longer tolerate wifi or flourescents for more than very
short periods of time, and once 5G is embedded in our environment, I have no idea what I will do.

1/23/2019 11:17 AM

127

Ihave little around me that emits: I tested the field strength around my bed, make sure I have no
emitters close by, there are no cell phone towers, power lines or transformers nearby, I avoid
being near emitters, etc.

1/20/2019 11:59 PM

128

There's a huge tower about 3 blocks from my house. We have both a"smart meter," on the water
and electric. My tinnitus has gotten so bad, I don't sleep very well at night, anymore. We shut the
Wi-Fi off at night. My roommate turns it on when she gets up in the morning. The ringing imedeatly
starts and I'm unable to go back to sleep.

1/18/2019 12:50 PM

129

I FEEL LOUSY WHEN EXPOSED, OK WHEN NOT EXPOSED, BEST IN SEVERAL DAYS
FROM EXPOSURE. WORKING IS GETTING MORE DIFFICULT AS WELL AS TIME WITH
FAMILY. DOCTORS AND PEOPLE IN GENERAL NOT RECOGNIZING THIS AS A VIABLE
ILLNESS.

1/16/2019 12:23 PM

130

Fluorescent lights, phone screens and WiFi routers are the biggest offenders to me

1/15/2019 7:26 PM

131

kaiser permanente ignored their study and stated EMF complaint was delusional and
schizophrenic.

1/15/2019 4:04 AM

132

at home too ,as neighbors use DECT phones (the worst!) ,powerful dual band wifi ,wigig,and in
parking lots and driveways ,many have 9 ghz perimieter / parking radar to help them park and
avoid bumping into curbs ect. and blue tooth devices

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

133

daily limitations

1/8/2019 12:31 PM

134

Had cardiac problems cause of it and sleeping trouble

1/8/2019 10:26 AM

135

I believe the smart meter out side my front door cuases many quirky things to happen as far as my
reception on my radio etc. etc.

1/3/2019 8:07 AM

136

I believe EMF is related to the fatigue that everyone is experiencing.

1/2/2019 2:26 PM

137

With 5G rolling out. It's going to get very bad for any people who are near sources.

1/2/2019 7:40 AM

138

The full extent has not been determined!

1/2/2019 3:56 AM

139

Not sure ! I had a server turned off in my school office, since I was not using any remote device.

1/2/2019 3:18 AM

140

I can't go a lot of places because of it. If I do, I risk illness.

1/1/2019 10:43 AM

141

It's unseen and unfelt, but there and I know it causes damage to mitochondria and DNA

1/1/2019 10:11 AM

142

I will ask for wi-fi to be switched off if i do stay overs. I get mid- brain fuzziness headaches. I would
leave study class and go home to get out of the environment of wi-fi.

12/31/2018 7:11 PM

143

I ask grandchhildren to turn off cells at meals, and they limit their time when with me.

12/31/2018 5:45 PM
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144

I am on disability due to EHS and can't go many places or do many activities I used to because of
it.

12/31/2018 3:42 PM

145

We pay attention to it.

12/31/2018 3:39 PM

146

The EMF environment limits my interior design freedom since I don't want to put bed near wall with
meter on other side. Also limits my free time with all the extra time spent researching sources on
internet. Also impacts safety of disabled senior citizens who may wish to have a wireless or
cordless phone on their wheelchair for safety, but it will cause harm.

12/31/2018 3:09 PM

147

Cannot really go anywhere, including doctor, without SEVERE effects. Cannot work except inside
home. Cannot be outside on my own property due to cell tower.

12/31/2018 2:23 PM

148

It might be more, but my house us fairly shielded & folks come to me...

12/31/2018 2:23 PM

149

Are my migraines caused by this? If so, then my answer is severely

12/24/2018 1:10 PM

150

My daughter is severely affected, so, of course, this directly affects me as well when she is at my
home or in my car--which is a lot.

12/22/2018 8:46 PM

151

I must wear radio frequency blocking clothing 24/7. I have to bring an RF meter with me whenever
I go to another person's home or a hotel, to see if I can even be in the room. , or hotel

12/18/2018 10:15 PM

152

I am not a huge user of phones but we do have wifi router in the house. I probably relate more to
the effects of it and the smart meter outside my bedroom.

12/18/2018 8:39 AM

153

headaches, heart palpitations, irregular heartbeat, burning eyes & eye sockets, skin rashes, red
face

12/17/2018 10:08 AM

154

I avoid all spaces with WiFi, so that means limiting visits to many public places such as shops,
coffee houses, etc. and not spending time there to socialize with friends

12/15/2018 4:41 PM

155

I've had severe EHS for 5+ years. I can't go to most any public places, unless I were to wear
strange, protective headgear.

12/15/2018 1:02 PM

156

I live alone and don't have any wireless devices. I also paid the "extortion" fee to keep my analog
meter in Mi.

12/15/2018 7:52 AM

157

I avoid EMF inside my home.

12/15/2018 6:58 AM

158

always have to ask people not bring dirty tech into my home

12/15/2018 5:59 AM

159

Constant migraines do bad I wish I were dead. Forced to live in constant pain were I have no life
anymore can’t live in Alaska with out heat and electricity. Imagine your utility company having
been given billions to forcefully put these on your home or they turn you off for noncompliance it’s
December here in Alaska and utilities due to turn us off by January so will freeze to death and the
utilities received billions of tax’s payers money to fund this yet we can’t opt out of something we
never opt into? California fires smart meter over heating problems catching fire with gas lines
house explode yet no rights to our safety or health were being turned off to protect our health and
property. This is outrageous their is no common law allowing this. People have no rights anymore.

12/14/2018 7:10 PM

160

My grandson who is now 13 can't go to school or any other public place because of the wifi

12/14/2018 1:42 PM

161

I haven’t worked since they were installed in my condo complex..I don’t feel like doing anything.

12/14/2018 8:28 AM

162

concerned about overall radiation, cell phone use rare, smart meters just recently approved by
Nova Scotia Power, not yet installed

12/13/2018 6:16 PM

163

I've had to re train my central nervous system not to go into panic mode.

12/13/2018 5:08 PM

164

It leaves my mind a foggy mess- and ive aquired an Auto immune disease.

12/13/2018 4:41 PM

165

I live in a ground floor apartment and there is a smart meter on my bedroom wall that is for the apt
above me... I am hyper sensitive to any WIFI and after having a stroke my health has been
declining,, nights are a nightmare I am in constant pain and my head pounds I was able to travel to
a remote area in Mexico where I stayed in a wifi free home for 2 months... no headache and no
pain At the age of 85 I don' t need the problems that a smart meter brings.. I have done the
research The upstairs tenant refuses to have it removed even tho I said I would pay all expenses
including the monthly fees

12/13/2018 3:32 PM

166

No sleep, memory loss, break out in sweat around too much wi-fi. Body gets nervous, anxious, no
restful state.

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

167

I am in solitary confnemnt.

12/13/2018 2:02 PM
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168

Ever since a smart meter was installed on our house I have trouble sleeping.

12/13/2018 1:02 PM

169

I do feel sick and rundown after continued exposure. Also took WiFi router out of home and my
sleep improved.

12/13/2018 11:40 AM

170

I do not use cell phones or wireless by choice. Smart meters forced on me.

12/13/2018 11:12 AM

171

I have adopted my lifestyle for a long time to coping with my sensitivity - no smart phone, no smart
meter, avoiding walking under major power lines, and avoiding CFL light bulbs----for such a long
time that I do not realize how much it affects my life. I become aware of my compromise when I
see someone using a smart phone.

12/13/2018 10:11 AM

172

In addition to not being able to travel I have had to spend tens of thousands of dollars to remediate
the RF hitting my home from a cell tower a couple of hundred ft. away.

12/13/2018 9:02 AM

173

Mira Mar Mobile (Senior) Community in Oceanside, CA (crisis in Park)

12/13/2018 1:27 AM

174

I'm not electric-sensitive but I'm very concerned about living a 13th of a mile from a cell tower. The
emitters are directed at my house and visible from my windows. Even after painting my bedroom
with shielding paint the RF levels are above safe levels. I don't use my back yard because the RF
levels are too high for me to feel comfortable spending time there.

12/12/2018 9:52 PM

175

Maybe a lot if the current EMF is harmful to me and I haven't realized it yet.

12/12/2018 9:08 PM

176

Smart meters have made it difficult for me to work at home because they are surrounding my
apartment. I have difficulty sleeping and get headaches and heart palpitations when I'm near the
Smart meters.

12/12/2018 9:01 PM

177

The current EMF enviroment does not limit me, that I know of.

12/12/2018 8:27 PM

178

Affects my sleep and ability to use standard communication avenues

12/12/2018 6:21 PM

179

Biggest problem for me is that I hear high pitched noise and longterm streaming noise when I am
trying to sleep. Often wakes me up at night as does others in my household. So I am often sleep
deprived and frustrated on workdays.

12/12/2018 6:07 PM

180

It has significantly changed my life.

12/12/2018 4:23 PM

181

Know how to limit exposure and still be active. Not EMS.

12/12/2018 4:05 PM

182

Cannot sleep

12/12/2018 2:40 PM

183

Actually, having these devices seems to enhance my lifestyle, not limit it. I don't quite get how they
would limit lifestyles

12/12/2018 1:23 PM

184

We get focused on our phones and interact less in person

12/12/2018 10:47 AM

185

I have issues with Hitler Phone Bridge Molar Mic synergnic EMF & Heavy Metals Amalgams ,
Pending VA Military Claims

12/12/2018 8:15 AM

186

If you include a future of health effects, then the answer changes.

12/12/2018 8:09 AM

187

I have had to move, leave hotels with heavy wifi, had physical problems. Some homes are too toxic
for me to visit. Once I spent time at a friends and went home and passed out for three hours.
People make fun of my electrosensitivity.

12/12/2018 7:02 AM

188

I am currently unable to live in my home with my husband and 5 children, because I got so sick
from our smart meter. I have notes from doctors from two major teaching hospitals but the utility
refuses to remove the meter as the doctor has ordered. We previously removed all other wireless
devices. Even the backyard is contaminated by the Mesh Network. I really need a safe place to
sleep for my body to recover at night. I became more electromagnetically sensitive after exposure
to smart meters.

12/12/2018 6:48 AM

189

I am exposed to them in my home and bedroom and have none of these devices. I am exposed at
work and use none of these devices. My health has gone suffered ever since they installed a smart
meter on my home. I have over 20 broadband signals entering my home, like it or not. It is like
being in a microwave prison!

12/12/2018 6:12 AM

190

It was sever but I've made adjustments over the past 6-years and it's calmed somewhat

12/12/2018 5:48 AM

191

I am aware of EMF and therefore limit use

12/12/2018 5:15 AM

192

Totally changed life, career.

12/12/2018 5:10 AM
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193

I don't use smartphones and only use the internet for some news or to educate myself on certain
subjects. I never have wanted to use social media, I don't watch or listen to anything online.

12/12/2018 4:54 AM

194

I live in Westminster MD, and I am so sick, to the point have have to stop working Verizon and ATT
are increasing the frequencies level in this area, I feel my life in coming to an end, what this
wireless carriers are doing in this area is a CRIME, we got to do something before they kill us all.

12/12/2018 4:45 AM

195

I don't really know. A moderate amount is just an estimation.

12/12/2018 3:57 AM

196

Completely house bound cannot do anything

12/12/2018 12:52 AM

197

I am a targeted individual and have had beams aimed at me almost 4 years. I can't always sleep
when I want and then I am too tired during the day to go places or handle important things I need
to do. See targetedjustice.com for more information, if you do not know what I mean. It has been
hard on my health even though I don't have wireless at my home and do not carry a cell phone. It
is human rights abuse.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

198

Headaches, severe fibromyalgia, muscle cramping, brain fog, large bruising, fatigue, interrupted
sleep, etc.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

199

11 years of EHS, must work at home, everything became difficult

12/11/2018 10:34 PM

200

I worry about spending time at our kids' friends' houses, doing sleepovers, visiting the library even.

12/11/2018 10:29 PM

201

My employer recently insisted I use a cell phone. I use speaker, keep it as far away as possible &
still feel it in my head. I avoid wireless environments due to the brainfog and headaches they
cause.

12/11/2018 10:16 PM

202

I am not able to live a normal life due to cellular tower and wi-fi broadcasts

12/11/2018 10:06 PM

203

With a mobile livestyle (much house sitting) it takes a lot of work to mitigate the environment to
minimize exposure. And i suspect aside from conscious tingling sensations from exposures, my
general health is being impacted, e.g. tinnitus, hearing distortion.

12/11/2018 9:24 PM

204

Im the Canary In The Coal Mine My home is NO EMF my time in EMF-Land is limited to one yoga
class per day and a visit to health food store for 18 min per day.

12/11/2018 9:21 PM

205

Sleep

12/11/2018 9:03 PM

206

I have been house bound for the past four years. I had to get rid of cell phone, corless phone,
microwave oven, etc.

12/11/2018 8:41 PM

207

i avoid LED headlights burning retinal tissue by only going out when its absolutely needed and
wearing blue-blocking glasses.

12/11/2018 7:56 PM

208

I can't use cell phones as they give me massive headaches

12/11/2018 7:53 PM

209

That I am aware of...

12/11/2018 7:15 PM

210

Cell and smartphones are taking over the art of conversation. Tweeting is for morons LIKE
TRUMP!

12/11/2018 7:11 PM

211

depends how close it is

12/11/2018 6:50 PM

212

I can no longer go to restaurants, concerts, movies or spend time anywhere that people gather. I
can't go to the library, the gym, or music festival, seasonal street festivals, etc. I can't visit my own
brother because he lives in an apartment buildng where is is impossible to control the EMFs in the
environment, and I can no longer visit most of my freinds because it has become impossible to
eliminate all the sources of RF. My entrie life is spent in my own house or in the woods. Even the
RF sheilding in my home is becoming inadequate now that the entire neighborhood has smart
meters and the cell towers have more antenas on them and my neighbors all have Wi-fi and
wireless burglar alarms, etc.

12/11/2018 6:17 PM

213

Can't live in high EMF environments

12/11/2018 6:13 PM

214

i have become electrically sensitive. It began when the smart meters were deployed where I live
and work

12/11/2018 5:59 PM

215

I feel generally unwell even in my home, due to neighbor's wifi. Other expusures can be even
worse.

12/11/2018 5:37 PM

216

Tinnitus Problems

12/11/2018 5:30 PM

217

My Nephew was killed by EMF via a mobile phone.

12/11/2018 5:28 PM
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218

I get sick when I shop at a store that has a cell tower closeby

12/11/2018 4:55 PM

219

cooking takes a little longer as I refuse to use a microwave oven

12/11/2018 4:54 PM

220

I hate most of them

12/11/2018 4:42 PM

221

I cannot wear a bluetooth headset without getting a swollen ear!

12/11/2018 4:33 PM

222

I don't know cause-and-effect, symptoms, for example, of tinnitis & headaches...so cannot say.

12/11/2018 4:20 PM

223

I am not able to work for clients in their own offices because virtually everyone has wifi and cell
phones. In order to visit my mother in her own home, which has 8 smart meters just 10 feet from
her front door, I have to wear a shielding cap.

12/11/2018 4:13 PM

224

Just need to stay off phone and keep in airplane mode, limit time in houses with cordless phones
and wifi.

12/11/2018 4:04 PM

225

I was ill almost immediately after smart meters were installed, I have EHS

12/11/2018 3:41 PM

226

I am active in opposing these radiation devices but have not personally been able to identify
symptoms for myself.

12/11/2018 3:23 PM

227

misc emf shielding,wifi exposure opted out smart meter for yrs = opportunity costs

12/11/2018 3:07 PM

228

I detect it when friends are carrying cell phones or their computer WiFi is on

12/11/2018 2:59 PM

229

sitting by wifi routers make me feel irritable, uneasy and "edgy"

12/11/2018 2:37 PM

230

It has been increasing my depressions symptoms making me not irritable, sleepy, sad and so on

12/11/2018 2:36 PM

231

Limit your lifestyle? How could it?

12/11/2018 2:28 PM

232

I am EHS sensitive. In Sweden they will diagnose this and prescribe 2 weeks in a EMF free area
while in the US you are diagnosed with symptoms of mental depression and prescribed drugs that
I refuse to take.

12/11/2018 2:07 PM

233

I don't own a smartphone and my cell phone is always off in the glove compartment of my car. I
tend to steer clear of anybody who is addicted to their phone. We have no wireless in our house;
all of our computers are wired and we use landlines.

12/11/2018 2:02 PM

234

l was forced to relocate when the entire roof of my apartment building was made into a base
station.

12/11/2018 1:57 PM

235

Severity is relative to the source of exposure. Stand me next to a tower and I'll have a bigger
problem than if I'm just at work amongst wifi everywhere.

12/5/2018 7:39 PM

236

Not able to WORK, do not shop, seldom leave safety of home, LONELY, SAD, ISOLATED, MAD,
Sometimes just want to DIE

12/5/2018 9:27 AM

237

I have been "let go" from a job 3 times. My supervisor said, "I know you are a good teacher, but
you are arriving on the wrong day, and getting there late. What is wrong?"

12/4/2018 5:57 AM

238

unable to work, socialise etc, spend most of the day in pain management and trying to heal self

12/3/2018 4:00 PM

239

I have been EMS (electromagnetically sensitive - this is the ADA - U.S. Acess Board's term) for 8
years now. I say severely, because it has completely changed my life. I am not able to practice my
profession. I shop at night when fewer people are in the stores. I don't play. My friends and family
accomodate me, but I did not attend Thanksgiving dinner this year because there would be many
guests and I did not want to become the center of attention and start the holiday on such a tragic
subject.

12/3/2018 9:56 AM

240

I have suffered symptoms 5 times while on EMF testing jobs

12/3/2018 9:38 AM

241

I have constant headaches unless completely away from an EMF environment

12/3/2018 8:19 AM

242

Cellphone tower emissions.

12/3/2018 4:04 AM

243

i don't work which is a great relief because I couldn't handle computer work phones cash
machines etc for long periods of time

12/3/2018 3:37 AM

244

It depends on the current flow in the area

12/3/2018 2:18 AM

245

I live my life to the fullest and refuse to allow it to control my activities

12/3/2018 1:39 AM

246

I can no longer shop, attend meetings, eat out, use public transport, buildings and libraires, yet I
am forced to pay property taxes.

12/2/2018 7:09 PM
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247

Mostly my sleep

12/2/2018 4:01 PM

248

Can't go to public places or friends houses without it effecting me

12/2/2018 8:42 AM

249

Shattered my former life: Serious injury and life impairment, with severe financial effects as well as
social.

12/1/2018 11:58 PM

250

Since July 2015, I've been almost 100% restricted to living on our Rural-residential allotment.
Unable to work, visit family, shop, or go anywhere, except mostly very short local errands. With
days needed to recover from these.

12/1/2018 6:32 PM

251

affected in my yard at home, at shops, church, while travelling, at health providers of all sorts,
friends' houses - few locations not affected

12/1/2018 2:45 PM

252

I make a decesion each time i choose to go out socially. If i go I will be ill - sometimes it is worth it
most times not. Our lives have become very small :(

12/1/2018 1:48 PM

253

I can feel headache, oozy, with desire to vomit , fatigue, spasms, itchy skin, involuntary
movements

12/1/2018 6:19 AM

254

I stay in a faraday cage almost 24/7.

11/30/2018 10:26 PM

255

As all shopping centres, coffee shops, medical centres, hospital and public places are full of high
levels of microwave non-ionised radiation.

11/30/2018 9:03 PM

256

Unable to work as I cannot tolerate wi-fi. Every aspect of life affected.

11/30/2018 8:54 PM

257

It has made me homebound, but I'm not even safe in my own home due to all the WiFi networks
(47 of them so far) and Smart Meters in my neighborhood.

11/30/2018 4:52 PM

258

I am not incapacitated but symtoms do limit the amount of time I spend in public places

11/30/2018 4:07 PM

259

I cant find housing where I am not exposed

11/30/2018 11:41 AM

260

i am homebound mostly, i live in a shielded home, and limit my outings to essential trips for food
and medical

11/30/2018 9:29 AM

261

I try to mitigate as much as possible even though I am not (yet?) physically affected, so I am
limiting myself in terms of convenience.

11/30/2018 8:20 AM

262

I really feel the ill effects of wireless when I am in 1 location for hours ie sleeping in bed all night

11/30/2018 7:41 AM

263

I don't have or use a cell phone. People often expect that they can text messages to me and I
have to remind them that I don't text.

11/30/2018 7:38 AM

264

Cannot tolerate WiFi and cell phones. Unable to stay in motels/hotels. Restaurants and libraries
are inaccessible to me. Friends and family are perplexed by my intolerances.

11/30/2018 5:58 AM

265

I know that emf from mobiles cause cancer. see emfscientist.org

11/30/2018 4:50 AM

266

We are moving to a camping van because the EMF is so bad in town--cell towers, everyone's WiFi.

11/30/2018 4:21 AM

267

I have serious night time reactions from being in a large crowd of 50 or more adults because of all
the cell phones.

11/29/2018 8:12 PM

268

i HAVE emf SENSITIVITY

11/29/2018 6:40 PM

269

I cannot be around any of it or do any normal activities of daily living without severe symptoms.

11/29/2018 6:20 PM

270

I only have a desktop computer.

11/29/2018 5:50 PM

271

i have become extremely intolerant if microwaves. I cannot tolerate them.

11/29/2018 1:10 PM

272

my life is severely limited. My shopping, travel and motel selections are determined by the
placement of cell phones towers

11/29/2018 11:09 AM

273

It affects my sleep and nervous system and also my blood pressure and heart rate.

11/29/2018 11:03 AM

274

My home is a safe EMF free Zone, almost 100%...smart meter removed. And I was effected
severely. Now, I am effected by the environment with severe spasms and pain, that is pretty
terrifying.

11/29/2018 10:54 AM

275

Challenged finding housing. Isolated from friends and family. Can't work.

11/29/2018 9:49 AM

276

makes one a hermit

11/29/2018 9:31 AM
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277

smart meter behind next door's party wall magnetic field levels 28milligauss at party wall comes
2/3 across my lounge and bedroom having to move but now not well enough, sinus, severe gut
issues, eyes problems head hell, severe infections as thyroid adrenal function severly affected
nutrient loss so much was an top class equestrian very fit athelete now very disabled physically
and mobility and buzzing in head etc off scale, no life

11/29/2018 4:39 AM

278

I fear the fure of 5G yet it is already here!

11/28/2018 8:05 PM

279

I am dependent on spouse to do all shopping. Home 98% of the time.

11/28/2018 4:23 PM

280

My health has deteriorated as WiFi use has escalated and my employment opportunities narrowed
by my refusal to carry an I phone constantly.

11/28/2018 12:55 AM

281

I developed a serious illness after a smart meter was installed on my home

11/27/2018 8:43 PM

282

Is it me or do I feel nauseous whe I go into Sacramento?

11/27/2018 4:13 PM

283

Cannot get a land line telephone. Without a phone, my business suffers.

11/27/2018 3:48 PM

284

Not sure how much effect it has on my tremors (essential tremor). Not genetic for me & cause
unknown?? We won't have WIFI because of increased risk. I have a Samsung Galaxy cell phone,
but don't use it so much & miss out on group texts in a couple of women's groups I'm in. I'm wary
of using it very much.

11/27/2018 1:42 PM

285

It is isolating! We moved 30 miles to get away from where the concentration is high. I'm very happy
here, but I don't see or talk to anyone but my husband sometimes for a week at a time.

11/27/2018 1:37 PM

286

There is no relief from the pure tone noise pollution, except to mask it with broadband noise
meaning music, radio tv, fans

11/27/2018 1:27 PM

287

I have severe EHS/MCS and CIRS - mould disease

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

288

blood pressure skyrocketed so I'm making drastic changes and BP has come down but there are
other effects, trouble sleeping, itchy eyes, pressure in head, etc.

11/27/2018 12:15 PM

289

I am blessed because I was "A Lot" a few years ago.

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

290

very severe tinnitus which stops me from sleeping, sometimes for more than a day

11/27/2018 11:46 AM

291

I only go where I feel safe and I hate that many EMF emitters are hiddent in trees and towers

11/27/2018 11:38 AM

292

I experience symptoms in close proximity to smart phones which causes me to avoid restaurants,
public transportation and air travel; and to request family members to turn off their phones at night,
and to use airplane mode during the day and in the car

11/27/2018 11:07 AM

293

I can only go out for 2 hours at a time before I have symptoms, muscle twitching, headache,
disorientation, visual disturbances and fatigue

11/27/2018 11:00 AM
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Q2 Which of the following descriptions best matches how you would
describe yourself?
Answered: 868

Skipped: 8

EMF Aware: You
are aware th...

EMF Injured:
You have bee...

Radiation
sickness: Yo...

None of the
above
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90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

EMF Aware: You are aware that electromagnetic fields and wireless radiation affect your health or make you feel unwell

49.31%

428

EMF Injured: You have been injured by electromagnetic fields and/or wireless radiation

27.42%

238

Radiation sickness: You have electromagnetic radiation sickness, a severe and chronic condition

19.12%

166

None of the above

4.15%

TOTAL

36
868
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Q3 Please indicate the health problems you experience(d) and believe
are related to EMF exposure. Check all that apply.
Answered: 871
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Sleep problems

Fatigue
Concentration,
memory or...
Stress and
anxiety

Headaches

Ear, eye and
sinus problems
Dizziness, or
balance...

Body pain

Heart problems

Immune system
problems
Digestive
problems
Other (please
specify)

Skin rashes

Nausea,
flu-like...
Respiratory
problems,...
None of the
above

Cancer

Reproductive
problems

Seizures
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Sleep problems

70.84%

617

Fatigue

63.61%

554

Concentration, memory or learning problems

61.08%

532

Stress and anxiety

60.05%

523

Headaches

52.35%

456

Ear, eye and sinus problems

46.84%

408

Dizziness, or balance problems

42.71%

372

Body pain

40.76%

355

Heart problems

39.15%

341

Immune system problems

36.97%

322

Digestive problems

31.57%

275

Other (please specify)

31.11%

271

Skin rashes

24.23%

211

Nausea, flu-like symptoms

23.77%

207

Respiratory problems, cough, asthma

20.90%

182

None of the above

7.23%

63

Cancer

6.43%

56

Reproductive problems

5.63%

49

Seizures

4.13%

36

Total Respondents: 871
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Had my all cognition shut down when I was in a hotel with commercial WIFI and under high
tension power lines. Tooks almost 2 hrs for it to come back on line....scarey!!!

1/28/2019 2:03 PM

2

tinnitus

1/28/2019 1:56 PM

3

THis has been on going and very educating with A.I. integrating in brain with the brain implants
and bode sensors. Sensitive yet personal healing and the Austin Volunteer Clinic (38th) has
helped a lot. WHen storms come in, development is around...I generally and sick. I look deranged
when this is going on. Remote Neural Monitoring-all the science has/is working through humanity
(me). I accept evolution.

1/28/2019 1:12 PM

4

I experience some of above not checked, but causes have not been confirmed.

1/27/2019 8:40 PM

5

SmartMeter caused severe headaches for weeks before they replaced it with analog electric meter

1/27/2019 8:01 PM

6

neurological reactions

1/27/2019 1:04 PM

7

tooth breakdown,heart palpatations

1/27/2019 12:57 PM

8

I think loss and brekage of hair

1/27/2019 6:01 AM

9

Sleep improved since towel over screen door against bedroom wall of outside electrical smart
meter. Hard to measure; but elec smart meter may have caused my fall blackout that some tests
have ruled out traditional causes.

1/26/2019 11:57 PM

10

When badly exposed my ears ring, chest hurts and ears go red. Buring feeling in hands, feet and
face. All this on top of that listed above.

1/26/2019 8:23 PM
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11

buzzing in head, unable to walk under cable nodes on overhead wires without pain, head pain,
able to "feel" some smartphone use in a group, and locate where the "offending" device is, I have
to leave my home at times, and hang out somewhere else, I have to leave some places at times
because the vibes are too strong. a cell tower was close behind a restaurant in Thomasville, Ga.,
and I put my hands up to my head and told my friend I had to leave as it was too painful. She said
the minute I put my hands up to my head, she heard a click click click coming from my left earring.

1/26/2019 1:53 PM

12

hyper-activity/feeling agitated, tingling in hands and feet, tremors

1/26/2019 1:34 PM

13

If I talk on a mobile phone for more than about 4 minutes, I get a deep earache, a red ear and my
skin feels hot. Sometimes I also get a slight headache.

1/26/2019 12:28 PM

14

Psych- corp/governments have no right to expose citizens without their consent

1/26/2019 7:27 AM

15

Ear ringing, buzzing, hi pitched sounds

1/25/2019 10:56 PM

16

emotionallly stressed

1/25/2019 6:19 PM

17

fluid retention, difficulty urinating until bladder is empty (as a female)

1/25/2019 5:54 PM

18

illness without another obvious cause Occam's razor

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

19

blood pressures

1/25/2019 3:07 PM

20

Most prominent are the dizziness and balance issues. Headache and eye ache/stabbing pains,
insomnia are annoying but if I weren't retired I would be unable to work. In fact, that is what
caused my early retirement!

1/25/2019 2:00 PM

21

Brain Tumor

1/25/2019 1:29 PM

22

Intense inner body vibration

1/25/2019 12:54 PM

23

When suddenly exposed, temporary inability to communicate effectively.

1/25/2019 7:27 AM

24

EMF exposure breaks up my DNA, weakens my immune system, gives me all of the above, and
the doctor has now told me that I may have an auto-immune disease.

1/25/2019 2:15 AM

25

Cancer after living 100m from a phone mast for many years

1/25/2019 2:06 AM

26

Unaware of any possible illness

1/24/2019 10:08 PM

27

Nothing that I am aware of yet but I am VERY careful about how I live and use things that expose
me to EMF. I live away from cell phone towers and try to limit exposure to all EMF.

1/24/2019 8:40 PM

28

Occasionally have slight balance issues and cough; Also have the following but not sure they are
directly related, although they may be: athlete's foot, and enlarged testicular probably the result of
testicular torsion.

1/24/2019 7:31 PM

29

Tinnitus

1/24/2019 5:40 PM

30

Nose bleeds , numbness , tmj , bringing my teeth went through new night guard, tingling ,my
fingers, hands are totally numb nausea ew night guard .

1/24/2019 5:29 PM

31

Smart Meter installed 4 months ago......... montitoring health changes

1/24/2019 5:19 PM

32

The stress and anxiety only occurs when I'm in wireless environments. When I'm away from these
signals I am happy and relaxed. Friends are welcome to use their cell phones as long as they
announce they are in airplane mode with signals off. They can take photos, share information that
has already been downloaded etc. If they move 50 ft. away from me to text or call, I can't feel the
signal. "Step away from the crowd", shows respect for those who may be sensitive.

1/24/2019 4:04 PM

33

A whole variety of EMF-related illnesses, symptoms, and problems have arisen since the smart
meter forced installation, cell phone tower install., use of cell phone (now down to near zero). I
experienced heart problems as the most concerning, necessitating 2 major hospitalizations in the
last 2 years, one with over 30 very worrisome tachycardia events.

1/24/2019 3:59 PM

34

My heart rate falls so low that my pulse cannot be palpitated. Severe pain 24/7

1/24/2019 1:40 PM

35

it messed wtih my muscles and nerves also

1/24/2019 12:43 PM

36

particularly sleep starvation after exposure, including blind exposure

1/24/2019 11:15 AM

37

Feels like a magnet pulling energy through my body. Makes my eyes strain and chest feel
pressure disrupts sleep like clockwork. I think it's when they draw gather the energy readings. Can
hear it

1/24/2019 10:16 AM
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38

PTSD from over-exposure incidents; Periods of Depression

1/24/2019 9:38 AM

39

Calcium Dyregulation

1/24/2019 8:50 AM

40

hemmroids, extreme anger clearly flight/fight syndrome

1/24/2019 7:18 AM

41

My whole body will pulse when I am in a high emf environment

1/24/2019 6:37 AM

42

Tremors

1/24/2019 6:22 AM

43

sickness, nausea

1/24/2019 4:14 AM

44

I had many problems but have removed LF and RF EMF sources

1/24/2019 3:49 AM

45

I have developed Type 1.5 Diabetes with no explanation

1/24/2019 3:47 AM

46

Ringing in ears/high pitched buzzing in head. Face burning.

1/24/2019 3:09 AM

47

I hear humming and it's frustrating and annoying. I have to wear earbuds or have white noise to
sleep.

1/24/2019 2:28 AM

48

memory is affected which as a computer programmer ...this is obviously a bad thing!

1/24/2019 2:26 AM

49

Deep Grieving for all life on Earth that is being subjected to ever stronger, increasing, RF and
EMF. Plus, Fear of 5g.

1/24/2019 12:27 AM

50

bladder control

1/23/2019 11:25 PM

51

These aren't the best questions to ask.It depends what is causing the emf radiation. Cell towers
create headaches and sharp stabbing pains, GPS in cars passing by cause stabbing pains
thorugh out the body at differnet time, cell phones, from others can cause headaches, stomach
pain, eye pain. I think it depends what and where it comes from.

1/23/2019 11:15 PM

52

I have poor vision (macular degeneration related to old age, hearing problems related to old age
and word recall problems related to old age.

1/23/2019 9:53 PM

53

My health problems are related to how close, and how long, I am close to EMF exposure.

1/23/2019 9:34 PM

54

Tingling feeling, like pins and needles, across my whole body, and severe pain in my hands and
feet.

1/23/2019 8:37 PM

55

panic

1/23/2019 8:27 PM

56

Feeling of pressure in my head

1/23/2019 8:15 PM

57

Buzzing through brain it's not tinnitus as my hearing is excellent..and blocking ears .. doesn't
help....pressure in brain dizzyness , exhaustion

1/23/2019 7:13 PM

58

Wife has loud noises from nearby cell tower that has hurt her several times.

1/23/2019 6:39 PM

59

Hashimoto's Thyroiditis, Pharyngeal-Laryngeal Acid Refux, Intestinal Permeability

1/23/2019 6:30 PM

60

I wear pendants and other products that protects me from the emr fields.

1/23/2019 6:29 PM

61

Fear of how it's affecting me.

1/23/2019 6:08 PM

62

I have no symptoms unless in the vicinity of EMF. I blame it for my cancer.

1/23/2019 5:45 PM

63

Tinitus - ringing of the ears

1/23/2019 5:05 PM

64

Tinnitus

1/23/2019 4:45 PM

65

unsure about digestive problems

1/23/2019 4:22 PM

66

nervous system upset

1/23/2019 4:10 PM

67

Abnormal growth of antibiotic resistant dental bacteria invading the sinus causing severe sinus
head pain.

1/23/2019 4:09 PM

68

I have a five of the above symptoms but don't know if they are related to EMF

1/23/2019 4:07 PM

69

Tinnitus/wife and I both have these above checked problems

1/23/2019 4:00 PM

70

ringing in ears

1/23/2019 3:13 PM

71

I had several of these problems when I spent 3 nights close to a smart meter

1/23/2019 2:59 PM
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72

Arthritis like pain in hands and feet, that disappears when exposure removed. You left off the
tingling, ants-crawling over your skin sensation.

1/23/2019 2:35 PM

73

Laryngospasm. Too many to list. Completely healthy and normal when not exposed.

1/23/2019 2:28 PM

74

Tinitus

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

75

Hair loss

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

76

i have had to move away from some areas in the past that were more concentrated with wifi, but
have reduced my exposure...but nowhere is the EMF exposure absent in real life now, so i have
adapted.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

77

I have chronic white noise in my left ear and elevated heart rate. I don't take blood pressure
medication, and when I am horizantal to nap or sleep, I pass out and I wake up with tightness in
my limbs.

1/23/2019 2:22 PM

78

painful ears/hearing; at times, near power poles, severe

1/23/2019 2:14 PM

79

Symptoms vary depending on intensity of radiation and location and my general vitality when
exposed

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

80

Pangs in my thumbs

1/23/2019 1:56 PM

81

weakness especially in legs due to high EMF in the car (Nissan Versa Note)

1/23/2019 1:52 PM

82

going to a chiropractor 2xaday. I went to a man who I witnessed him rebuilding his body and asked
him to teach me what he knew. In 4 hours I had a list of supplements and a place to order from.
Without expanding on the supplement list and dosage list, when I received the order and began
supplementing, in 14 days nothing changed but on day 15 all my joints stayed in place and I
began healing and learning on how to walk again. In 10 years I went back to my chiropractor and
asked for another full body xray. MY right leg was same size of my left leg for it had grown 2 1/2
inches to equal the left leg, foot size both now size 10, left thy at the hip 3 full hand spreads, the
chiropractor was astounded and excited. Then I asked if I had growen and taller, Oh shurley not
said he, my body also had grown 2 1/2 inches taller, a real shocker to him but then we realized my
right leg grew 5 inches (not 2 1/2 inches) nowe I was at age 50. That was to start and proof of
nuthitional supplementation I needed to stay alive and healthy. Because if my staying healthy at
age 87 and the cell tower 150 feet away and a smart meter on the building I dont have any effect
from EMF and I can testify it is because my health is kept in nutritional health. I can and do testify
of this fact and truth and mentor and help many with their diseases and poor health giving bacl
what God has and is giving to me. PS. THE first part of this message may have been deleated
because as I typed I came very close to the (x) and the line deisapeared. Not knowing what
happened, I continued on writing, not starting over, so, I dont know how much is missing of the
first part. You may send me a note and ask to complete the article; I would need your help with
what you have. Thank you, hope this helps and I will continue with your survey.

1/23/2019 1:44 PM

83

neuopathy

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

84

burning, itching skin

1/23/2019 1:22 PM

85

Tinnitus; Nutritional Imbalances and Deficiencies

1/23/2019 1:20 PM

86

horrible jaw ache and teeth aches (not always both at the same time unless it is a really strong
field)

1/23/2019 1:15 PM

87

i am not experiencing any of these but I believe they are connected to EMF exposure

1/23/2019 12:59 PM

88

when SM began, my heart "somersaulted" in m y chest - not actually but felt exactly like it!
Alarming. Did that for 3 nocs 'til PG&E turned power down.

1/23/2019 12:51 PM

89

I am not really sure what is related to EMF

1/23/2019 12:42 PM

90

I can not feel my right arm sometimes when I wake up, if I have been radiated on while is sleep.
After a few minutes movement and feelings come back my right arm

1/23/2019 12:40 PM

91

To be honest I am not positive that some of my many other conditions are the reason for some of
the above symptoms and I also get types of seizures but blame other conditions more on that one
- don't know which is the true culprit

1/23/2019 12:34 PM

92

Skin burn feeling

1/23/2019 12:33 PM
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93

I have chronic health issues, many of the above symptoms. No way to know the true causes. It's
been 35 years for me. It started back when I was programming in front of an old type CRT daily for
10 years.

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

94

Mental health diagnosis

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

95

BONE, TISSUE AND NERVE BURNING THROUGH BODY

1/23/2019 12:26 PM

96

Not sure

1/23/2019 12:26 PM

97

feeling deyhydrated along with the sick sometimes pulsing achiness

1/23/2019 12:25 PM

98

I believe if I can fix the problem, could be Comcast,, my symptom will reduced or diminish

1/23/2019 12:23 PM

99

While I cant always pinpoint the source of my symptons. I do feel a growing pressure sensation
similar to a headache when exposed to EMF and particularily Bluetooth sources.

1/23/2019 12:21 PM

100

Muscle problems

1/23/2019 12:19 PM

101

These are life threatening injuries. Problems is not a comparison.

1/23/2019 12:14 PM

102

n/a

1/23/2019 12:12 PM

103

eye strain flourescent lights

1/23/2019 12:11 PM

104

Pain in head if i hold cell phone to my head whilst using.

1/23/2019 12:10 PM

105

Past issues -

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

106

shakiness, heart palpitations, unable to think clearly

1/23/2019 11:55 AM

107

anxierty/depression

1/23/2019 11:51 AM

108

Increased MCS, tinnitus, vision loss, electrocution of body (increase body voltage)

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

109

Lost a Son from GBM brain cancer - he had most of these symptoms before diagnosis

1/23/2019 11:24 AM

110

head tremor; and (since soon after the "smart" meter came) hands tremor. I used to draw, in
professional fine detail; now can barely write my name

1/19/2019 12:20 AM

111

Depression and other neurotransmitter issues from transients caused by my solar inverter

1/18/2019 7:34 PM

112

Neuropathy pain

1/15/2019 7:26 PM

113

Recently realized my Graves’ Disease was caused by WiFi and smart meters! Have recovered
recently due to numerous diet and lifestyle changes

1/14/2019 7:34 PM

114

Flushing of skin and palms

1/10/2019 2:48 PM

115

massive confusion ,distraction ,conditioned to respond anti socially as everyone has become a
potential weapon as they all carry transmitting devices and are saturated with toxic chemicals
(household/hygeine/cosmetic/laundry/fragrances ect) that now completely cross my permeated
bloodbrain barrier

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

116

Of some issues i might not be aware it is EMF related?

1/8/2019 10:26 AM

117

Tinnitus

1/4/2019 5:27 PM

118

Anaphylaxis requiring the use of epi pens. (Mast Cell Activation Syndrome- EMFs are known mast
cell degranulators)

1/4/2019 11:28 AM

119

All have improved after a year+ of treating mercury poisoning and avoiding EMFS as much as
possible

1/4/2019 7:41 AM

120

restlessness.

1/3/2019 10:38 PM

121

can not prove anything

1/3/2019 8:07 AM

122

A small stroke

1/2/2019 6:05 AM

123

Uncertain, but I'm afraid I'm addicted to my cell phone and look at it sometimes at night and the
light of the screen in the dark creates eye fatigue.

1/2/2019 3:18 AM

124

Since it's my Profession, I reduced my exposure to 60 hZ fields and earth myself when in bed
There are no emitters nearby other than the usual culprits in a home, the high voltage power line
and transformer is diagnally 100' away from my home etc. etc.

1/1/2019 11:07 PM
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125

head pressure, tinnitus

1/1/2019 10:11 AM

126

all my symptoms began when the Smart Electric meter was placed on my house

1/1/2019 8:05 AM

127

Tinnitus

1/1/2019 6:54 AM

128

Not known.

1/1/2019 4:59 AM

129

until i found out i didn't have a coherent dream for years.

12/31/2018 10:26 PM

130

Over all feeling I've been poisoned. Pressure and "stinging" in my head.

12/31/2018 7:36 PM

131

I have protected myself in my bedroom with EMF blocking paint and curtains. I turn off my circuit
breaker at night.

12/31/2018 5:45 PM

132

It cooks you slowly.

12/31/2018 5:31 PM

133

I don't live with wi-fi unless it's in a public building for an hour. I don't have any wireless or
handheld devices because I think they are potentially dangerous.

12/31/2018 3:50 PM

134

Can't really say, but being exposed to EMF radiation disturbs me psychologically every day!

12/31/2018 3:25 PM

135

1) benign acousic neuroma removed in 1984 which left paralysis and one-sided hearing loss; 2)
ringing in ears 3) possible sleep problems since I wake up at 3 or 3:30am having to go to
bathroom, 4) possible interference with accuracy of EKG test during annual physical (was wearing
fitbit), 5) possible heart rhythm / rapid fibrillation.

12/31/2018 3:09 PM

136

tinnitus plus otherwise distorted hearing, numbness in feet and hands

12/31/2018 2:24 PM

137

We limit our exposure now. When we first got cell phones, my husband kept his in his shirt pocket
and then noticed heart palpitations-which disappeared when he took it out. I kept mine in my pants
pocket which then caused my thigh to go numb until I removed it.

12/22/2018 8:46 PM

138

tinnitus

12/19/2018 4:30 PM

139

blood clots

12/17/2018 5:20 AM

140

no symptoms that I am aware are from EMF

12/16/2018 8:13 PM

141

Though I do ocassionally manifest some of the symptoms listed here I cannot definitely attribute
them to EMF.

12/16/2018 11:06 AM

142

Severe itching of scalp, vaginal and anal areas (but no rashes). I believe these symptoms were
due to Smart Meter RF radiation because symptoms stopped abruptly when Smart Meter was
replaced by an analog meter.

12/15/2018 4:41 PM

143

Burning fingers & toes (peripheral nerves)

12/15/2018 8:56 AM

144

Migraines are so severe I wish I were dead. I can’t be in buildings equipped with smart meters or
visit family or friends and now because of the health problems I refuse one and utilities here in
Alaska are shutting off my only resources for heat water and electricity.

12/14/2018 7:10 PM

145

I have experienced these. I do not know if any are related to EMF.

12/14/2018 6:11 PM

146

Burning pain on surface of head.

12/14/2018 2:52 PM

147

night terrors

12/14/2018 1:42 PM

148

Nose bleeds at times

12/14/2018 8:28 AM

149

I have not personally experienced these effects, but have read about others who have and am
concerned about long term effects on all of us.

12/13/2018 8:58 PM

150

cell phone use rare, smart meters just recently approved by Nova Scotia Power, not yet installed

12/13/2018 6:16 PM

151

syncopy

12/13/2018 3:07 PM

152

psychological and trauma related as most ,including and especially medicaid "health care
professionals" ,do not " believe" radio frequency over exposure and over exposure to high voltage
transients can cause harm as it isnt "on the news],suicidal ideation as you are being told your
torture is "all in your head" and as you find avoidance of further exposures are virtually impossible
.homelessness/refugee like lifestyle tryi ng to avoid further injury

12/13/2018 2:54 PM

153

My body is very slow to heal, ex. bruises, small cuts.

12/13/2018 2:46 PM

154

visual in RFRs. Blanching and strobbing.

12/13/2018 2:02 PM
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155

Ringing in ears

12/13/2018 11:40 AM

156

red hot nerve pain ...

12/13/2018 11:12 AM

157

At age 16 my eczema was treated weekly for one year with unshielded x-ray radiation. Then the
doctor wrote"no more radiation" in my chart. Many years later I had thyroid cancer, losing the
thyroid and two parathyroid glands

12/13/2018 10:11 AM

158

tinnitis

12/13/2018 8:48 AM

159

Tingling/burning in hands

12/13/2018 6:01 AM

160

several in the Park have experienced this (one death) (two more hospitalized)

12/13/2018 1:27 AM

161

neve pain

12/13/2018 12:48 AM

162

I'm concerned about my cancer risk. I have an autoimmune disease. I understand that living as
close to constant, relentless RF from the cell tower is stressful on the body.

12/12/2018 9:52 PM

163

hormonal imbalances

12/12/2018 6:21 PM

164

When I was being highly exposed to microwaves streaming through my apt, I felt as if I was boiling
from the inside. Could not fall into a deep sleep. Previous tenant in that apt had died of blood
related cancer. Know for a fact that radio frequency experiments such as for Positive Train
Contron and 5G was going on on the roof nearby.

12/12/2018 6:07 PM

165

Not sure of any felt effects but sure there are some so avoid where possible

12/12/2018 4:05 PM

166

Thyroid problems

12/12/2018 3:52 PM

167

Chronic reversed polarity of electrical system in my body causing me to become quite ill.

12/12/2018 11:23 AM

168

Sensitive in high rises such as in Las Vegas where is much EMF exposure

12/12/2018 10:47 AM

169

notice it in my hands sometimes when on a newer computer

12/12/2018 8:57 AM

170

Mine are Induced I have issues with Hitler Phone Bridge Molar Mic synergnic EMF & Heavy
Metals Amalgams , Pending VA Military Claims

12/12/2018 8:15 AM

171

Question should say "...believe MAY BE related to EMF..."

12/12/2018 8:09 AM

172

Brain fog, bleeding, high blood pressure.

12/12/2018 6:12 AM

173

specifically irregular heartbeat, vertigo, and ringing in the ears

12/12/2018 5:15 AM

174

mood, irritation, memory loss, burning skin

12/12/2018 5:10 AM

175

I am severely injured, my microwave sickness is grave, I can not function normally any more.

12/12/2018 4:45 AM

176

Adverse effects on electronic medical devices

12/12/2018 3:57 AM

177

My ears ring when I am exposed to EMFs, and a sense of pressure behind the eyes

12/12/2018 1:10 AM

178

nose bleed that doesn't heal, severe muscle cramps of lower legs, pituitary/hypothalamus damage

12/12/2018 12:44 AM

179

My symptoms vary, but I try to keep learning about supplements and other ways to keep my
immune system strong. I am retired.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

180

Extreme brain fog.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

181

My skin hurts near wifi, brain fog, disorientation, bladder issues

12/11/2018 10:34 PM

182

Lack of corordination, difficulty speaking,metallic taste,

12/11/2018 10:21 PM

183

tinnitus & nosebleeds

12/11/2018 10:16 PM

184

Isolation

12/11/2018 8:41 PM

185

muscle cramping

12/11/2018 7:56 PM

186

Cellphones should be used for phone calls and NOtHING ELSE!!

12/11/2018 7:11 PM

187

ringing in my ears, tingling and bizarre pressure in my head, intense impulse to retreat when near
wireless source, even before I identify it.

12/11/2018 6:17 PM

188

my dog died from cancer, we cannot rule out that he was affected also

12/11/2018 5:37 PM

189

Severe Tinnitus

12/11/2018 5:30 PM
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190

My nephew had Glioma GBM Multiform

12/11/2018 5:28 PM

191

pressure in my head

12/11/2018 5:17 PM

192

Blood pressure which was linked to sleep problems- when smart meter removed blood pressure
dropped slightly

12/11/2018 4:57 PM

193

many in my generation were born radio active due to the nuclear weapons testing program

12/11/2018 4:54 PM

194

Again, do not know cause, but I hold this as a possibility.

12/11/2018 4:20 PM

195

Tinnitus

12/11/2018 4:19 PM

196

Lymph nodes in neck swell up causing tightness in neck muscles.

12/11/2018 4:04 PM

197

I have just been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.

12/11/2018 3:41 PM

198

Not sure

12/11/2018 3:23 PM

199

All these occurred when I was living with a smart meter outside my window and a wifi router in my
room.When I removed them, these symptoms disappeared almost entirely. We still have wifi,
though I am hoping to move to being wired in soon.

12/11/2018 3:19 PM

200

Other skin conditions

12/11/2018 3:17 PM

201

numb palm fingers touching notebook + touch inputs

12/11/2018 3:07 PM

202

Pressure sensation in head/sinuses, decreased motivation

12/11/2018 2:59 PM

203

restless legs, pressure in the head behind the eyes, ringing in the ears

12/11/2018 2:15 PM

204

Long term deep nerve pain, spasms and 'bee stings'

12/11/2018 2:13 PM

205

Head pain and unusual loss of hair

12/11/2018 2:07 PM

206

Nervous system issues

12/11/2018 1:59 PM

207

pain in teeth/sores in mouth

12/11/2018 1:57 PM

208

Multiple Congenital Birth Anomalies - fried spinal nerves

12/11/2018 1:44 PM

209

I feel fire in the mouth and ears

12/9/2018 9:59 PM

210

MUSCLE CONTRACTS

12/9/2018 3:25 PM

211

tinnitus, heart palpitations (didnt check the heart problem box as heart is strong!)

12/6/2018 6:25 AM

212

Behaviour changes

12/5/2018 7:39 PM

213

Ashamed, embarrassed as going out in public I cover up with masks, scarves, coats, gloves and it
is HOT here

12/5/2018 9:27 AM

214

jaw pain

12/4/2018 3:36 PM

215

Chemical sensitivities. I had mixed metals in my mouth and toxic carpet at work, and very high
EMF in my house.

12/4/2018 5:57 AM

216

aches in legs, tingling in feet and upper lip...burning skin

12/3/2018 7:36 PM

217

the rays burn through my body. I now have bones growing on my bones, accelerated aging, dried
out etc

12/3/2018 4:00 PM

218

Horrible outcome during acupuncture with metal needles (i.e., I guess = receiving antennas) in a
dense RF-EMF environment.

12/3/2018 11:25 AM

219

The week the smart meter was placed behind my head and went started transmitting, I lost a third
of my hair in one week. No doctor could figure out what was wrong. My dermitologist did a biopsy
of my follicles and determined my body had recieved such a shock that I was no longer producing
hair and she informed me all of my hair would probably fall out in the next month. She asked me if I
had started chemo. Not knowing that the wireless radiation was a problem I slept next to it for a
year and a half. On the side of my head facing the meter I lost a molar that was in perfect
condition, my hearing on my left side and my left eye filled up with "floaters".

12/3/2018 9:56 AM

220

Groggy and dopy feeling while exposed to DE and RF. Makes me feel drunk and unable to drive
car.

12/3/2018 9:38 AM

221

Tinitus

12/3/2018 5:59 AM
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222

Intense burning from the heart upwards to the top of the head.

12/3/2018 1:39 AM

223

M body changes temperature, for example my hands get hot and tingle usiing a mobile.

12/2/2018 10:15 PM

224

Night leg cramps, Facial muscle twitches- reproducible in high electric/ magnetic at heart level

12/2/2018 4:26 PM

225

I get stabbing pain in my ears, which progresses to severe headache. Continued exposure leads
to full body fibromyalgia-type pain which takes days to clear w/o any exposure whatsoever.
Sometimes heart palpitations, too.

12/2/2018 3:54 PM

226

Stabbing chest pain

12/1/2018 11:58 PM

227

itch not rash; leaden-legged (blood viscosity changes??), digestion might be impacted (not sure
on that), symptoms vary with type of exposure eg mobile phone tower = fatigue, NB have found an
assocation between sinus (including posterior sinus) bleeding and emr exposure probably fields
around 1 vot per meter and higher

12/1/2018 2:45 PM

228

Many other multi-system effects. For a list see http://www.weepinitiative.org/livingwithEHS.html I
have experienced all but three as far as I know.

11/30/2018 9:29 PM

229

Chronic Peripheral neuropathy and distal myopathy

11/30/2018 9:03 PM

230

Severe exacerbation of pre-existing toxic encephalopathy (commonly called multiple chemical
sensitivity), myalgic encephalomyelitis (commonly called chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction
syndrome), allergies, and damage to immune system resulting in constant worsening of
reactivation of systemic herpes infection.

11/30/2018 4:52 PM

231

Increased irratability

11/30/2018 4:07 PM

232

severe tinnitus and fibromyalgia type symptoms

11/30/2018 9:29 AM

233

agitation; over-active nervous system including tingling and extreme muscle cramps

11/30/2018 8:07 AM

234

pain in both ears

11/30/2018 7:41 AM

235

I try to avoid wireless technology and microwave ovens as much as possible. I've had my "smart
meter" removed by PG&E. My car is an older model with less computerization.

11/30/2018 7:38 AM

236

Sinus pressure and burning; a feeling of being zapped or electrified

11/30/2018 5:58 AM

237

Tendon Damage.

11/30/2018 4:50 AM

238

Hypothyroidism, which developed when I lived close to a cell tower

11/30/2018 4:21 AM

239

Syptoms (walking difficulties, arm pain, poor coordination) of my stroke return.

11/29/2018 9:39 PM

240

I wake up and I feel my skull is buzzing. It's scary... Eating raw broccoli helps

11/29/2018 8:12 PM

241

high pitch frequency sound in ears

11/29/2018 6:20 PM

242

I'm not sure how much radiation I'm getting from a wired, desktop computer.

11/29/2018 5:50 PM

243

Dementia-like symptoms where I could not type, read, or write.

11/29/2018 5:01 PM

244

High levels of RF actually make me chemically sensitive. When I eliminate he RFs the chemical
sensitivity goes away.

11/29/2018 3:57 PM

245

redness of skin

11/29/2018 11:04 AM

246

paralysis, tremors, and more.

11/29/2018 10:57 AM

247

severe spasms

11/29/2018 10:54 AM

248

nervous system

11/29/2018 9:49 AM

249

tremors, spasms not up to level of seizures.

11/29/2018 9:31 AM

250

chronic severe anaemia, fibromyalgia, peripheral neuropathy. aspergillus fumigatus, ulcerative
colitis, tinnutus, have high levels ochratoxin a, recent Great Plains lab test and more

11/29/2018 4:39 AM

251

I have Multiple Sclerosis, I have metal parts in my body, I am having weakness in my hands, I
have a landline, my computer cabled and no microwave, no wireless smart meter, no Wi-Fi and all
else we are able to do to minimize EMF.

11/28/2018 8:05 PM

252

lose motor control and speech/vocabulary. fight/flight. Mental dullness. Confusion/...

11/28/2018 4:23 PM

253

Other skin/hair issues

11/28/2018 1:19 AM
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254

Unknown

11/27/2018 10:37 PM

255

Itching. Strange bodily sensations like a feeling of being charged literally.

11/27/2018 10:05 PM

256

ringing in the ears

11/27/2018 9:39 PM

257

Wired feeling under skin in side pocket where cell has been for 10 years

11/27/2018 4:00 PM

258

These symptoms disappear when I get out of the radiation. I don't "believe" it. i witnessed it.

11/27/2018 3:48 PM

259

tremors - my husband and I both have them & they've worsened.

11/27/2018 1:42 PM

260

I have had everyday migraines. I've had pains where ever the fitbit made regular contact with my
skin. It is hard to remember everything.

11/27/2018 1:37 PM

261

and nose bleeds. When the smart meter was on my home I experienced severe physical
symptoms. The meter removed noise still everywhere.

11/27/2018 1:27 PM

262

These apply to me and my wife

11/27/2018 1:23 PM

263

Adrenal Fatigue, Endometriosis, Dysbiosis, Common Variable Immune Deficiency (CVID)

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

264

itchy eyes

11/27/2018 12:15 PM

265

I get dizzy when exposed to wireless cell phones or wireless computers. Some of the above may
apply to me, but I'm not sure because I have severe allergies, which cause some of the above.

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

266

tinnitus hearing repeating music and ringing noises, a shivering feeling, pins and needles in face,
tingling sensation through body

11/27/2018 11:46 AM

267

hyper aware of my surroundings unlike before EMF's were deployed which causes much stress

11/27/2018 11:38 AM

268

nose bleeds

11/27/2018 11:18 AM

269

I am sensitive to RF waves especially from cell phones.

11/27/2018 11:15 AM

270

I don't know ... how are you supposed to know really?? Don't have many of these problems at least
regularly.

11/27/2018 11:00 AM

271

disorientation, visual disturbance

11/27/2018 11:00 AM
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Q4 Please indicate the EMF device(s), you believe caused or worsened
your health problems. Check all that apply.
Answered: 847

Skipped: 29
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Wi-fi

75.32%

638

Cell phone

64.82%

549

Smart meters

61.75%

523

Cell or radio tower

58.44%

495

Power lines, electrical transformers or indoor wiring

49.82%

422

Dirty electricity

46.28%

392

Computer

41.68%

353

Cordless phone

38.37%

325

Florescent lights

38.37%

325

Microwave oven

29.75%

252

Appliances, TV's, electric blanket or power tools

26.68%

226

Smart Grid (mesh network or infrastructure)

26.33%

223

Ground currents

17.12%

145

Car or motorcycle

15.58%

132

Radar

11.92%

101

Solar inverter

7.44%

63

None of the above

5.08%

43

Baby monitor

4.01%

34

Ham radio

3.31%

28

Total Respondents: 847
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

First sypmptoms appeared after being with 1000 people at an event where all the cell phones were
on day and night and we were on the edge of cell range so the phones were screaming to get a
connection.

1/28/2019 2:03 PM

2

. sonar sound-so loud in brain as if many people directly on brain and hearing. (Cyber is doing
what they can to correct...too.)Whales all died of the same sonar. Remote Neural Monitoring, Air
GUNS or R.F.I.D. plotted geo nodes sensors. GPS phishing directly in body and brain. Can
intuitively pull me out-send me anywhere..and moved where made withinin inner brain. I had no
technology in country and would lay in bed screaming with electric assaults 1.6 years before home
was destroyed. ALL TECHNOLOGY affected in DPS, Dentist-MEDICAL-it disappears> DRONE
attack here 78606 Neurological Warfare and hospital misdiagnosed-treated no lawsuits are going
to correct TraIn tech put me in court.

1/28/2019 1:12 PM

3

I am suspicious of several additional problems but not possible to determine.

1/27/2019 8:40 PM

4

SmartMeter caused severe headaches for weeks until it was replaced with analog meter

1/27/2019 8:01 PM

5

Severe reaction to cell phones

1/27/2019 4:57 PM

6

photocopier

1/27/2019 12:57 PM

7

not sure

1/27/2019 10:27 AM

8

underground wiring too close (under my roofline) to my house. smart meter pipe under my floor to
the meter. I can no longer sleep on the first floor, and my dog will no longer stay more than five
minutes downstairs. I am looking for a new home.

1/26/2019 1:53 PM
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9

5G, LED lights, wifi, 3000 students with cell phones and computers, other unknown emf
technologies

1/25/2019 6:19 PM

10

routers

1/25/2019 5:54 PM

11

after the meter came the issues

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

12

We are one of the few that refused a smart meter, however most of our surrounding neighbors are
now a part of the smart grid which still has an effect on our life to some point.

1/25/2019 3:07 PM

13

In order, WiFi effects me the worst, and signals are far-reaching. In rural areas, new cell phones
are powerful, no one turns off the WiFi on their phone, so even on beaches, hiking, forests, ski
areas, their phones are always seeking WiFi and signals interfere with my balance, head pains,
eye pains.

1/25/2019 2:00 PM

14

After living w/9 digital meters on my outside apt walls, and surrounded by neighboring 24 hr wi-fi, I
developed chronic sensitivity & could no longer live there w/the pain I was suffering.

1/25/2019 12:54 PM

15

Lawn tractor

1/25/2019 7:27 AM

16

I am ok with a computer that is connected to internet via a cable in the wall. But cannot be
anywhere near an Ipad or any device that accesses internet via emf waves.

1/25/2019 2:15 AM

17

phone mast

1/25/2019 2:06 AM

18

I have no idea - I wouldn't want to just guess. I would need to have askil such as applied
Kinesiology in order to check this out. I use a computer all day long. I do have a cell phone but
hardly ever use it. I do not own a microwave oven.

1/25/2019 1:18 AM

19

Not sure

1/24/2019 11:23 PM

20

Smart Grid - When I have to go to some place public that offers free WiFi, like the doctor or
dentist.

1/24/2019 10:10 PM

21

5G infrastructure installed by Bell in 2014 and a smart water meter in our house

1/24/2019 8:07 PM

22

Hard to pick out one as there are multiple exposures; Had chemical exposures / MCS, as well as
chronic Lyme disease prior to EMF toxicity

1/24/2019 7:31 PM

23

Wireless microphone

1/24/2019 5:40 PM

24

I was fine till the closets of smart meters were installed in my condo complex. I did t take the meter
but every one else has. 5 G towers everywhere.

1/24/2019 5:29 PM

25

Would welcome in home EMF/RF exposure readings and documentation

1/24/2019 5:19 PM

26

I haven't checked off some of the items above, because I haven't experienced them yet (probably
smart grid & baby monitors may cause EMF pain), so I don't know if I am sensitive to them. If
computers are hard wired I am fine. My children have their cell phones hard wired and in airplane
mode at all times around me. They go to the end of the driveway if they need to text. We are trying
to learn the software devices that can help them use their cell phones when they are hard wired
(plugged into the wall)

1/24/2019 4:04 PM

27

Smart meters and cell phones/towers/computers are the big ones, I believe! Big uses, large fields,
and no protection.

1/24/2019 3:59 PM

28

router

1/24/2019 1:44 PM

29

Smart Meter nearly took my life.

1/24/2019 1:40 PM

30

We had the digital opt out that caused me problems.

1/24/2019 12:43 PM

31

A combination of high cell tower radiation in bedroom, dense wireless exposure at work, and
passive exposure to cell-phones (often jammed next to my head) commuting to work on crowded
public transport

1/24/2019 11:15 AM

32

Density of EMF in closed room, mostly due to people's phones and Wi-fi

1/24/2019 9:50 AM

33

any device containing an rf transmitter, or GPS can and does trigger EHS symptoms in my body.
This means I can only travel in vehicles older than 2005 manufacturing date

1/24/2019 9:38 AM

34

Music through headphones, car and boat engines, contact with any electrical equiment even
battery powered

1/24/2019 7:18 AM
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35

The problems seemed to start when we received our Smart meter - we've been in our house 30
years and never had issues prior.

1/24/2019 2:28 AM

36

Used to work in a radar area (around aircraft)

1/24/2019 2:26 AM

37

The ambient, incresing ever stronger RF and EMF in public streets and building interiors, and even
beaches and parks..

1/24/2019 12:27 AM

38

cars with GPS, in my town everyine has smart elcetric meters and smart water meters, there are
several cell towers. I can feel electrical charges in the air from all of this. Also broadband cables
are everywhere.

1/23/2019 11:15 PM

39

multiple antenae mast

1/23/2019 11:14 PM

40

Possibly florescent lights impacted eyes. I avoided a microwave, WiFi and a smart meter

1/23/2019 9:53 PM

41

I was effected by sitting next to a friend who was wearing a large wrist watch that had EMF.

1/23/2019 9:34 PM

42

wireless computer mouse

1/23/2019 9:31 PM

43

The symptoms arose after an illegal cell mast was built outside my house.

1/23/2019 8:37 PM

44

Some of these things are from the past but I don't have them now but they did their damage.

1/23/2019 8:35 PM

45

directed energy weapons

1/23/2019 6:33 PM

46

Electric Cars bother me to travel...

1/23/2019 6:08 PM

47

Cell tower caused. All wireless make me ill

1/23/2019 5:45 PM

48

neighbors' unknown devices (surrounded on all sides in 84 unit, 3 story condominium)

1/23/2019 4:22 PM

49

I am as sensitive to significant DE as to microwave radiation above .10 V/m, I had significant
wiring errors in my work space.

1/23/2019 4:09 PM

50

Blue tooth

1/23/2019 4:06 PM

51

Getting strong signal in-house even with all wifi devices shut off coming from house wiring/meter

1/23/2019 4:00 PM

52

worked in auto plant with assembly welding machines for many years

1/23/2019 2:56 PM

53

Refrigerator, furnace, elec fans, dehumidifier

1/23/2019 2:45 PM

54

I avoid as many of these as I can, but have pain when exposed (e.g. radar in cars, cordless
phones.) High magnetic and electric fields cause the most damage.

1/23/2019 2:35 PM

55

X-rays

1/23/2019 2:28 PM

56

Those are the ones I can be sure of.

1/23/2019 2:27 PM

57

notice it especially in public buildings and doctors offices. just have to limit my time in these
places.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

58

My smart meter has been removed, but I live in a mobile home park where they are all around,

1/23/2019 2:22 PM

59

new construction on properties around mine brought more wireless to the area and hundreds of
new towers sprang up, then my symptoms went into over drive.

1/23/2019 2:18 PM

60

i am ok in gas powered older cars only

1/23/2019 2:14 PM

61

car electromagnetics are the most draining and then Wi-Fi

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

62

I've shielded my living space including sleeping under a bed canopy, cleaned up electrical fields
and am psychologically happier knowing my space is safe.

1/23/2019 1:46 PM

63

communication signals I think??

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

64

Tv transmitter

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

65

All of these likely affect me some, but the ones above are ones that I notice and don't usually
notice unless I use them a lot - except for the cordless phone always affects me. I never use it due
to it's effect on me.

1/23/2019 1:19 PM

66

Digital meter

1/23/2019 1:06 PM

67

Again. I don't think I have any of these issues but I believe they are all caused by what I checked.

1/23/2019 12:59 PM

68

I am not sure yet.

1/23/2019 12:42 PM
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69

could be more just not positive since I have so many other issues

1/23/2019 12:34 PM

70

any? all? But I don't have a cell, wifi or smart meter.

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

71

I worked for Trans Alta as a power engineer and they gave us no info

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

72

Avoidensce is the key

1/23/2019 12:26 PM

73

uverse GOING IN and now infrastructure for 5G (fiber) smart meters forced on us. worked at
airport many years ago

1/23/2019 12:25 PM

74

Bluetooth is a big one for me. It was also particularily strong when I was working within a
transformer station.

1/23/2019 12:21 PM

75

Radio Frequency meters (2)

1/23/2019 12:19 PM

76

I am an advanced health care professional and even with a medical condition "dx" not alerted
directly to the causes.

1/23/2019 12:14 PM

77

Wi-Fi from neighbors' homes, not mine. Also, neighbors' smart meters.

1/23/2019 12:08 PM

78

Not sure maybe all

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

79

Verizon Fios

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

80

electric mattress pad

1/23/2019 12:01 PM

81

induction stove-top

1/23/2019 11:58 AM

82

It worsened with increased cell towers and emissions, with 3G, 4G, etc, and then smart meters
when exposed. Wifi exposure was the first noticeable cause.

1/23/2019 11:55 AM

83

we unwittingly moved into a development that has a hidden cell tower next door

1/23/2019 11:51 AM

84

wind turbines, devices that run on lithium batteries especially,

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

85

35 years working in very heavy EMF job at Kennedy Space Center, Florida

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

86

They weren't calling them Smart meters but Advanced meters

1/20/2019 12:59 PM

87

Car? I drive a 1980 -- intentionally no wireless functions. I find celltower emissions damage foods
-- notably fats/oils, nuts, wholegrain flours, etc. -- effect similar to rancidity (inflaming -- shreds
immune system -- presumably loaded with free radicals). Relatedly? -- 1999, one major
anaphylaxic incident (with lanolin -- a previously-harmless supply -- on lips), in what turned out to
be a "node" among whip-antennas; lanolin allergy ever since.

1/19/2019 12:20 AM

88

These did not cause my illness. My immune and neurological system crashed due to a candida
infection. Then this caused excitation of limbic system in brain which caused limbic kindling and
sensitization to emf and chemical sources

1/15/2019 7:26 PM

89

law enforcement has been using surveillance devices that carry extreme levels of EMF/radiation

1/15/2019 4:04 AM

90

Smart meters first

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

91

Dont know

1/7/2019 2:07 PM

92

can not be sure

1/3/2019 8:07 AM

93

Computer Router

1/3/2019 1:03 AM

94

microwave tests shows my unit leaks.

1/2/2019 7:40 AM

95

As far as I can tell, I have little or no electromagnetic field sensativity

1/1/2019 11:07 PM

96

Invisible fence

1/1/2019 5:08 PM

97

Not here yet, but mandatory smart meters and 5-G and Smart Grid

1/1/2019 10:11 AM

98

Not known.

1/1/2019 4:59 AM

99

i avoided cell phones and we have opted out of smart meters but both of these affect me too. we
don't have 5g yet

12/31/2018 10:26 PM

100

"fixed wireless" modem from Clearwire (tm)

12/31/2018 7:36 PM

101

I am hyper sensitive to EMF

12/31/2018 5:46 PM

102

not sure

12/31/2018 3:25 PM
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103

1) I live across the street from a power substation that keeps adding new cell towers every year or
so, it started small and now has a half dozen just since I moved here in 2004. 2) our condo
complex hoa tried putting "no smart meter" signs on our meters but the power company SRP
(Arizona) put up the smart meters anyway; 3) our zip code 85257 in south Scottsdale is a testing
ground for "Nuro" driverless cars for grocery delivery and these cars are constantly driving our
neighborhood streets even when not making any deliveries, so we can't even go outside for a walk
without being surrounded by these Neuro cars on a daily basis. 5) I see warnings in the instruction
pamphlets for my LED Christmas lights that they might cause TV interference.

12/31/2018 3:09 PM

104

At this time I still am lucky enough to have an analog meter. I want PA to have an opt out choice
because "smart" meters are coming to my neighborhood soon.

12/31/2018 2:50 PM

105

all of the above would bother me if exposed, I checked only the ones I have been exposed to

12/31/2018 2:24 PM

106

They are flUorescent lights. They certainly are not "florescent," which means flowering! Lumping
some of these things together seems a bit odd. Also, no specification as to whether the problems
came before/after something else. For instance, cell phones now affect me severely, but did not
until s/m installed in neighborhood. Many of these devices were not / are not in my home, but have
affected me.

12/31/2018 2:23 PM

107

We hardwire everything we can.

12/22/2018 8:46 PM

108

I had to remove these items from my home and also sell house and move away from celltower and
powerlines.

12/21/2018 5:42 AM

109

I was not very EMF sensitive until Smart Meters were installed. Now all wireless affects me.

12/18/2018 10:15 PM

110

Unable to make such a determination.

12/16/2018 11:06 AM

111

I also suspected that an unused satellite dish on my roof was causing problems, but I have no
proof. I had the satellite dish removed at the same time as the Smart Meter.

12/15/2018 4:41 PM

112

Toxic American Airlines uniform, fume events on planes (exhaust, carbon monoxide)

12/15/2018 8:56 AM

113

wifi routers affected him within 10 minutes, cell phones and towers accummulated over a day or
two

12/14/2018 1:42 PM

114

Smart water meters

12/14/2018 8:28 AM

115

Smart meters and Smart Grid (mesh network or infrastructure) caused initial injury ,all else are
secondary

12/13/2018 2:54 PM

116

Industrial Wind Turbines erected 600 meters from my home of 20 years. Had to move after 18
months.

12/13/2018 2:48 PM

117

PLASMA TVs. Solar panels. 220V AC ( sleeping)

12/13/2018 2:02 PM

118

neighbors wifi possibly.....we do not have it ourselves. RF/cell towers in area and forced smart
meters

12/13/2018 11:12 AM

119

I do not use a cell phone

12/13/2018 9:02 AM

120

started the day of direct connect thru-out the Park

12/13/2018 1:27 AM

121

two way radios worn and used for years daily at work

12/13/2018 12:48 AM

122

I don't have wi-fi or a smart meter or use a cell phone often. I'm most concerned about the cell
tower and find it unfair that I have no choice except to move if I want to address my concerns.

12/12/2018 9:52 PM

123

I do not have a microwave or cordless phone and never have because I'm aware of the EMFs.

12/12/2018 9:01 PM

124

Now I live in a townhouse. On cold nights neighbor's abnormally large HVAC is going non-stop at
night. I can feel the negative field around that machine near my bedroom. Was getting headaches.
Now sleep in living room away from that machine, no more headaches and better sleep.

12/12/2018 6:07 PM

125

None sure of but sure many have had effects

12/12/2018 4:05 PM

126

Do not know what specific devises or wires

12/12/2018 10:47 AM

127

General Enviromental affects

12/12/2018 8:15 AM

128

Again "May Be"

12/12/2018 8:09 AM

129

I live in Albuquerque, NM, near Kirtland Air Force Base, Sandia National Labs and 60 miles from
Los Alamos National Labs and I live at over smile high elevation.

12/12/2018 4:54 AM
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130

Dish Network Hopper with Sling - emitting high level of EMF 24/7

12/12/2018 12:44 AM

131

I am really not sure what bothers me because things that have been directed to me change, but I
don't have any zigbee chips in appliances or a smart meter. Smart meters are on all the houses
near mine. I bought Stetzer wall outlet filters, but I think they have been broken with the directed
energy also going through my electric lines. My Gigahertz HF-35C meter and one less expensive
lower levels meter were apparently stolen by these people who come into my home with this
program they put me in. They might have done it originally because I did research into EMFs and
smart meters before they were installed in my area. I mentioned the subject in a few meetings and
wrote to the TX PUC trying to get opt outs for people who wanted that.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

132

I became very sick from the Edison smart meter on my house and the dirty electricity traveling
through the water pipes in my house.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

133

electric currents

12/11/2018 9:24 PM

134

No WIRELESS ALLOWED IN MY HOME!!!!!!!

12/11/2018 9:21 PM

135

My symptoms began when smart meters were installed in my neighborhood. I have never
recovered and it has been seven years.

12/11/2018 8:41 PM

136

invasion for 3 yrs of drivered self-driving Lidar=laser=radar=video vehicles in phoenix areas.
smartmeters on all utilities sonar frequencies deafening.

12/11/2018 7:56 PM

137

I unplugged my Wi-fi and opted out of Smart meters

12/11/2018 7:53 PM

138

Live in a mobile home park, where there are clusters of 4 SMs. Had to get special windows to
block EMFs.

12/11/2018 6:50 PM

139

I've never had a cordless phone, but react VERY badly when near one.

12/11/2018 6:17 PM

140

The national food supply was radiologically contaminated in the 1950's -1970's

12/11/2018 4:54 PM

141

Maybe "wonder about" or "suspect" is a better term. Have a cell tower near home, wifi signal
transmitter about 8' from my head at work.

12/11/2018 4:20 PM

142

I lived in an apartment building with 12 smart meters on the opposite side of my young son and i's
bedroom wall.

12/11/2018 3:42 PM

143

Smart Meters made me more sensitive to everything else.

12/11/2018 3:41 PM

144

I am bothered by fluorescent lights (note spelling).

12/11/2018 3:23 PM

145

airports x-ray

12/11/2018 3:07 PM

146

I have measured extreme dirty electricity in this house, landlord will not fix it, also measured
ground currents

12/11/2018 2:59 PM

147

Led lightbulbs

12/11/2018 2:40 PM

148

The offending meters in my area are called AMR and ERT meters

12/11/2018 2:16 PM

149

Since becoming informed we have mitigated the cumulative effects by removing sources when
possible or steps to reduce the emissions.

12/11/2018 2:15 PM

150

EMF from large shipboard generators and switchboard equipment. USN

12/11/2018 2:13 PM

151

ipad

12/11/2018 1:59 PM

152

Got my 1st laptop/wifi and cellphone at the same time and used non-stop for a yr/ got sick.... then
worsened by smart metres and cell towers

12/6/2018 6:25 AM

153

I do not own a cell phone nor cordless phone, but Mom did. She got throat cancer and died - Nonsmoker. Miss Her so Much

12/5/2018 9:27 AM

154

You might want add solar power as an issue since they install smart meters as soon as people
sign up for solar.

12/4/2018 9:47 AM

155

mixed metals in my mouth resulted in mercury toxicity. (3 large amalgam fillings on 5 posts). I also
got lead poisoning. I don't know the source, but perhaps from the lead in water pipes which carried
the EMF from another house?

12/4/2018 5:57 AM

156

bluetooth headset of neighbor for tv...

12/3/2018 7:36 PM
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157

all worsen my symptoms but originally the smart meter knocked my out through constant electrical
shots burning to the body

12/3/2018 4:00 PM

158

Bluetooth, Wireless mouse, Wireless keyboard, Wireless printer, Some LED lights, Wired
headphones (for listening to music, not specifically related only to computer or phone), Corded
phone handset when held to head

12/3/2018 11:25 AM

159

The inverter on my neighbor's pool filter that steps down.

12/3/2018 9:56 AM

160

I became very sensitive after over use of net book

12/3/2018 3:37 AM

161

also hand-held electronic games that use wifi & bluetooth, like Nintendo, etc. (for those of us with
kids) Hospitals are also horrible and I get sick from visiting those in hospitals.

12/2/2018 3:54 PM

162

Initially: bank of smart meters. Then smart meter relays/repeaters. Most recent addition: military
satellites.

12/1/2018 11:58 PM

163

Routine MRI. I had an MRI to investigate a persistent headache which I now know was caused by
EMR-sensitivity. Immediately after the MRI, all Hell broke loose and I've been stuck at Home ever
since. That was c. 9AM July 31, 2015.

12/1/2018 6:32 PM

164

could have been radar exposure; note haven't been exposed to the others on the list since
sensitivity was detected but had some exposure in the past to baby monitor, microwave oven,
wood turning machine, two way radios, electric trams (10 years) and unspecified communications
dish 8 metres above my head on a university building 1990 to 1993, also for ten years thereafter
was in a different room where the fire alarm alert was; WHY ISN'T MOBILE PHONE TOWER ON
THE LIST - all places are now impacted tho' I didn't have constant exposure till last year

12/1/2018 2:45 PM

165

Industerial Wind Turbines erected 600 meters from my home of 20 years. Had to move after 18
months.

12/1/2018 1:48 PM

166

eyesight in car

12/1/2018 9:01 AM

167

Significant levels working at airports.

11/30/2018 9:29 PM

168

Military service in the communications network

11/30/2018 9:03 PM

169

Blue Tooth devices (headsets, game controllers, smart watches, car radios)

11/30/2018 4:07 PM

170

Roku... wireless streaming of tv via WHYFRY with wireless remote by head of bed for years

11/30/2018 9:29 AM

171

My health is okay, but I will select items that I make it a priority to avoid.

11/30/2018 7:38 AM

172

I am aware that indoor wiring and other emf's have potential for harm, but my symptoms began
with 4G infrastructure deployment and a smart meter pilot program began in my city

11/30/2018 5:58 AM

173

Council allows Towers to close to residence

11/30/2018 4:50 AM

174

upgraded modem to higher speed at the time it was AT & T 2 wire modem and lived next to cell
tower, radio tower and transformer all withing 100 ft of home

11/29/2018 6:20 PM

175

I took an office job with windows directly parallel to 36 panels on a cell tower 200 feet away. I got
very sick, it took 25 months to become completely electrically sensitive and EMF injured

11/29/2018 3:57 PM

176

I don't use a cellphone but other's phones bother me

11/29/2018 2:06 PM

177

fluorescent lights: severe inflammatory response; lost hearing for 6 mos, extreme inflammation in
eyes for 6 mos.and exposure to the cold white fluorescent lights caused much harm. I had to stop
attending what i was doing to better my life, in order to recover. Then came the smart meters!!!

11/29/2018 10:54 AM

178

I don't feel well around CFLs or LED lightbulbs

11/29/2018 10:52 AM

179

sleeping on a water bed with an embedded water heater

11/29/2018 9:42 AM

180

hospital scans etc

11/29/2018 4:39 AM

181

All of the above mentioned exposure came from other homes and buildings I visited. It is now
Ubiquitous.

11/28/2018 8:05 PM

182

Unknown

11/27/2018 10:37 PM

183

high magnetic fields seems to be the worst. RF creates head pressure.

11/27/2018 9:39 PM

184

Bluetooth, energy weapons, GWEN towers, police equipment, military equipment

11/27/2018 3:48 PM

185

We pay extra (illegal to have to, yes?!) to NOT have a smart meter.

11/27/2018 1:42 PM
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186

Laptops. Activity trackers, including the fitbit one and others. Wifi boosters. More.

11/27/2018 1:37 PM

187

The biggest issue was the smart meter (near where I slept) but all other wireless have contributed.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

188

bluetooth

11/27/2018 12:45 PM

189

Problems occurred right after installation of the smart meter. Though other wireless devices may
have been having an effect, they were not noticeable. Am glad I've been alerted and not trying to
go as free of EMFs as possible.

11/27/2018 12:15 PM

190

I don't use a cell phone, got rid of Wi-fi and microwave. I am no longer sensitive to my computer
and monitor. I would like to get a new computer and monitor, but I'm afraid to.

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

191

Apartment complex #45 units with smart meters, 2 towers within 500 yards

11/27/2018 11:40 AM

192

EMF's beamed down from outer space by the Secret Military Space Program

11/27/2018 11:38 AM

193

In terms of causation, I believe it began gradually as a result of an exceptionally high level of emf
in my car; exposure to powerlines, cell phones, wi-fi and cell towers trigger physical symptoms. We
pay a fee to the utility company to avoid smart meter installation. Am increasingly sensitive to
florescent lights and computer use.

11/27/2018 11:07 AM

194

again I dont really have any health problems but I do have many of these in our home of course.

11/27/2018 11:00 AM
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Q5 Please indicate what if any of the following remediations have helped
you to improve your health. Rate each of these according to helpfulness.
Answered: 849

Skipped: 27

Prudent
avoidance, o...

Turning
electricity ...

Dietary changes

Nutritional or
herbal...
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Medical doctor

Sleeping on a
non-metal bed

Shielding

Grounding/earth
ing, for...
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Exercise

Prescription
drugs

Acupuncture or
Chiropractic

Massage,
cranial sacr...
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Counseling or
therapy

EM filters,
for example...

Dental amalgam
removal

Heavy metal
detox

0%
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20%

30%

40%

50%
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10%

Did not try

20%

30%

40%

Least helpful

50%

60%

70%

Somewhat helpful

80%

90% 100%

Helpful

Most helpful
DID NOT
TRY
Prudent avoidance, or reducing EMF and
RF exposure

LEAST
HELPFUL

SOMEWHAT
HELPFUL

HELPFUL

MOST HELPFUL

TOTAL

5.85%
48

1.22%
10

13.54%
111

28.90%
237

50.49%
414

820

52.65%
398

3.84%
29

10.58%
80

16.27%
123

16.67%
126

756

22.97%
167

10.59%
77

26.27%
191

25.45%
185

14.72%
107

727

21.77%
165

10.82%
82

29.02%
220

25.46%
193

12.93%
98

758

39.64%
283

41.74%
298

10.64%
76

5.46%
39

2.52%
18

714

44.54%
326

6.83%
50

15.57%
114

20.08%
147

12.98%
95

732

39.55%
284

5.99%
43

16.30%
117

18.11%
130

20.06%
144

718

Grounding/earthing, for example walking
barefoot on the ground

30.35%
231

8.94%
68

21.81%
166

21.81%
166

17.08%
130

761

Exercise

15.25%
115

14.06%
106

29.05%
219

28.91%
218

12.73%
96

754

73.60%
524

17.28%
123

4.63%
33

3.37%
24

1.12%
8

712

50.13%
377

10.51%
79

17.55%
132

14.76%
111

7.05%
53

752

Massage, cranial sacral other alternative
therapies

48.54%
367

8.33%
63

18.92%
143

15.87%
120

8.33%
63

756

Counseling or therapy

68.58%
491

14.66%
105

9.64%
69

4.47%
32

2.65%
19

716

57.07%
428

9.07%
68

13.73%
103

9.47%
71

10.67%
80

750

51.09%
374

7.38%
54

11.61%
85

16.39%
120

13.52%
99

732

55.69%
406

4.80%
35

13.44%
98

14.95%
109

11.11%
81

729

Turning electricity off at the breaker box
Dietary changes
Nutritional or herbal supplements
Medical doctor
Sleeping on a non-metal bed
Shielding

Prescription drugs
Acupuncture or Chiropractic

EM filters, for example Stetzer filters
Dental amalgam removal
Heavy metal detox

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Distance, Removal or Mitigation. I trained with an Engineer and Electrical contractor so I could
actually learn what to do and now support people with professional services. EMFSafeLiving.com

1/28/2019 2:03 PM

2

I am going to remove 9 silver fillings and do a detox afterwards

1/28/2019 1:56 PM

3

Did not know about Stetzer, will purchase right away, thanks!

1/28/2019 1:48 PM

4

DUe to technology lossing my T.I. (hacked) dentist exams loose info and then mis treat. ER mis
treated and said it was "IMPOSSIBLE"

1/28/2019 1:12 PM

5

Saunas are most helpful. Fresh air and being in nature is helpful. In the summer, swimming in the
lake and being in the sun is helpful/most helpful.

1/28/2019 4:58 AM

6

It is impossible to answer each question as there are so many variables!

1/27/2019 8:40 PM
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7

electrolytes and shielding have helped some

1/27/2019 4:44 PM

8

WIRED HOME/SHIELDED METER

1/27/2019 1:22 PM

9

reading, finding non- commercial information, investigating the wrongs being done to our health for
profit. Why are council members not saying NO to towers, NO to smart meters, NO to bdenefits
that PG&E are collecing against our health?, why is our government "non-caring?"

1/27/2019 11:54 AM

10

I can feel a pulse that's thick & warm about a foot away from a microwave so I move away when
someone uses one.

1/27/2019 11:01 AM

11

Osteopathic treatment focusing on restoration of lymphatic system functionality. Best help of all
other than avoidance of EMF/EMR.

1/27/2019 10:00 AM

12

Biogeometry and Ormusite harmonization items--quite helpful

1/27/2019 9:56 AM

13

Gia Noise Field Technology on wireless devices

1/27/2019 9:45 AM

14

I ordered a detector from Magnetic Services in Boston and it helped document what I was feeling.
When the electric company pulled the main plug at the sidewalk so no juice was going to my
meter, there was still about 2.9 I think units of milligauss coming across my living room floor. I
spent thousands on electricians I think, and had one emf expert come in, but, the expense and
time constraints added up too much for me now. I had to move upstairs (I had planned to rent that
part of my house.). There are still problems upstairs too.

1/26/2019 1:53 PM

15

energy kinesiology - rebalancing my body's natural energy flows - has helped - I need to do this
somewhat routinely as the exposures are on-going

1/26/2019 1:34 PM

16

Amalgams removed decades before I realized my emf sensitivity. The heavy metal chelation I tried
2 years ago had disastrous effects.

1/26/2019 12:53 PM

17

Turning off routers at night, opting out of smart meters

1/25/2019 10:56 PM

18

most helpful supplements: liposomal glutathione, SPM active, magnesium and probiotics

1/25/2019 5:54 PM

19

I tape quartz crystals to my temples--very helpful since wifi was causing my temples to pulsate
rapidly.

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

20

It's like living in the Twilight Zone on Steroids

1/25/2019 3:07 PM

21

Prudent avoidance and grounding helps when I have been overexposed during the day. Having a
pet was also grounding!

1/25/2019 2:00 PM

22

Avoidance & organite some what helpful, also shingite water

1/25/2019 12:54 PM

23

I wear bionic bands to keep emf's out of my body

1/25/2019 12:34 PM

24

Shielding should include shielding products such as metal or RF blocking paint to shield from RF.
Stetzer filters are a scam which just turns one form of EMF into another.

1/25/2019 9:13 AM

25

Daily exercise followed by Sauna

1/25/2019 7:27 AM

26

Emf intolerance is a purely physical functional impairment and I have found it important to get
advice about how to physically cope with it. But, note, no counselling has been provided by
national health services. The only counselling I have ever come across is that provided by
generous and enlightened fellow sufferers, and those scientists who have shown that wireless
technology has not yet been proved safe. I have benefitted from the kindness of the emf
community world wide in the way that they have shared scientific facts with me so I fully
understand why my DNA is being compromised. But pity the poor soul who is bewildered by their
terrible physical symptoms and does not have a clue what is causing them. Pity the vast swathes
of uneducated populations who wonder why young men are suddenly dropping dead on football
pitches (near mobile masts) or the terrible upsurge in brain tumours in all age groups (including
babies!), or the increase in Alzheimers, especially for 30-year olds. Not to mention those who are
pushed to suicide because they have suffered too long and never got any respite (e.g. Jenny Fry)
or, again, those who simply do not know why their body feels so awful.

1/25/2019 2:15 AM

27

I don't have any health issues

1/24/2019 7:53 PM

28

It would be helpful to have one choice for above questions "not sure if helped", swimming in ocean
very helpful, alternating hot/cold therapy very helpful, hiking in remote woods very helpful

1/24/2019 7:31 PM
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29

I limit my exposure in the house by unplugging my router unless it is needed. We are also lining
our house with reflective shielding but I still don't know if emfields have affected me. We are taking
a precautionary approach.

1/24/2019 6:39 PM

30

No wifi on home

1/24/2019 6:00 PM

31

I’m not sure if anything has helped .. I may f eel good at that moment but it doesn’t last

1/24/2019 5:29 PM

32

Public informational meetings to share plausible results of these listed remediations would be
helpful.

1/24/2019 5:19 PM

33

I've tried many detox programs, with no noticeable improvement in my health. Avoidance appears
to be the only solution. Some shielding can help.

1/24/2019 4:04 PM

34

Turning off electrical circuit at night reversed a degenerative heart condition, which returned after
the damn digital meter assault devices were imposed on people

1/24/2019 3:59 PM

35

art testing

1/24/2019 1:44 PM

36

9/11/2015 our elec. was turned off by Consumers Energy. My health improved immediately.

1/24/2019 12:43 PM

37

I don't support Stetzer filters, the range is no wide enough. You should not name this on your eg
choice, because of this, I will not pass this survey onto others.

1/24/2019 10:49 AM

38

The rest I have done most of my life. I use Stetzer filters to reduce DE, not symptoms.

1/24/2019 9:50 AM

39

Stetzer filters had the effect of worsening the emfs for me. Dental amalgam removal was not done
as thoroughly as it could have been and all eight were removed within a four week period, causing
more stress and the need for additional detoxing over a longer period of time.

1/24/2019 9:38 AM

40

Learning Emotional Stability, removing as many negative tought patterns as possible.

1/24/2019 9:28 AM

41

Avoidance, avoidance, avoidance of ALL electric

1/24/2019 7:18 AM

42

Some shielding of bedroom

1/24/2019 6:10 AM

43

Don’t have money for many of these!

1/24/2019 5:20 AM

44

Amalgams removed but couldn't get 13 crowns removed so still metal in mouth. Can't detox heavy
metals with metal still in mouth. Breaker box outside house; can't access without distrubing
neighbors.

1/24/2019 3:09 AM

45

I use earbuds with white noise or a fan

1/24/2019 2:28 AM

46

Use of a (new age?) magnetic pendant that has scientific background too(believe it or not)

1/24/2019 2:26 AM

47

I have no fillings

1/24/2019 1:33 AM

48

Regarding Shielding: It's very difficult to achieve, but worth the effort

1/24/2019 12:27 AM

49

Also have a natoralpathic doctor, and they have helped a lot. Working together we try to figure out
what helps and works. using herbs, supplements, and monitoring of health. They now serve as my
primary care doctor. They understand and beleve the EMFS is real. There is no judgement. on
another note. Stetzers cut out some of the dirty electricity, but they also give off emf's. I don't need
counseling ot therapy. There is nothing mentaly wrong with me. The sickness is caused by the
highly chareged emf envrionments of manmade EMF's.

1/23/2019 11:15 PM

50

My dental amalgams are gone but so are my teeth.I'm in relatively good heath, possibly because
I've avoided EMR until recently.

1/23/2019 9:53 PM

51

I took the Dynamic Neural Retraining System, 3 months ago, and training my brain has made my
life much more bearable. I am getting better!

1/23/2019 9:34 PM

52

I have products from SafeSpaceSolutions that have protected me from all forms of radiation
possible and that is the biggest thing that helps me. I couldn't live in this Wifi society and close to a
cell tower without them. When a smartmeter was installed I suffered until there was a Smart Disc I
applied to the meter and then wore one around my neck and now I'm fine.

1/23/2019 8:35 PM

53

gardening and connecting with nature including wild animals

1/23/2019 7:34 PM

54

No money to try anything

1/23/2019 6:31 PM

55

i treated with Dr. Rea and his team. they were instrumental in helping me get better

1/23/2019 5:01 PM

56

I have moved my residence because of cell towers and smart meters.

1/23/2019 4:12 PM
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57

Removal of metal implants and crowns in the upper mandible, don't have any amalgam. Earthing
with electrical devices hurt! walking on ground barefoot helps.

1/23/2019 4:09 PM

58

pedants and bracelets seem to work well for me

1/23/2019 4:04 PM

59

Just wanted to add that you should mention bed canopies and RF shielding devices

1/23/2019 4:02 PM

60

Unplugging cords from wall outlets reduces antenna like issues /have meter and freq counter to
test levels

1/23/2019 4:00 PM

61

I have no wireless devices in my house. I have a demand switch that shuts the 2nd floor off at
bedtime.

1/23/2019 3:54 PM

62

Homeopathic remedies, Magnetico Sleep Pad

1/23/2019 3:48 PM

63

i recently had the ideal of disconnecting the main power sorce but because of cold weather will
have to wait to spring

1/23/2019 2:56 PM

64

Shielding too expensive and extensive, lack of professional consultants.

1/23/2019 2:45 PM

65

You don't explain shielding - using a canopy makes a difference for me.

1/23/2019 2:35 PM

66

Stetzer filters were harmful

1/23/2019 2:28 PM

67

Sheilding of home environment, grounding with lodestones.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

68

My body is too delicate to tolerate chelation therapy, otherwise I would try.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

69

moved away from smart meters when i could.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

70

I am planning on getting my mercury laden amalgams out, and my 3 root canals and doing heavy
metal detox.

1/23/2019 2:22 PM

71

Ggo away from power sources like beach

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

72

on may of thes I don't know ifthey helped or not so couldn't rare how much they helped

1/23/2019 1:55 PM

73

I find that natural practitioners that are intuitive and open minded know how to help everyone heal - everyone is a different story so no one practitioner is for everyone.

1/23/2019 1:46 PM

74

Nutrition, nutrition, nutrition, research and working with 50 plus persons on their health problems,
also animal healing.

1/23/2019 1:44 PM

75

am planning to do a heavy metal detox, and am expecting it to be helpful.

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

76

Sleeping listening to Binural beats sleep meditation on utube to manage sleep

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

77

I am poised to do my first heavy metal detox this month. I believe that the conditions of my birth
predisposed me to EMF sensitivity heightened by high levels of heavy metals paired with impaired
detoxification abilities.

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

78

personal development, certain gem and flower essences and crystals

1/23/2019 1:29 PM

79

Avoidance works the best.

1/23/2019 1:19 PM

80

vacated

1/23/2019 12:56 PM

81

Stetzer filters did NOTHING for the "racket" of stray electricity

1/23/2019 12:51 PM

82

Still trying to locate appropriate shielding materials to sheild bed from neighbours 'smart meter'!

1/23/2019 12:41 PM

83

Due to severe medical issues, I cannot even do many of these items listed

1/23/2019 12:34 PM

84

going off dietary carbohydrates reduced my pain and medication a lot. I used to try things a lot. I
finally couldn't fight any more.

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

85

A true smart grid would run complimentary to body cell frequencies of 100 hertz

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

86

changing environment is most helpful for me...away from concentrated levels

1/23/2019 12:25 PM

87

Rcently had my Amalgams replaced, for many reasons including this as a possible issue. I mean
mercury in our body just cant be good. The latest Netfix Doc on Nickel impants / medical devices
is also eye opening.

1/23/2019 12:21 PM

88

To late.

1/23/2019 12:14 PM

89

n/a

1/23/2019 12:12 PM
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90

For 6 years now I got rid of the smart meter, been using a landline only, no wifi in house, NEVER
use a cell phone and never any flu shots. 35 years of spectacularly healthy eating habits and
exercise, no need for supplements is also paying off.

1/23/2019 12:10 PM

91

Qigong with spring forest qigong master Yuko was very helpful. (I tried everything else and
couldn’t tolerate shielding, diet didn’t seem to affect it, and I was too sensitive for avoidance to be
a viable option )

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

92

We rewired our house and got rid of all EMF sources in our home except cell phones on and off for
occasional use.

1/23/2019 12:00 PM

93

The most helpful and only solution so far is to get away from it, which is harder and harder,
especially if trying to live a normal life. I have found diet and heavy metal detox to help my life
immensely, but has not changed my sensitivity as of yet. My body makes it clear it does not want
to be around wireless, there is no way around that so far. I have tried almost everything, including
blocking an entire bedroom with paint, fabric, etc, professionally, and it did not help until I got away
from the exposure completely.

1/23/2019 11:55 AM

94

GABA helped me with the anxiety and depression

1/23/2019 11:51 AM

95

yoga, meditation

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

96

Limiting intake of salt drastically made a lot of difference

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

97

qigong- the concentration on the qi field helps

1/23/2019 11:17 AM

98

My financial situation is such I cannot afford most the suggested precautions

1/20/2019 12:59 PM

99

Homeopathy. Kinesiologies. Forestland (combines shield and ground).

1/19/2019 12:20 AM

100

Can't tell abt. dental amal. removal, did it so long ago; recently consulting with a methylation
expert is helping make up for my missing genetic snips!

1/18/2019 7:34 PM

101

law enforcement are abusing surveillance devices in Oakland and Sacramento

1/15/2019 4:04 AM

102

Sauna - Most helpful

1/14/2019 7:34 PM

103

avoidance of all things chemical or chemically enhanced

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

104

Frequency meters seem to help: Shumann and relaxingvfrequencies.

1/8/2019 10:26 AM

105

Showering, baths

1/7/2019 2:07 PM

106

I haven't found a latex free dental professional to remove amalgrams. We built a low-EMF home as
modern construction was literally killing me.

1/4/2019 11:28 AM

107

Heavy metal detox per the Andy Cutler Chelation method - life-changing!

1/4/2019 7:41 AM

108

There is not a category for unsure of impact. You might want to add a line about hydration with
non-flouridated water.

1/2/2019 3:18 AM

109

There are many things that might have a slight effect to varying degrees with others, I've exposed
to larger than average EMF's my entire life but am extremely healthy with no symptoms of ANY
disease other than genetic inherited from my maternal family.

1/1/2019 11:07 PM

110

Gupta Programme, Sacred Geometry pendant from New Phoenix Rising

1/1/2019 6:54 AM

111

i did not have any dental amalgam left for at least 15 years but believe i should do heavy metal
detox

12/31/2018 10:26 PM

112

I’m desperate to get help. I’ve lost my children and a 38 yr marriage to ‘crazy things I belive’ like
Smart Meters, GMOs, WiFi, etc. I’m moving off grid in hopes to get relief.

12/31/2018 5:46 PM

113

No Wi-Fi in my home, keep cell phone on airplane mode, Use fabric block on window in bedroom,
use blocking paint on walls

12/31/2018 5:45 PM

114

I could try turning off the electricity at the breaker, but it's a long way to the basement switch.

12/31/2018 3:50 PM

115

i IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND eNVIRONMENTAL md'S WHO REALLY EHLP.

12/31/2018 3:30 PM

116

Real EMI filters, not Stetzer filters, which are not really filters and can make things worse

12/31/2018 2:24 PM

117

Stetzer filters are the WORST, with their magnetic fields. Why would you promote them? I use a
whole-house filter. NAET has helped me most. Your wording on shielding--very ambiguous. My
entire house is shielded with aluminum siding and screening. Do you refer to home or body?

12/31/2018 2:23 PM
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118

I have tried several of these, but I don't know if it has improved my health.

12/21/2018 8:14 PM

119

steam baths and swimming in salt water, epsom salts baths

12/18/2018 11:34 AM

120

getting the Power Right's Power Perfect Box has changed our home and our health 100%, after
we were forced to give up our Analog meter

12/18/2018 10:16 AM

121

Eden Energy Medicine

12/17/2018 5:20 AM

122

Reducing exposure by changing personal habits is hard, but worthwhile. I rely on Ethernet (not a
WiFi router), am very careful not to use more than one electronic device at a time (no cell phone +
computer or cell + TV, etc). Reducing overall load of EMF/RF by cutting back use of almost
everything electric (dishwasher, dimmer switches, alarm clock) etc and moving furniture away from
walls with electrical sockets. Never using WiFi, Bluetooth or "Find My Mac" and other location
services on cellphone & computer. Not using Bluetooth (no hands free phone) in car. I keep
cellphone in an RF-safe pouch while in car.

12/15/2018 4:41 PM

123

moved to rural area where there is very little cell service

12/14/2018 1:42 PM

124

Don't have amalgam fillings. Do have metal pins in jaw from a surgery that is affected.

12/14/2018 12:13 PM

125

not applicable to me personally but believe many of these things could help those described.

12/13/2018 8:58 PM

126

have earthing bed sheet and one on my wal searching for answers

12/13/2018 3:32 PM

127

avoid all chemicals ,household /cosmetic/personal care ect. avoid non natural fabrics ,completely
eliminating all processed and refined foods and avoiding all food additives/preservatives. ect

12/13/2018 2:54 PM

128

all teath out. Never sleep in AC. Use only 12vDC.

12/13/2018 2:02 PM

129

best is removing from high emf environment.

12/13/2018 11:12 AM

130

I have a homeopathic remedy (Radtox) that I use if I have had a "hit". Otherwise I don't sleep.Also,
I have a protective pocket to put my tip type cell phone if I have to use it (which is rarely).

12/13/2018 10:11 AM

131

Grounding products from Alan Maher Desgns have been very helpful

12/13/2018 9:02 AM

132

Gupta Programme

12/13/2018 8:48 AM

133

unable to turn off at breaker box (locked), counseling? knowledge

12/13/2018 1:27 AM

134

I'm thinking I need to move or at least get out in nature more often.

12/12/2018 9:52 PM

135

Qigong (Energy Medicine)

12/12/2018 9:08 PM

136

Going camping and sleeping on the ground has helped me tremendously.

12/12/2018 9:01 PM

137

Does not apply, though we are having our dental amalgam removed due to the mercury content.

12/12/2018 8:27 PM

138

Re Amalgam removal only if done by an experienced dentist that doesn't create mercury toxicity

12/12/2018 6:21 PM

139

Meditation practice. Can get rest even when not fully asleep. Music or white noise. Even though on
different level than streaming, high pitch noise at night, I put my mind and the other tones and
sometimes I can get back to sleep. Also, just trying to accept problem to a degree. At first, I was
very angry at the invasion of my body and the sanctuary of my home. Also always thinking of a
better place to move when my lease is up. Hope for a positive change helps one survive.

12/12/2018 6:07 PM

140

Went back to a wired (ethernet) connection in my home for my internet connection. Talked to
neighbors and convinced at least some of them to do the same. Also opted out of smart meters
being installed on my home.

12/12/2018 4:23 PM

141

At night put devices on airplane mode

12/12/2018 10:47 AM

142

What I found most useful is a magnetic bed pad with North Poles facing towards me.

12/12/2018 10:04 AM

143

Not much helps . Sedtivies helps deal with the stress when Trying to be active is not a opp

12/12/2018 8:15 AM

144

putting phone on AIRPLANE mode

12/12/2018 8:09 AM
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145

I upped my diet from a Wahls level 2 to 3 with 18 hour or more fasting and found it was VERY
helpful. Also avoiding anything that will trigger even a candida reaction, there are NO GOODIES
anymore, I get itchy rashes if I eat anything with sugar. I think a solid, anti-inflammatory diet rich in
health fats, antioxidants and clean protein (such as Wahls) for detoxification support are essential
(disclaimer I"m a Functional Medicine Health Coach and previously unable to walk well due to
Lyme disease, I could only walk and stand with a cane for a while when at my worst. Wahls is very
brain and mood protective. Obviously shielding and a avoidance are huge but diet really seems to
help me.

12/12/2018 6:48 AM

146

Removing current from grounding conductors in home and PxDNA and DNA Line Filter

12/12/2018 5:10 AM

147

I have not been able to find a doctor who is knowledgeable on microwave sickness .

12/12/2018 4:45 AM

148

turn off the wifi when it is not being used. I wish everyone would do this!!!

12/12/2018 1:10 AM

149

Practicing Qigong has been very helpful

12/12/2018 12:44 AM

150

I can't describe these things to a doctor because the people who are targeted usually get either
chronic Lyme or Morgellon's, and there is no medical code for Morgellon's. I did check with a
doctor who did not think I had Lyme, so I think it is Morgellon's. I just try to deal with the symptoms
of that by trying to keep my immune system as strong as possible. The Stetzer filters did seem to
help when they were new. Sometimes I turned my circuit breakers off (including my refrigerator) at
night for a number of hours just trying to get a little relief so I could sleep. I think the implants are
inside of me, so I doubt if there is anything I can do about that. I tried mentioning something and
giving two doctors something about this in the beginning when I finally figured out what had
happened to me, but the doctors were probably frightened and didn't really offer any help for
problems related to this subject.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

151

Rewiring house very helpful. Getting rid of smart meter very helpful. Wearing protective devices
very helpful - essential.

12/11/2018 10:34 PM

152

Sound healing (Tibetan and Nepalese singing bowls at bedtime), the flower essence Yarrow
Environmental Solution (I squirt a few drops in the kids' water)

12/11/2018 10:29 PM

153

Feel overwhelmed and want to learn how to have my pc, tv and phone work without WiFi

12/11/2018 10:20 PM

154

Faraday cage over Smart Meter

12/11/2018 9:31 PM

155

planning to do heavy metal detox and removal of root canal with metal post

12/11/2018 9:24 PM

156

My "silver" fillings were removed before the smart meter exposures. Also, I had been doing heavy
metal detox before the onset of smart meter induced symptoms. So I do not know how to respond
to the last two questions.

12/11/2018 8:41 PM

157

wearing magnetic insoles and copperbanded shade hat and silvermesh t-shirt

12/11/2018 7:56 PM

158

HUH.

12/11/2018 7:11 PM

159

The medical doctor was helpful because she prescribed anti-anxiety medicine which got me
through the acute crisis I was in as I tried to figure out how to make environment livable, figure out
all the triggers, and begin to heal fortify my body to become more resilient. Once I began to have a
place that I could escape the RF, I no longer needed the anxiety medicine.

12/11/2018 6:17 PM

160

Remediation in the home only helps so much because neighbor's wifi is at full power and comes
into my house very strongly. Working with a homeopath has been the most helpful for my
symptoms.

12/11/2018 5:37 PM

161

if possible moving to less populated area. desert, mountains less infrastructure

12/11/2018 5:17 PM

162

Had smart meter removed

12/11/2018 4:57 PM

163

I read "Currents of Death" by Paul Broder. We got rid of our cordless phone and don't use a cell
phone. We got rid of our microwave oven.

12/11/2018 4:54 PM

164

Pendants that neutralize EMF

12/11/2018 4:42 PM

165

Adding a timer switch to wifi router

12/11/2018 4:19 PM

166

Professional EMF survey at house

12/11/2018 4:04 PM

167

There are so many places that I cannot stop the EMF from penetrating my surroundings. I live with
a roommate as well who has different ideas.

12/11/2018 3:42 PM
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168

My dirty electricity is high and was just going to have a dirty electricity filter installed after
Christmas but now it is too late.

12/11/2018 3:41 PM

169

anti-nano pail, immersing in a hot, heavily Epsom salted bath

12/11/2018 3:29 PM

170

cbd

12/11/2018 3:07 PM

171

find low intensity EM and magnetic measured place in house to sleep, avoid electric fields from
lamps and other appliances even if they are not "on" that one spends time near

12/11/2018 2:59 PM

172

Symptoms very minimal but use shungite, crystals, orgonite & shut off/ cover router at night for
protection

12/11/2018 2:40 PM

173

Avoidance was the most effective theraphy. I was able to move away from the cell towers

12/11/2018 2:07 PM

174

Shungite seems to be helping me a lot, I seem to have less reactions when I venture out of my
protective environment

12/11/2018 1:59 PM

175

relocation

12/11/2018 1:57 PM

176

Need from house between 230k transmission line and overloaded distribution line - the 230k line
reversed current direction twice daily creating a potentially toxic EMF spike

12/11/2018 1:44 PM

177

high levels of vitamin D. Magnesium and coenzyme Q10

12/9/2018 3:25 PM

178

Dynamic Neural Retraining Program....and the Bemer

12/6/2018 8:19 PM

179

I luv my orgonite .... cud be placebo but it does seem to energize,m calm and center me

12/6/2018 6:25 AM

180

Note amalgam removal is ongoing, but now very much more aware of my teeth acting as
'antennae'. While I can turn of my wifi at night, my neighbours usually don't, so 'avoidance' is
impossible.

12/5/2018 7:39 PM

181

Still trying to figure my way OUT of this MAZE. Newly (again) trying Annie Hopper's DNR system.
Tired - so Tired.

12/5/2018 9:27 AM

182

I have tried many therapies (chelators, and diet, exercise which have immensely improved metal
clarity from the heavy metals and I think, the chemical sensitivities), and kept me very healthy in
general, but nothing has improved the Electrical sensitivities.

12/4/2018 5:57 AM

183

have done detox for 1 1/2 years and still going. Exercise would like help but often have had trouble
standing let alone exercising

12/3/2018 4:00 PM

184

orgonite/orgone generator wear on the body, sheilding clothing, especially hats

12/3/2018 10:46 AM

185

Sleeping in a shielded canopy. It may sound funny, but not going to public gatherings. When I
have gone to a graduaiton or to my city council meetings, I have an odd hangover. On the
occasions I travel longdistance it sometimes takes me a day or two to recover. Being exposed to
an extended time to RF is like jetlag to me.

12/3/2018 9:56 AM

186

To sick to do heavy metal detox

12/3/2018 9:42 AM

187

Mainly avoidance can't use phone long or computer and refuse to have smart meter

12/3/2018 3:37 AM

188

Ionic Hydrogen footbath x 3 week www.kiscience.com & Chorella, Zeolite, Cilantro

12/3/2018 1:39 AM

189

Husband and kids don’t believe my sensitivity. It’s an uphill battle for anything. The bad wiring in
this house is out of control and electricians don’t know anything about dirty electricity.

12/2/2018 3:58 PM

190

Prevention is always the best medicine ;)

12/2/2018 3:39 PM

191

Walking in the ocean. Remedies help me get stronger, yet RF sources get stronger.

12/1/2018 11:58 PM

192

I didn't have a metal bed, but I now sleep on the floor in the most protected part of the house.
Amalgams replaced years ago. Fixed very bad wiring problems in the house. Replaced WiFi with
Ethernet. Got rid of brand new Microwave Oven. Replaced all Bluetooth devices with corded. All
Mobile Phones must be on Flight Mode anywhere near house, even if left in cars. Avoid driving due
to detrimental mag-fields in cars. Remain out of Mobile-Net 98% of time. React to ALL fields.
Power always shut down at night, so I can sleep in house.

12/1/2018 6:32 PM
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193

note that can't turn off power with switch at meter box when fire alarms must be wired to
household power; believe that emfields-solutions power filters have removed some frequencies
and given much better sleep but are not a total solution as don't remove low megahertz
frequencies, believe solar panel feed back into household power supply of high frequencies is
definitely adverse; have been able to turn off severe histamine-type attacks with vitamin C
solutions; magnesium levels very important

12/1/2018 2:45 PM

194

phone shield, turn off wifi

12/1/2018 9:01 AM

195

these are the one I have implemented, as of now

12/1/2018 6:19 AM

196

Learning I was not the only one. Definitive diagnosis.

11/30/2018 9:29 PM

197

Removal of 10 Amalgam fillings very helpful. Wearing a shielded hat helpful.

11/30/2018 8:54 PM

198

Following Dr. Martin Pall's protocol for lowering the NO/ONOO- cycle, especially helpful is the
hydroxocobalamin (high dose) sublingual drops and nasal spray, but it's very expensive and
Medicare Part D will not cover it even though they are by prescription.

11/30/2018 4:52 PM

199

Sun exposure to boost Vitamin D, Naturopath (Liver cleanse and intestine bacterial repopulation)

11/30/2018 4:07 PM

200

any type of metal detox I have tried so far, makes the tinnitus instantly worse so I have had to stop
each time

11/30/2018 9:29 AM

201

Also very helpful: Meditation & deep breathing; Prayer/Spirituality; Yoga/Stretching; Supportive
community, minimize exposure to human stressors; ; Supplements: magnesium, Immune Support,
Chlorella & Spirolina, Methyl-5 folate, B-12, etc ; eat foods high in NRF2--ie cruciferous veggies,
etc, foods low in sugar, carbs, caffeine; RX as needed: nerve pills (Gabapentin); Calcium Channel
Blocker (Verapamil); Thyroid (Synthroid or Tirosent).

11/30/2018 8:07 AM

202

Used YShield emf-blocking paint in a bedroom and sleep there. Helps somewhat.

11/30/2018 5:58 AM

203

Discarded my mobile phone

11/30/2018 4:50 AM

204

Not wearing metal jewelry. Wearing glasses that do not have metal on the frames (including the
little screws).

11/29/2018 9:39 PM

205

I got fired from my job for becoming EHS, relocated to a home that had 0-minimal RFs on property,
did not use WiFi and stayed home for 16 month before returning to work. Currently it is very hard
dealing with the 5 gigahertz WiFi at my office

11/29/2018 3:57 PM

206

engaged activism and community with others, support from MCS & LYME commumity

11/29/2018 2:06 PM

207

interventions i did not try were not relevent to my health. i never slept on a metal bed and my diet
is extremely antiinflammatory.

11/29/2018 1:10 PM

208

Taking advantage of opportunities to educate decision-makers in public forums, like CPUC

11/29/2018 11:04 AM

209

Support from others affected

11/29/2018 10:57 AM

210

my nutrition and supplements have always been good, but this did not stop the force of EMFs;
causing me much pain and suffering.

11/29/2018 10:54 AM

211

constructed sleeping area with no electrical wiring and having no electronic devices there

11/29/2018 9:42 AM

212

as my adrenal under constant stress using up magnesium, blood tests showed above range
copper levels which obviously makes me more of a conductor of emr's vicious ciclee testing

11/29/2018 4:39 AM

213

I stay home in my wheelchair

11/28/2018 8:05 PM

214

Trying that now

11/28/2018 3:13 PM

215

Cannot afford anything

11/28/2018 1:19 AM

216

Magnets and biomagnetic therapy. Light therapy including Infrared

11/27/2018 10:05 PM

217

I am willing to try some that I have not tried yet. In the summer I sometimes sleep away from the
house and thus from all the electricity and emf. That helps.

11/27/2018 1:37 PM

218

None of the above are helpful with the constant pure tone noise pollution. And was not helpful
when the smart meter was on the house.

11/27/2018 1:27 PM

219

Wooden bed

11/27/2018 1:23 PM
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220

The biggest help for me was being dianosed with CIRS (See Shoemaker Protocol) which is what
caused my MCS and EHS. Biotoxin patients are very toxic which is why they get MCS/EHS. I have
a double genetic sensitivity to mould which means I can't eliminate biotoxins and they build up in
the body. I think many people with EI suffer from CIRS without being aware.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

221

moving to a different area, away from smart meters

11/27/2018 12:45 PM

222

I took a medication for 4-5 days after hospitalization for escalating BP and pulse. Have since gotten
off of it. My diet is clean, organic, no processed frankenfoods, etc.

11/27/2018 12:15 PM

223

I no longer turn off electricity at breaker. I feel I need to do better with diet and herbal
supplements. This survey is excellent to point out what can be done!

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

224

Blueshield Tesla plug-in

11/27/2018 11:40 AM

225

i don't actually get acupuncture but use Lifewave patches on acupuncture points. They really help

11/27/2018 11:00 AM
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Q6 Anything else you'd like to add?
Answered: 402

Skipped: 474

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Love Creating Healthy Intelligent Homes

1/28/2019 2:03 PM

2

How will my answers be used?

1/28/2019 1:56 PM

3

They are putting a 5G small cell across the street from me. I will have to move away from my
family home of 61 years which has been in my family since the 1940s. This is heartbreaking and
criminal. I wish someone would sue them in a class action lawsuit but they are untouchable. Most
people are clueless as to what awaits them. God help us all.

1/28/2019 1:48 PM

4

PLEASE PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION or resources.

1/28/2019 1:12 PM

5

Symptoms have reduced since taking the many measures I have. Compared to 2 1/2 years ago,
when I figured out what I was reacting to, I have improved a lot. When I am exposed to RF-EMFs,
my reactions are less severe and I can recover more quickly. However, I am never in the severe
environments that I used to be exposed to, namely school, where there are high-powered WiFi
and multiple devices on at once.

1/28/2019 4:58 AM

6

Adding more untested (or unacceptable testing) exposure is not worth the risk to the health of the
planet and all living beings. I value health far beyond the speed of accessing films on available
devices. It seems like a no brainer!!!

1/27/2019 8:40 PM

7

I am very sensitive to EMF and there is electric poll just outside our home and if they install 5G
antenna on the poll I won't be able to live in my home that I am living for 35 years in San Rafael,
CA

1/27/2019 8:01 PM

8

I do not think I have any symptoms at this time.

1/27/2019 5:43 PM

9

More EMFs would make my life unbearable

1/27/2019 4:57 PM

10

not at this time no.

1/27/2019 4:18 PM

11

POLICY MAKERS SHOULD ALLOW ANALOG OPTIONS; OTHERWISE SHOULD NOT ACCESS
PUBLIC SALARIES, SHOULD BE COMPENSATED BY TELECOMS/ETC AS WORKING FOR
THEM AND NOT THE PUBLIC

1/27/2019 1:22 PM

12

To make changes is very expensive and I don't have the funds to purchase protection.

1/27/2019 12:57 PM

13

Why are these EMF devices allowed to be used against the public? Are City Council members
being paid "extra money" to vote for the cell towers, the Smart Meters, the Wi-Fi, and other ways to
cause illness, death to their constituents? Otherwise, what is the reason for being a City Council
member, a mayor, any type of government official except more money????

1/27/2019 11:54 AM

14

I have affordable rent & I'm able to commute to work by bus & bike so I don't add another car & it's
fuel emissions to the environment. If I need to move to a less densely populated area that has less
emf I will either have less work, possibly higher rent or travel costs & I'll need to travel more by car
or bus, which pollutes the air.

1/27/2019 11:01 AM

15

get morning light

1/27/2019 10:07 AM

16

I don[t know if emf has affected me.

1/27/2019 10:03 AM

17

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to share.

1/27/2019 10:00 AM

18

The power went off briefly in our neighborhood in a recent storm and also a few years before
when we lived elsewhere, and on both occasions the calm we felt when freed from the burden of
all the EMF of our everyday lives was so striking. Even my husband, who's not at all sensitive,
noticed it. I long to experience that on a regular basis, and greatly fear the coming of 5G
(especially from satellites) and the possibility of never being able to feel that calm anywhere on
earth ever again.

1/27/2019 9:56 AM

19

No

1/27/2019 9:12 AM
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20

I tell as many as I can. Everyone I've discussed EMF with already had concerns about adverse
effects on health and/or techno security!

1/26/2019 11:57 PM

21

I was working as a computer tech when this went from a mild issue to one that is serious and
unable to work outside the home. Exposure makes me really tired but also unable to sleep very
well. It makes it hard to think and string sentences together.

1/26/2019 8:23 PM

22

my body acts as an antennae

1/26/2019 4:50 PM

23

I am concerned for North America. I would like to "see" visually if possible, or, on a graph or
something this invisible problem to me in a way that I can understand. Is the magnetizing the
water for farmers, and the magnetizing the water in the air changing our weather patterns? I read it
changes the structure of the water molecules. Thank you.

1/26/2019 1:53 PM

24

EMF exposures [including RF] has been the single most life changing thing that I have
experienced. The fact numerous people, including children and infants, are becoming sick from
EMFs and that it is 100% preventable is unbelievable in the 21st century. Once again, how many
people have to get sick or die before change happens?

1/26/2019 1:34 PM

25

Light, another for is EMF, has a massive impact on me as well. Avoiding blue blue light at night.

1/26/2019 10:34 AM

26

Constant 24 hour EMF exposure by having a micro cell tower in front of your home is the biggest
threat to home invasion. It’s a silent killer. Telecom companies dont talk about it nor choose to
perform their own studies. Peer reviewed studies by scientists, professors and doctors know this to
be true but corporate greed chooses to put profit over people.

1/26/2019 8:29 AM

27

Not at this time

1/25/2019 10:56 PM

28

Thank you =)

1/25/2019 6:19 PM

29

Avoiding or limiting exposure is the most vital aspect in improving symptoms. Initially I needed to
be in an environment at a level of zero electromagnetic frequencies for weeks to months. I've been
sleeping in a shielded bedroom now for 4 years and I am able to tolerate mild exposures now for
short durations.

1/25/2019 5:54 PM

30

Thank you.

1/25/2019 5:22 PM

31

Stop Smart Meters!!!! Stop 5G!!!! Stop WiFi!!!

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

32

remove the meter. I requested and demanded and PGE will not respond

1/25/2019 3:35 PM

33

"It is no measure of health to be well adjusted in a profound sick and twisted society"

1/25/2019 3:07 PM

34

Grounding through other people, through hugs or massage, actually helped instantly!!! And holding
a pet. Weird, eh?

1/25/2019 2:00 PM

35

GSM Towers/Masts, DECT, Wi-fi, Baby Monitor have greatest effect, sensitivity to local Wind
Turbines (infra-sound). Effects from cell phones minimum due to non-usage/very occasional usage
and avoidance of users of cell phone by avoiding public service transport and going out in public
as much as possible. Shielding of home has helped greatly.

1/25/2019 1:01 PM

36

Nothing will help if 5G is implemented!!!!!!!

1/25/2019 12:54 PM

37

there needs to be an exemption for electrically sensitive individuals from utility companies mandate
that we accept a smart electric, gas, or water meter which greatly diminish our health.

1/25/2019 9:13 AM

38

Every year it gets worse, with more and more people using their devices at home and in closed
public places. It is a really desperate situation.

1/25/2019 7:38 AM

39

The Government(s), Health Canada, WHO & wireless provides are spineless, selfish cowards in
their greed and corruption!

1/25/2019 7:27 AM

40

The bullies won the game but kindness and truth won the replay.

1/25/2019 2:15 AM

41

Thank you for your continued attention to this wide-spread problem.

1/25/2019 1:18 AM

42

I really don't understand this concern

1/24/2019 10:08 PM

43

Please help me stay informed about what new things to be aware of. Thank you!

1/24/2019 8:40 PM

44

I was able to regain my health about 85% with all the above steps, and unfortunately did finally buy
a cell phone two years ago for business use, but mostly keep it in Airplane mode or distant from
my body except when using it. I tolerate it that way, but feel it.

1/24/2019 7:31 PM
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45

I've had several of the physical conditions attributed to emf but they started long ago (1973), long
before cell phone, wifi, and dirty electricity. I'm not convinced of the cause and effect of emf claims.

1/24/2019 6:39 PM

46

No

1/24/2019 6:00 PM

47

Imho doctors are a joke in my area.they won’t listen to me ,I give them info so they can learn but
it’s wasted .i want a doctor to diagnose me since I can’t work, I’d like to collect disability. I need to
pay bills..right now I’m in debt. I’m nervous. The neighbor are uniformed and don’t care ♀️ the
mayor and town council don’t care .i don’t know what to do.

1/24/2019 5:29 PM

48

Regional testing with results released to public consumers. Public meetings to discuss results.
Research, expose and PUBLISH when, where, why, who and how this UNCONSTITUTIONAL
draconian Global network evolved. Explain how this relates to a technocratic AI Internet of things.

1/24/2019 5:19 PM

49

We need new laws to protect EHS disabled and MCS people so they can participate in public
places without getting harmed. We need to raise public awareness like scent sensitivities, with
signs posted encouraging people in public places to put all devices in "airplane mode" when they
are in a crowd and NOT to use vibrate or silent mode, as they still emit signals that hurt
environmentally sensitive people. Similar to smoking laws. EHS challenged people need
opportunities to participate fully in life.

1/24/2019 4:04 PM

50

The microwaves from cell towers and smart meters are making my property functionally dangerous
and uninhabitable from a health & safety standpoint and must be taken down somehow, however it
can be done.

1/24/2019 3:59 PM

51

I can actually treat EMF hypersensitity to with NAET. You should share this with those who are
affected. Look up NAET.com to find a practitioner near you.

1/24/2019 2:08 PM

52

Where is the testing for human, animal health??? Where is the accountability with the power
companies??? No one has the right to profit from human health.

1/24/2019 1:40 PM

53

I have 7 dr. letters that say I need an analog meter. 2 family members, 2 friends and a business in
my town got analog meters, still. I am disabled, why not me? Health is an issue and the wireless
companies should not be exempt from that!!

1/24/2019 12:43 PM

54

Electromagnetic hygeine, protection of children, medical doctor awareness, and human rights for
those who are adversely affected by the rising pollution are increasingly needed and evidentially
overdue.

1/24/2019 11:15 AM

55

No

1/24/2019 10:49 AM

56

Smart meters hurt me

1/24/2019 10:16 AM

57

My heartbeat goes up as soon as MW field increases, about 10 PR. I already take a beta blocker,
or it would probably be worse.

1/24/2019 9:50 AM

58

We try not to use our electronic systems as much as we used to, and we realize when we have
power outages here at home due to PGE's lack of repair to their equipment, we feel much better. I
wish our culture and government did not require us to use this technology all the time. It is really
detrimental to our health.

1/24/2019 9:41 AM

59

The past eight years have been a significant life altering event for me, since a cell phone tower
was built 350 m from my home with antenna facing my house, raised on a sand dune in line with rf
signal waves.

1/24/2019 9:38 AM

60

Important to manoeuver lifestyle and activity to ensure avoidance, mitigation.

1/24/2019 9:37 AM

61

The only thing that would be really effective is a low cost (no luxury) treatment place where you
can live for a prolonged time without EMF exposure while detoxing. It does not have to be
supervised by a doctor, as then the cost explodes. Access to a doctor apart from such a place is
needed, but not a doctor that earns his living on such a place. it is the area and the community that
is needed and at affordable levels for a stay of 6-12 months or so.

1/24/2019 9:28 AM

62

Afraid that the 5G will worsen my condition!

1/24/2019 7:13 AM

63

Not having control over my own environment such that my health and life are at the mercy of
neighbors and telecom companies and governments is terribly stressful in an of itself. I must have
a safe environment to live in. I have a complex health condition and exposures to smart electric
and water meters have made it much tougher for me.

1/24/2019 6:22 AM
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64

Emf's is a serious issue and need to be taken seriously. They may well be the biggest future
problem for us on earth as we are only immersing ourselves in more and more emfs as time
passes.

1/24/2019 5:56 AM

65

The responsibility is with the government that allows the danger!

1/24/2019 5:20 AM

66

I try and avoid all emf sorces

1/24/2019 4:22 AM

67

This work is so important

1/24/2019 3:11 AM

68

Also have Lyme disease, which is made worse by EMF/RF. Very concerned about the coverup of
wireless dangers to the public. This is a crisis and no one is listening.

1/24/2019 3:09 AM

69

Thank you!

1/24/2019 2:35 AM

70

I developed EHS in the Fall of 2011 when for a short time, about 3 months, I lived in an apartment
in West Sacramento that was near a monstrous cell tower. I assumed it would not be a problem
even though I have a sensitive body and it was only a few blocks away from the apartment building
I was in. I found after about 3 months that I had a constant headache when I was there that went
away when I was not there, and that my immune system was weakened. Normally I can get rid of
a bug (cold, etc.) within a few days but I came down with something and it hung on. My EHS got
noticeably worse in the Fall of 2018 after I spent a LOT of time sending text messages with
several attached photographs from my iPhone SE. Wireless access points, such as on the ceiling
in some public libraries, feel very strong to me. I can't stand them. Even before this fall the EMF
from my Garmin GPS system, which I keep in the trunk, felt very strong. I got rid of my smart utility
meters in 2013. Thank you for doing this survey. Keep up the good work.

1/24/2019 2:28 AM

71

Had this condition along with severe immune disorders for more than 10 years...only a complete
wifi/cell free are helps really...wifi worse than cellular for me?

1/24/2019 2:26 AM

72

I would like to know the effects of Fibre internet cabling on my health

1/24/2019 2:11 AM

73

It would take several days to type up a full description of all the serious health, professional and
financial horrors that have harmed me, by the massive radiation exposure I received from just one
so-called 'smart'meter, that was installed seven feet below the head of my bed for two months,
nine years ago. Mainly I do not understand how the tech industry is being allowed to damaage the
DNA in everyliving thing by their massive ambient radiation emissions that are stronger everyday.
5G is a neutron bomb, a doomsday machine. Why is this being allowed ?

1/24/2019 12:27 AM

74

The effects are subtle and diffuse, many people do not correlate them, once one pays attention, it
is easy to discern

1/23/2019 11:56 PM

75

Thanks for the work you are doing to increase awareness of this issue!

1/23/2019 11:25 PM

76

I think you need another survey to follow that goes into the issues in greater depth. I'm happy to
help if you should like. Thank you for your survey. Will you share your results?

1/23/2019 11:15 PM

77

while so many scientists lie for a living, people suffer

1/23/2019 11:14 PM

78

On some nights, when we turn off the wireless router in our home, we seem to sleep better.

1/23/2019 11:01 PM

79

My avoidance of EMR has probably supported the good heath I now enjoy at 88 years.

1/23/2019 9:53 PM

80

I do not want to push anything, on anyone, because EHS (electro hypersensitivity) is a horrible
illness, and each of us are different. However, I highly recommend taking the DNRS because over
the past 3 months I am in less pain, do not feel that I cannot make it, and lately I have not been
taken to an ambulance to the emergency department. The daily exercise help me deal with the
pain and the fear. Also, I have found that using the fabric, that helps stop EMF traveling through
the windows, has helped me. Making sheer curtains with the fabric (Swiss Naturelle?), keeps the
radiation, from my neighbors houses, out of my home. I now feel better when I am near a window.

1/23/2019 9:34 PM

81

5G is just around the corner. Scary.

1/23/2019 9:16 PM

82

Wish I could figure out how to get rid of the WiFi router and go back to the old way of the internet.
Need help with that and wish other people had more understanding for EMF.

1/23/2019 9:09 PM

83

It is a sick world that is getting sicker.

1/23/2019 9:06 PM

84

i really dont like EMF exposure, I feel my mood and thinking change and know/feel when an emf
source is turned on around me.

1/23/2019 8:58 PM

85

Please find a way to stop 5G! too

1/23/2019 8:40 PM
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86

It was two years of high-intensity radiation from the illegal cell mast that caused me to be EMF
sensitive. I had no symptoms before that, but have constant sensitivity now.

1/23/2019 8:37 PM

87

As I mentioned above, I'm someone who has been seriously harmed by radiation and without the
SafeSpaceProtection products I'd be an EMF refugee.

1/23/2019 8:35 PM

88

m concerned that I am affected by smart meters and cell phones used by other near me. But I am
85 years old and seem to be in very good health. Perhaps I have benefited because throughout
much of my life I was not much exposed some of these causes of health problems.

1/23/2019 8:08 PM

89

I have been overexposed to heavy metals and electromagnetic equipment for most of my life. It
took me years to figure out what was going on. I'm so grateful for all the attention that is being
placed on the subject now. It's helped me reclaim my life... and I am very careful of my
environment and diet.

1/23/2019 8:07 PM

90

If I go to downtown or whole foods store with a lot of people using cell phones, I gets tinnitus next
day. If I stay at home and I recover rather quickly.

1/23/2019 7:34 PM

91

I just don't see how all this microwave escalation can possibly not be hurting us and other living
things

1/23/2019 7:14 PM

92

Yes ...my sleeping problems, concentration and buzzing hissing noise sometimes sounds like
frequencies going through the brain faster than the speed of light ...started in July 2015 asked the
doctor was told two other patients complained of the same symptoms that same year the
sugercane was cut opposite my home end of September 2015..realised why I was suffering
....there was a tellecomunications tower on a neighbours property..less than a kilometre
away...now clearly in view no one was advised...my health and my life is only suffering and being
turtured in my own home...changed my life overnight ...but well aware of what was and is still
causing my health problems

1/23/2019 7:13 PM

93

Hard to differentiate EMS symptoms from a lot of other health issues. I know my cell phone causes
particular EMS symptoms (particularly heart rhythm and feeling generally unwell); and fluorescent
lights in stores and CFL bulbs. I usually have to wear sunglasses (NoIR) to use my computer and
watch TV.

1/23/2019 7:01 PM

94

Installation of a SMART METER on the wall behind my bed is what triggered my condition

1/23/2019 6:39 PM

95

I wish we could find out why my wife is hurt by sounds that others can not hear but she gets a
noise either from a cell tower nearby or a system of high power lines nearby.

1/23/2019 6:39 PM

96

I live in Senior Mobile Home Park, so no choices. Would love to try shields. Health has been
destroyed, last 2 1/2 years. Bad Emphzema & lots of problems. First year, 8 people died of
Cancer. I'm surrounded by smart meters, 4 directly around my house. These will kill me.

1/23/2019 6:31 PM

97

The natural methods seem to be working, although I am now possibly at risk in my apartment
building for "smart" meters to be imposed and 5G in my neighborhood. I am organizing with others
to prevent both!

1/23/2019 6:30 PM

98

I have to move from my apt to a house but can't afford it!

1/23/2019 6:08 PM

99

I have given my neighbors WI FI screening devices for their routers because most of them have
gotten cancer

1/23/2019 5:53 PM

100

Very few people I talk to are aware of RMF radiation and its effects. A much bigger awareness
campaign needs to be mounted. Most people are not interested in the subject and think I am a
conspiracy theorist.

1/23/2019 5:53 PM

101

Thank You

1/23/2019 5:38 PM

102

needs to be stopped

1/23/2019 5:08 PM

103

Thank you!

1/23/2019 5:05 PM

104

Thank you...I live with constant symptoms living in an urban area but have learned to dodge some
of the irritants

1/23/2019 4:54 PM

105

We have to keep the fight to stop 5G and Smart Meter infiltration.

1/23/2019 4:45 PM
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106

I have and AMR meter they won't let me have and analog at any price plus have smart meter on
water and gas my problems started 2012 its 2019 I recently discovered having these my
permission was never given and I have a fight on my hands KY let's the utility companies have the
say-so and the only way that you can get out of it is have everything turned off I need some help
and don't know where to start most people around here are completely underwear unaware . My
husband is hard Waring for the internet but as far as the meters they all say its not dangerous and
the radio only goes one way. Two ways and they're not smart meters I know they are please help I
trying to figure this out and I can't

1/23/2019 4:43 PM

107

MOVED PHONES OUT OF THE BEDROOM, EVERYTHING HAS IMPROVED

1/23/2019 4:39 PM

108

Radiation, chemtrails, and geoengineering disrupt/alter the body's normal frequency which wreaks
havoc on the body's ability to function properly. It is an assault that can be deadly.

1/23/2019 4:38 PM

109

I feel doomed.

1/23/2019 4:22 PM

110

EMF is real and we should be very cautious on using wifi smartphones,per monitors and 5G cell
towers

1/23/2019 4:19 PM

111

Clothing made of shielding material made flying on wifi planes worse. Treating food and chemical
sensitivities with allergy shots made per Dr. Rea's protocol helped alot! Reducing the stress load
overall by treating sensitivities. Be happy, laugh alot, choose to see the world as bountiful, even if
a lot of it is lived inside my home which is completely shielded.

1/23/2019 4:09 PM

112

I will try to add more helpful things for EMF avoidance.

1/23/2019 4:04 PM

113

Tinnitus is now constant but some of the other symptoms we have fade when we are away from
electrical environments dizziness and digestive issues and rashes for me and my wife has
breathing and allergy like symptoms i also wonder about the cataracts we both developed in same
time frame neither of us smoke drink or take any drugs try to eat healthy and do take some
supplements to help house is on ledge and has full basement meter is on building75ft from house
but signals are strongest near meter and on cords plugged into wall outlets/installed switch
devices in bedrooms seems to be more from one buss in breaker panel than the other will try next
to swap breakers around to put bedroom on quieter side

1/23/2019 4:00 PM

114

Direct action is all that is left. The courts and political entities are against us. We are delusional to
think that anything substantive can be done. But we continue because we have no choice.

1/23/2019 3:54 PM

115

My mom is much more affected by EMF’s and I wonder if it’s a generational thing- I don’t feel the
effects at all mostly, and don’t even know if it’s them if I do feel unusual. She always does though.

1/23/2019 3:48 PM

116

Thanks for the opportunity to share about this.

1/23/2019 3:48 PM

117

Anywhere the is a crowd like shopping centers makes we feel unwell. I no longer got to the
theatre, concerts, etc. Even going to church is a cause for concern.

1/23/2019 3:45 PM

118

The question should include I never have slept on a metal bed how would I know? Or I’ve always
exercised so how would I know if it helped?

1/23/2019 3:39 PM

119

no

1/23/2019 3:15 PM

120

Please STOP 5G!

1/23/2019 3:13 PM

121

I am well aware of the problems cause by wireless proliferation and even without my cancer would
have taken precautionary measures to avoid or minimize exposure.

1/23/2019 3:11 PM

122

I wish people would realize how mean they're being when they knowingly decline to stop
electrocuting me (and others), proceed to additionally electrocute me AND encourage others to
electrocute me too.

1/23/2019 2:52 PM

123

no

1/23/2019 2:50 PM

124

More scientific research require. Medical research looking into the human rope parisite.

1/23/2019 2:45 PM

125

Thank you.

1/23/2019 2:36 PM

126

More attention should be paid to the level of magnetic fields everyone is exposed too, especially
with the push to force everyone into electric vehicles.

1/23/2019 2:35 PM

127

My sister developed EMR sensitivity and MCS when she bought a house which made her ill. Four
years later she is very ill and has been unable to ever live in her house or indeed work.

1/23/2019 2:27 PM
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128

I live on the 7th floor of a 9-story apartment building with 24 4G cell transmitters on the roof. 6
smart meters on the building beside me face me from street level.

1/23/2019 2:26 PM

129

I have the non tinfoil hat guide to EMFs by Nicholas Pineault, haven't done a lot of what he
recommends yet but want to. My partner has a smart phone and loves wireless stuff.

1/23/2019 2:22 PM

130

I 'see' the emf fields, cell tower emissions, and smart meter emanations cannot hold or be near cell
phones even when off, or have a DECT speaker phone up near my head, etc. Wre are electro
magnetic and those of us with sensitivities sometimes are simply the most advanced in our
physical naturalness and evolution.

1/23/2019 2:14 PM

131

We need safe residential zones for those of us who would like to continue living in our society.

1/23/2019 2:14 PM

132

thank you. they said it was safe...until they said it wasn't...

1/23/2019 2:12 PM

133

Thanks for this survey we have to keep at it! I get best advice and wisdom from: www.wicancer.info

1/23/2019 2:03 PM

134

no

1/23/2019 2:02 PM

135

Maybe I could add some Soy Sauce?

1/23/2019 1:52 PM

136

Thank you Sandi for all you're doing and hope this survey is helpful!

1/23/2019 1:46 PM

137

I received a radiation burn on my face and neck and strong radiation symptoms throughout my
body requiring treatment from a TROPOS router which is part of the smart meter network. It took a
week of treatment from multiple sources for me to be able to function again. Did not sleep for days
because of the pain from the burn. Could not work for a week.

1/23/2019 1:44 PM

138

At age 40 I fired my physician and neurosurgeon and went on my own. I don't have a doctor but
subscribe to physicians literature on natural health.

1/23/2019 1:44 PM

139

Being surrounded by Wifi technologies is like living in a nuclear fallout zone. It has severe effects
not only on the health of humans, but of all life-forms on Earth. It is currently an unrecognized
problem by many, but this is going to have to change if we are to have a future on this planet. It is
time to wake up!

1/23/2019 1:33 PM

140

4 years iv been sleep deprived with unusual frequencies and an idling deasel genorator noise
picked up on environmental monitoring equipment and now the authorities refuse to investigate
any further iv been sleep deprived for 4 years still ongoing ..

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

141

Thank you for what you do. I am struggling with the power company re: transmission lines over a
property we just bought. I am determined to remediate the strong magnetic field before we spend
time there. It is simply criminal that the US has no safety standards, and that the power company
wants to charge me $100k to move the lines over a little bit--which might not even impact the field!
This is beyond frustrating--but the problem is a manmade one, so I believe a solution is possible
and likely as technology and awareness progress.

1/23/2019 1:31 PM

142

magnesium balance and nutritional supplements in sequential use as guided by kinesiology very
helpful

1/23/2019 1:29 PM

143

Thank you, and God bless you and your family!

1/23/2019 1:20 PM

144

I'm extremely concerned for my health if 5G is unleashed and if the Idaho Public Utility
Commission continues to refuse Smart meter opt outs.

1/23/2019 1:20 PM

145

No.

1/23/2019 1:19 PM

146

no

1/23/2019 1:03 PM

147

Whole house EMF protection system installed; Faraday cages on Smart meter and all WiFi units.

1/23/2019 1:00 PM

148

Unfortunately, the foothold that the Electric companies have with smart meters, radiation towers is
not good for any humans.

1/23/2019 12:59 PM

149

No

1/23/2019 12:56 PM

150

Started a successful petition that prevented Verizon for installing a huge cell tower around the
corner that was directly aimed at a school with children who already have physical challenges & a
block away from a grade school. It was also mere feet away from an apt complex whose tower
would have beamed directly on the occupants. Went to City Council to denied that location.
THANK GOD!

1/23/2019 12:51 PM

151

Meditation helps

1/23/2019 12:50 PM
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152

Without medical 'proof' the Housing Association refuses to protect my home from neighbours EMF
smart meter !! ... any experienced lawyers in the group ??

1/23/2019 12:41 PM

153

Before I had to stop working due to medical disability it had gotten to the point that I couldn't even
sit over 6 ft away from my computer and tolerate it at all. I practice as much avoidance as possible
but with the world we live and the constant influx of more wifi and smart meters, it is scary to say
the least.

1/23/2019 12:34 PM

154

It severely impacts the validity of this poll that the boxes are already filled in with suggestions...

1/23/2019 12:33 PM

155

It seems pretty hopeless, especially with 5G barreling down on us.

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

156

Yes I want my money from WCB and Aetna I am sick of being a poverty hostage on AISH welfare
in Alberta Canada it is truly poverty pension

1/23/2019 12:30 PM

157

someone has to give people a space to live where they aren't just trying to survive!!! No one should
be forced to live with such pain and dysfunction. Smart meters should never be forced on
someone. EHS needs to be out there more!

1/23/2019 12:25 PM

158

Forming an emf / wireless awareness group in Portland Oregon. I think we as a society can find
alternative way to achieve the same thing as far as electricity like wind trees. Would love to see
those on every house or block, Good for environment and no noise ( wind trees ) . This world is
getting way to noisy!

1/23/2019 12:23 PM

159

I challenge myself often to determine if some of my feeling is psychosomatic, which may be
impossible to know. That said sometimes I feel it can augment the effects, but I do notice the
feeling come on in places where I am not thinking about EMF. Cant wait for the "accepted"
science to catch up to our reality.

1/23/2019 12:21 PM

160

Individuals need to be told right from the start of any EMF problems about the seriousness of this
condition. It is deadly. After all anyone with Type 1 diabetes would not be asked about Blood sugar
problems. Blood sugar elevations or symptoms related would be identified as symptoms and a
severe health risk. Thx.

1/23/2019 12:14 PM

161

Need insurance coverage Need lawyers who can help me to litigate when the RF reader shows 6
v/m2 reading constantly from nearest cell towers

1/23/2019 12:12 PM

162

A good portion of my and my families issues started when we moved into this apartment after we
sold our house. I found out 8 smart meters are right outside my bedroom window where I sleep
next too. And I found out the towers and small cells are everywhere and more going up !

1/23/2019 12:11 PM

163

Thx!

1/23/2019 12:11 PM

164

I was diagnosed as severely EI in 1982 and when working with a mainframe computer
experienced serious adverse effects that I knew where caused by EHS. My general health
improved with a combination of avoidance and classical homeopathic treatments that strengthened
my immune system. I still need to have all technology in my home 'wired' and have a noncommunicating 'smart' meter.

1/23/2019 12:08 PM

165

Scared

1/23/2019 12:03 PM

166

this survey is helpful, I don't feel so alone. I'm totally against 5G.

1/23/2019 12:01 PM

167

There needs to be safe places and spaces where people can CHOOSE if there is wireless
exposure or not- a town should not be forced to have cell towers or smart meters in every area. I
am not talking about some town or city in the middle of nowhere that is separated from society, I
mean in every place, there should be safe places in towns and cities with less or no wireless and
emf exposure, or exposure by choice. It should be our choice what we are exposed to, and if we
want to turn something off, we should be able to. This is critical as so many are suffering already
and are prohibited from living regular lifestyles, and cannot go to many public places or work in
offices. I personally cannot work in any office with wifi. We need to create safer spaces as more
and more people are impacted by this and their health is and will continue to suffer as more
wireless exposure increases.

1/23/2019 11:55 AM

168

MY symptoms are not severe, but we noticed that our cats had a problem after the smart meter
was installed next door and I had to move their feeding spot as well as give them flower essences
to protect them.

1/23/2019 11:51 AM

169

We need legally protected areas immediately in order to live. Thank you for the advocacy you are
doing.

1/23/2019 11:45 AM
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170

I have found over the years and understand why due to my background in electronics that most of
my electrical sensitivity is coming from chronic inflammation due to multiple food allergies.
Inflammatory tissues retain heavy amounts of sodium, and this heavy sodium retention makes a
pathway for induced electrical current flow in the body because of impurities contained therein.
Salt water conducts far better than pure mineral free water.

1/23/2019 11:45 AM

171

I'm in a high emf environment.

1/23/2019 11:41 AM

172

We must stop the proliferation of wireless devices and base-stations and get rid of smart
grid/meters

1/23/2019 11:24 AM

173

I'm a very healthy, non symptomatic, active, very old, Electromagnetics Engineer

1/20/2019 11:59 PM

174

If wishes came true I would wish 5G wasn't coming and that electromechanical utility metering was
still being used instead of electronic utility meters.

1/20/2019 12:59 PM

175

Aching-bed, in Seattle for 7 years, from broadcast towers at 9 blocks away. Same, 1988 visiting in
San Francisco, Sutro Tower at 3 mi away; the only family member who didn't have trouble was
sleeping in a room out of line-of-sight of Sutro Tower. Moved away from Seattle, 1986, got back
good sleep (8-9 hrs/night). 1999, utility added "smart" meters; my sleep crashed to 3-4 hrs/night,
from the 1st night, and has never recovered. Re dental amalgam, N/A (I didn't have any); had gold
onlays, removing them was good-but-not-sufficient. Re Grounding/Earthing: Earthing-bands give
me burns matching the metal part (despite ground-line properly checked). Even outdoors, I rarely
get to a place electropeaceful enough that it's not just worse. I use a Macbook Air comfortably,
with both its wireless functions turned off, and an Invisible Shield (Zagg or similar plastic skin) so
no direct aluminum contact.

1/19/2019 12:20 AM

176

Just that early on, I gave up my cordless phone, microwave oven, got a wired system for computer
(so no WiFi, use my corded phone/old, non-smart cell phone for texting; so I couldn't say what the
effects of those are on me. When I go into environments that are loaded with microwave radiation,
I don't feel as good. With the car, I don't feel good after I've been driving for an hour or more. I
believe it may be magnetic and electrical fields, but haven't tested this with meters yet.

1/18/2019 7:34 PM

177

I'm upset that I have no control over what is allowed. The street light outside of my room was just
changed to LED. My insomnia seems to be worse since it was switched out. I'm told if I do
something like wrap tin foil around the smart electric meter, I will be charged monetarily by the
power company.

1/18/2019 12:50 PM

178

FELT THE BEST IN GREENBANK , WV IN RADIO SILENCE. I NEED A DOCTOR
RECOMMENDATION AND OR A PROTOCOL FOR SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS. MY
NATURALPATH STATES THERE IS NO CONSENSUS YET.

1/16/2019 12:23 PM

179

need attorneys who are familiar with EMF abuse by PG&E and Government.

1/15/2019 4:04 AM

180

Thank you!

1/14/2019 7:34 PM

181

Unknown autoimmune condition that’s similar to lupus and eczema/psoriasis.

1/13/2019 2:26 AM

182

I also have chemical sensitivity due to mast cell activation disease and believe they are all related.

1/10/2019 2:48 PM

183

for the love of GOD....please turn it all off

1/9/2019 12:29 PM

184

I have been electro sensitive since working on computers in the 1990s. The symptoms worsened
after cell phones became commonly used. They are severe with smart meters and wifi now.

1/8/2019 12:31 PM

185

I take extra vitamins, minerals and espec. magnesium which seems to give some support.

1/8/2019 10:26 AM

186

No

1/7/2019 2:07 PM

187

Living in the Twilight Zone on Steroids

1/6/2019 11:42 PM

188

My husband put a metal plate behind our smart meters. I didnt think it would matter, but I did
notice a difference in how I felt.

1/4/2019 1:30 PM

189

is this a free survey or do we get paid for it. Who is it going to? and what actions will be taken to
use precautionary measures to protect the public. How will 5 G affect people?

1/3/2019 10:38 PM

190

I all my computer devices plugged into an 8plug outlet. I also have my television system into
another 8plug outlet. I turn the power off at night to the outlets so everything will completely power
down.

1/3/2019 1:03 AM

191

Thank you for doing this important work

1/2/2019 2:26 PM
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192

The rad. level standards need to be lowered to "as low as possible". Don't increase by more rads,
eg. 5G!

1/2/2019 12:37 PM

193

5G IS ONLY THE START OF OUR HEALTH ISSUES FROM RF.

1/2/2019 7:40 AM

194

The nature of the damage done to young users

1/2/2019 3:56 AM

195

No thanks, kindly see above comments.

1/2/2019 3:18 AM

196

I used to own and operate Electromagnetic Measurement Consultants and have all the necessary
equipment to provide a facility that would enable one to determine if and of which portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum a person is sensative to. My question is: is there sufficient need?

1/1/2019 11:07 PM

197

I have found the Total Shield 4x device that costs about $300 from cutcat.com and quwave devices
(Home harmonizer, defender devices) extremely helpful; Drastically reduced pain and allowed
sleep. Got rid of burn-out feelings from high levels of wireless from the neighbors. This is all in
conjunction with sleeping in a shielded 5th wheel (used hi levels of blocking materials plus
radiation absorption materials.

1/1/2019 10:43 AM

198

We are damaging our health and environment with all these technologies that have been proven
by the science to affect us.

1/1/2019 10:11 AM

199

It is very worrying and distressing that there don't seem to be any official attempts to control or
limit the exposure of people to this sort of radiation.

1/1/2019 8:34 AM

200

The new electronic gas meter modules have made my conditions worse, this is from my neighbors
house not mine. I have opted out but my illness is affected from the transmissions from my
neighbors.

1/1/2019 8:05 AM

201

i thought cordless phones were much better than cel phones. i was sorely mistaken.

12/31/2018 10:26 PM

202

Possible cramping all over the body especially legs and toes, as well as vertigo issues around the
same time since i started using smart phone and wi-fi.

12/31/2018 6:16 PM

203

Please let me know if there are any options for relief. I’m miserable!!! Lack of sleep, loss of family,
friends a not believing me, cannot work, I am struggling!

12/31/2018 5:46 PM

204

When will there be enough of us that we can begin to get compensation for all the bodily injury we
are experiencing?!

12/31/2018 3:42 PM

205

I own an emf detector. It's quite enlightening to use. I found out that products such as neck
massagers can have emf even if not plugged in to electricity.

12/31/2018 3:39 PM

206

The horror of it all is that most of this culture is deliberately ignorant and refuses to face facts. I
almost wish they would all die off before I do because I am trying to live, and they are "trying to kill
me" with their gadget addictions.

12/31/2018 3:30 PM

207

Why are we being used as guinea pigs by giant corporations and the government?

12/31/2018 3:25 PM

208

Need peer-reviewed data from variety of credible sources.

12/31/2018 3:09 PM

209

We shouldn't have to financially scramble to remediate our homes to protect ourselves from
dangerous technology. People who don't want "smart" meters shouldn't be forced to have them
and we should follow Europe's lead in limiting/avoiding putting cell towers in populated areas.

12/31/2018 2:50 PM

210

I’ve always slept in a wood bed...

12/31/2018 2:23 PM

211

I have a very healthy lifestyle, so I did not need to change any dietary or supplement regimes. I
have SVT (tachycardia) and Smart Meters aggravate and trigger episodes. I have had less
problems since I asked all the neighbors in my building to opt out of Smart Meters (at my expense)
and started wearing RF blocking material all the time.

12/18/2018 10:15 PM

212

Government and Corporations profit from your illness', do you think they really care? If they can't
poison you one way, they'll do it another way. They love to make money from people who are
dieing,

12/18/2018 3:07 PM

213

I live in the country so am not experiencing the kind of exposure people in cities and especially
where 5G are being installed. We also have wind generators all around us which were installed
after the smart meter and wifi. I know the problems they cause add to the stress on my body from
emf exposure. I'd like to go off grid completely.

12/18/2018 8:39 AM

214

Any instrument which emits scalar technology extremely helpful.

12/17/2018 10:26 AM
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215

it has affected everything in my life, I am a prisoner on this planet, no where to find relief...a
horrible damage to my life

12/17/2018 10:08 AM

216

I am unsure if EMF affects me. I have shut off the wifi at night and cannot discern a difference.

12/16/2018 8:13 PM

217

Even though I cannot say that I personally have suffered any significant from EMFs as of yet I do
understand the potential harm this technology can represent and I do believe any further
expansion in this field of technology should be very, very well researched and understood before
any implementation.

12/16/2018 11:06 AM

218

We use other modalities for EMF Shields, Neutralizers and Chemtrail Busters which help our
surroundings in protection

12/15/2018 5:12 PM

219

I am convinced that EMF/RF exposure is THE greatest danger to health. Thank you for the work
you do, raising awareness.

12/15/2018 4:41 PM

220

To my knowledge, I haven't experienced poor health caused by EMF exposures; but I know a
person who has and must avoid all computers.

12/15/2018 6:58 AM

221

To force something on someone with out their consent is illegal yet utilities companies seem to
think they don’t need your consent to have a meter sending radiation through out your home and
body. And if you don’t comply with the so called upgrade your turned off from all basic human
rights to have a healthy safe home environment? Seem treasonous and someone should hang for
doing this to people. Here in Alaska will freeze with out heat and the heartless utilities companies
refuse to leave my analog meter alone and we will be turned off Jan of 2019 our pipes will freeze
we won’t have heat or water or electricity this is so damn wrong to do to people because they
refuse smart meter radiation poisoning and possibly overheating problems were the catch fire. My
gas line runs above the meter our house would explode with all of us in it. I have a roommate who
is disabled she had a sever stroke can’t move left side of body she has no rights to get better as
the radiation kills your cells she will only get worse. She is only 38 we can’t help but wonder if the
smart meter on her home caused her stroke. Her brain function is not back from the stroke. She
will have no chance of getting better with a microwave radiation meter destroying the very thing
that needs to heal. The stress about these smart meters have been going on for more than 4 years
as I left California to get away from them move to Alaska and there here now too. Fighting 2 years
with all the organization supposed to help people are actually doing business for utilities off the
same bribery money I mean grant money to kill Americans and keep them to I’ll to know what’s
going on.

12/14/2018 7:10 PM

222

He had been diagnosed with a Chronic Health Disability and yet his inclusive right to attend public
school has been denied. BC Human Rights stated that the peer reviewed studies were too “highly
technical” so they were dismissed as hearsay and our case was dismissed. Doctors letters and Dr.
Gunnar Heusers EHS expert, recommendations were thrown out too! Disgraceful!

12/14/2018 1:42 PM

223

I started off slowly toward almost complete in-capacitation from EMF's and began to detox from
Heavy Metals plus try to remediate the EBV virus that is dormant in my body and now I am almost
back to perfect health but have to live in a completely EMF free environment in the country. As
soon as I go in to a coffee shop, a library or any public place in the city, my health is affected. I
can't travel or visit friends houses if there is really high levels of radiation, I can't go to my sons
school functions etc if there are a lot of people because of the high amount of cell phones. This is a
big problem and I have been researching and working on trying to raise awareness on the subject
for a couple years now. Sadly, the entire population is unaware of the affects of wireless radiation
so thanks for spreading the word.

12/14/2018 12:13 PM

224

I feel that it's impossible to get away from the things that cause this illness.

12/14/2018 11:47 AM

225

I have even changed a country of living; some symptoms are gone but still not functional enough
due to WiFi network over our town. I did not know about it before the purchase.

12/14/2018 10:36 AM

226

May we advance as the I AM race with a higher consciousness to protect ALL life, and without
hurting or damaging one another.

12/14/2018 8:49 AM

227

Doctors in my area don’t seem to know how to help.

12/14/2018 8:28 AM

228

Drink a lot of water, green tea, Chaga tea, omega-3, bath in Epsom salt 3 to 4 times of 30 minutes
by week,avoid public

12/13/2018 6:26 PM

229

cell phone use rare, VERY WORRIED that smart meters just recently approved by Nova Scotia
Power (not yet installed) despite assurances to the contrary by NSP VP by email about 4 years
ago!

12/13/2018 6:16 PM
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230

cell phones, WiFi, etc. are the cigarettes of 2018. We will seethe cumulative effects some years
down the road.

12/13/2018 5:36 PM

231

NAET treatments and off the grid hiking as well as changing vibration frequency within the body.
Drain energy with trees

12/13/2018 5:08 PM

232

I have stacked blood cells I think they call it Roleux. I still have the issue after all the building
biology done. It doesn't seem to go away.

12/13/2018 3:07 PM

233

hard to stay alive.pets injured also ,most around are in total disbelieve/denial

12/13/2018 2:54 PM

234

Doctors are seriously rubbish if not worse than rubbish as they mis-lead badly. They are a fraud
for health. wifi is mandatory in UK surgeries now. Is that health care or DEMOCIDE?

12/13/2018 2:02 PM

235

i would very much like to try some of the above remediations but am unable to afford them

12/13/2018 12:58 PM

236

My gratitude for the work you are doing. It’s sooooo important. Thank you.

12/13/2018 11:40 AM

237

Stop the spread of wireless. It causes to much pain/dysfunction. Please stop.

12/13/2018 11:12 AM

238

Having fine tuned my protection and being constantly aware, I lead an active happy life. 5G cell
installation would ruin life as I know it.

12/13/2018 10:11 AM

239

I want to buy a meter(s) to measure EMFs in my condo unit and from the power lines that pass in
front of my unit.

12/13/2018 6:01 AM

240

77 in the Park Opted-Out of the SDG&E Utility Upgrade (pilot) Program, only half of the orders
were satisfied but not without a fight for those, the other half canceled without notice...HELP! this is
week 10

12/13/2018 1:27 AM

241

Probably, but can't think atm.

12/13/2018 12:48 AM

242

I wish people would wake up to the dangers of EMFs. I'm really concerned about 5G. Every
neighborhood would be blanketed with RF by smaller more numerous cell towers.

12/12/2018 9:52 PM

243

My ancestors didn't live in the environment I now live in. Therefore we didn't evolve into this, it has
been forced upon us with no forsight as to it's consequences. One mass experiment on planet
Earth.

12/12/2018 9:08 PM

244

I feel so sorry for those who are affected by EMF sensitivity. EMF/RF seems to be everywhere. It
can't even be avoided in hospitals - how ironic.

12/12/2018 8:27 PM

245

Am very active in helping others lower emf

12/12/2018 4:05 PM

246

5G will probably be very, very deleterious!

12/12/2018 2:57 PM

247

I used to live in densely populated area of Sacramento, CA, I had two smart meters on my home,
with a transformer in my backyard. In 2012, I bought a home in a rural area of Nevada with my
nearest neighbor over a mile away. The more time I spent at my Nevada house, some of my
symptoms (headaches, migraines, dizziness) improved and I discovered I could function more
often than not in this rural environment. I moved to Nevada permanently in 2014 and never looked
back.

12/12/2018 1:51 PM

248

I guess I need to learn more about the potential risks of EMFs and their sources. I don't as much
as I thought. For instance, how could walking barefoot help???

12/12/2018 1:23 PM

249

Thanks for helping to further this issue.

12/12/2018 12:32 PM

250

I'd like to try putting a sticker on my iphone to block the EMFs.

12/12/2018 12:20 PM

251

stop this madness!

12/12/2018 11:50 AM

252

I found the most benefit from the use of a custom built electricity polarity reversal device. I have
used this technology for more than 2 years

12/12/2018 11:23 AM

253

I also used graphite paint (grounded) to block extreme wifi from a next door neighbor.

12/12/2018 10:04 AM

254

I don't use any wireless products, or have it in my home. Although I've not been severely affected
by EMFs I know the damage they can do so I try to do my best to be aware. I rarely use my cell
phone, don't carry it on my body, and use speaker on my cordless. All the "waves" deeply concern
me for the future of our health. It is out of control.

12/12/2018 8:57 AM
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255

I have been active in private research into the History of the Hitler Phone Bridge Molar Mic
Anomaly Dental Silver Mercury Amalgams. I active in Petitions with Government . I have Pending
Medical Veterans Claims. I working on writing a Book on the topic . You can check out my
YouTube Channel , https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoX-T6Ow37KOtJHNCqd5iaA?
view_as=subscriber or my facebook account for post on the topic
https://www.facebook.com/BruceMichaelAnderson

12/12/2018 8:15 AM

256

Thank you for your attention and work in this area!!

12/12/2018 8:09 AM

257

no

12/12/2018 7:43 AM

258

Smart meters caused my total breakdown 5 years ago and my life has been difficult since.
Sometimes I feel so hopeless....why are these telecoms allow to destroy my life? So many are
addicted to these devices, it is changing the world in general. And not for the good.

12/12/2018 7:02 AM

259

Thank you for doing this! We desperately need physicians to learn about electromagnetic
sensitivity and how to manage patients, We need safe areas everywhere, especially white zones
for us to live, work and exercise. How can one go for a healthy run in the smart grid? When one is
made homeless by a smart meter there is NO WHERE TO GO! Too many people think its
psychological which is not helpful. Emergency shelters need to have shielded areas for people with
EMS. I know, having been forced out of my home. As a professional (3 degrees, and I am NOT
alone) who has done advocacy work I am trying, in my area, to work with disability advocates for
change. I hope others will do the same!

12/12/2018 6:48 AM

260

Stop 5 G it will kill all living things !!!!

12/12/2018 6:17 AM

261

There is no level of RF that is safe for humans. You could take the safe level the FCC comes up
with and divide it to infinitum and never come up with a safe level. I believe all these devices are
part of a plan to depopulate the world.
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_depopu.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_industryweapons.htm
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_agenda21_33.htm Next time just ask me
how I really feel

12/12/2018 6:12 AM

262

I also sleep much better since switching off the WI-FI and mobile phone during the night. Also
doing sleep hypnotherapy.

12/12/2018 5:24 AM

263

The house wiring is now my most important focus. www.homeEMFtracing.com address these
problems.

12/12/2018 5:10 AM

264

Stop the CRIME, they are some many microwave injured in the USA, with no help at all, we are
completely destroyed, we can not even get disability because the corrupted system keep denying
this HORRIBLE disease, WE NEED HELP, research has to be done to see if there could be a
cure for this deadly disease, we should be able to get disability.

12/12/2018 4:45 AM

265

The overlapping wifi systems of neighbors, plus SmartMeters are a problem. We had our
SmartMeter removed and have an analog one.

12/12/2018 1:10 AM

266

Thank you for trying to educate others. I had never heard of a T.I. until I had to try to figure out
what abruptly happened to me that I started getting what I thought were directed energy weapons
directed to me 24 hours a day. It is an all-encompassing program that affects every area of a
person's life and apparently lasts for their entire lifetime. It seems that a person doesn't have to do
much to get in this program. They don't like truth, from what I heard.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

267

Would like the Federal Government to require shielding on all cell towers and all electromagnetic
field devices. Also require all electric utility companies to install nanother neutral line to transmit
electricity back to the substation and stop contaminating the ground with electricity. This is only
done in North America, nowhere else in the world.

12/12/2018 12:36 AM

268

Terrified of 5G. I rely on living on the outskirts of the denser EMF/RF of a city. The idea of more
and more areas having high density of source points of EMF/RF means I no longer know where to
live, unless I run away from cities altogether. Thanks for all you're doing!

12/11/2018 10:34 PM

269

Thank you for your work! There is so much ignorance, misinformation and denial. It is really scary.

12/11/2018 10:29 PM

270

A dedicated area where I could live without being assaulted constantly with EMR would be my
idea of paradise.

12/11/2018 10:21 PM

271

Wish I had known more for years. Feel deceived.

12/11/2018 10:20 PM
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272

I have a trifield meter and am amazed and disconcerted at the levels of emfs rf that register nearly
everywhere. Walking/driving down streets, stores, office bldgs, etc. Hard to avoid it.

12/11/2018 10:16 PM

273

Radio frequency broadcasts are biologically harmful - period, and need to be banned world wide.
I've been highly aware of this for over 35 years.

12/11/2018 10:06 PM

274

curious about anecdotal reports of efficacy of alternative products. e.g. I'm currently trying shoe
inserts that purportedly ground electrical charges in body.

12/11/2018 9:24 PM

275

JUST SAY NO TO EMF'S // NO WHYFRY

12/11/2018 9:21 PM

276

I am very concerned about 5G. There are no affordable meters on the market to measure it. I do
not know how to shield from it, or if it is even possible.

12/11/2018 8:41 PM

277

RAS=rapid aging syndrome- i may have reversed some of the damage. shielding- i got most of my
memory back. inflammation of the digestive area went down

12/11/2018 7:56 PM

278

Big industry and our life styles make EMFs difficult to avoid.

12/11/2018 7:15 PM

279

Yes, wake up Gov't and save our planet.

12/11/2018 7:11 PM

280

no 5 G please

12/11/2018 7:06 PM

281

group of 35 co workers at meetings. we all have cell phones. group texting in the room and
constant safety tracking I feel like I'm done. going to pass out.

12/11/2018 7:05 PM

282

It's stressful knowing you have no control over the invasion of cell towers!

12/11/2018 6:50 PM

283

Far infrared sauna helped me the most

12/11/2018 6:13 PM

284

Why is it not out in the media about the dangers all of this?

12/11/2018 5:59 PM

285

It's a long process. I believe the healthier I get the less nnEMFs will bother me.

12/11/2018 5:59 PM

286

Thank you.

12/11/2018 5:37 PM

287

I have been monitoring the EMF and RF radiation effects for some time using a variety of good
instrumentation. My Tinnitus was so severe that it sounded like rushing water 24/7. I eliminated all
Wi-Fi, use metal encased computers, eliminated electric blanket, removed all "curly-cue"
fluorescent bulbs, indoor blue lighting. Some things, like microwave ovens and LED light bulbs
cannot be eliminated. I know that G% is going to be very bad--but isn't that the agenda?

12/11/2018 5:30 PM

288

Radiation From Phone damaged my Tendons,Fingers were stiffening.

12/11/2018 5:28 PM

289

Living in the city or suburb is very difficult. I can tell the difference whenI leave those areas and
arrive at my home. I presently live in the High Desert. But the area is growing, so I may be moving
to the Sierras.

12/11/2018 5:17 PM

290

Since living near a tower for 1year my life has been hell

12/11/2018 4:55 PM

291

Few people calculate in the damage done to our nation by the nuclear weapons testing program
starting in the 1940s running for several decades. It is documented in "American Ground Zero."
This is one of many reasons for wide spread cancer today. It contaminated the gene pool.

12/11/2018 4:54 PM

292

We have gone too far in exposing humanity to EMF and need protection and a say in our choices

12/11/2018 4:42 PM

293

Too many factors and inability to control exposure to be conclusive about cause and effect. When I
have shared my concerns with co-workers & physicians, am "poo-poo'ed" or concerns deflected.

12/11/2018 4:20 PM

294

Easy to follow plan for getting wifi router and iPhone hard wired instead of wi fi in home should be
more accessible to everyone.

12/11/2018 4:19 PM

295

Moving the smart meter off of my home was most helpful.

12/11/2018 4:16 PM

296

After getting a 10-inch Amazon-Fire tablet I started having soreness especially in my finger-tips.
Within a few weeks I was waking ever 2 hours with burning pains in my fingers and hands, and
after that my arms would be sore and aching. I totally stopped using the tablet, but then found that
just being near cell-phones and having the internet on gave me similar sensations in my hands.
Really trying to figure this all out! Strictness with diet is very helpful (totally grain-free with lots of
healthy veggies and healthy oils and some grass-fed organic meats and eggs) Homeopathic
remedies prescribed by a professional Homeopathic practitioner is also helpful.

12/11/2018 4:11 PM

297

no

12/11/2018 4:10 PM

298

Find a Building Biology trained individual to help you through making your home EMF safe.

12/11/2018 4:04 PM
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299

They need to fix the computer screens from the horrible glare as well as car lights. I hear too many
people including young people not driving at night any longer due to glare!

12/11/2018 3:47 PM

300

I've been to many doctors (many at U of MI) and I always take them information by our
knowledgeable M.D.'s and PhD's like Martin Blank, Martin Pall etc as well as my letters to
legislators and the you too video of the May 29th MI energy policy committee meeting where
Dafna and Frank Clegg were among the speakers.

12/11/2018 3:41 PM

301

I keep my cell with me, but take the chip and battery out and keep all in a small tea can.

12/11/2018 3:29 PM

302

Thanks for your vigilance!

12/11/2018 3:23 PM

303

I am in the process of trying all those ways of preventing, living with, filtering, etc EMF so I cannot
answer truthfully until I reach a conclusion of my own.

12/11/2018 3:17 PM

304

Shielded sleeping space is the most helpful for me.

12/11/2018 3:12 PM

305

good water helps

12/11/2018 3:07 PM

306

It is very necessary to measure your house or office and other places you spend time. There are
magnetic and electric fields concentrated everywhere. Spending time in these fields can cause
physical injury, for me a neuropathy from sitting near a magnet in a sub woofer near my desk, and
plantar faciatitis from sleeping with feet in a stron electric field. Conditions improved when I
measured and moved. Probably many doctor visits are due to such exposure and the medical
community does not have a clue.

12/11/2018 2:59 PM

307

not at this time

12/11/2018 2:57 PM

308

Public WiFi should be banned, just like smoking is!!

12/11/2018 2:37 PM

309

I have not heard any evidence to convince me of an issue with EMF We have a huge
telecommunication power recently erected directly behind our brand new fire hall. Any issues?

12/11/2018 2:28 PM

310

Where can a person live and not be affected by EMF? This is a huge problem that is affecting
everybody and EMF may well be affecting climate change - Turning the planet into a microwave
oven - Think About That!

12/11/2018 2:24 PM

311

Fuck the fcc and the fda and anything else federal except federal brand ammunition.

12/11/2018 2:20 PM

312

Thank you for your work.

12/11/2018 2:16 PM

313

Thank you

12/11/2018 2:16 PM

314

Thank you to all of those working so diligently to inform the public.

12/11/2018 2:15 PM

315

Such limited responses- I'm sure you'll get the results you're looking for.

12/11/2018 2:14 PM

316

Tumor formed at point of concentration on my sprine corresponding to long term point of contact
with dense EMF fields. Tumor found years later when diagnosed with Hodgkins lymphoma.

12/11/2018 2:13 PM

317

5G has proven to be putting our bodies as risk because of the high frequencies it will be using and
impairing the water and oxygen molecule. If this is allowed we are creating a third world war with
our own. Very discouraging to see some people so greedy that they would jeopordize mankind for
a personal gain at all cost.

12/11/2018 2:07 PM

318

I haven't been harmed by any EMFs nor has my husband. We have been knowledgeable about
the effects of the harmful radiation it causes for over twenty-five years and I am always warning
friends and family, by sending articles, to go wired.

12/11/2018 2:02 PM

319

Keep up your good work

12/11/2018 1:57 PM

320

grounding... copper around ankles helped

12/11/2018 1:54 PM

321

Fighting daily is expensive and I'm on disability I'm not going to be able to afford this much
!longer,, is there any help for me

12/11/2018 1:53 PM

322

Everything is wired - no cordless or wireless in my home except for what comes in from neighbors!

12/11/2018 1:52 PM

323

Current spikes are particularly dangerous.

12/11/2018 1:44 PM

324

What helps me most is to avoid exposure and have high levels of vitamin D

12/9/2018 3:25 PM

325

yoga, meditation and/or biophoton therapy may also help some people

12/6/2018 9:05 PM
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326

When I 1st got ill, I didnt know what was wrong but felt it wud destroy me if I didnt change
sumthing, so I went to the woods for the summer! It was like nite and day! Ifd not for the fact that I
had met a severely EHS woman a year b4 this, I would possibly still be searching for the
REASONS behind my exacerbating symptoms! The flock of canaries has grown so much since
then ... sadly we need to keep spreading the word ....

12/6/2018 6:25 AM

327

You should be asking if we are aware of these options, not just if they were tried or not. To be
useful you should also be asking how long we've noted issues (I would say I could tell when I got
my first mobile phone that I 'felt' the radiation with every call). This also doesn't account for those
that have other issues not directly attributable to EMFs (like mould exposure) that have a similar
impact, but likely make some people even more sensitive. Health is always multiple interactions
between genes and environment, so don't see how you'll get much out of a subjective survey.

12/5/2018 7:39 PM

328

Adrenal failure 4 times - nearly died the 4th time. Digestion/elimination stopped. Hired Dr. Michael
Lam to coach me back to life. Neurofeedback and Ondamed equipment, Foot baths, Saunas, and
more. Depression is hard - have to take Lorazopam for sleep... now am addicted to it and unable to
sleep without it. There is MORE

12/5/2018 9:27 AM

329

The therapy helped me cope with the nasty discrimination and disregard, I have received from
Medical Doctors.

12/4/2018 5:57 AM

330

Personally, I find the only truly helpful thing is grounding/walking barefoot. This alleviates
shortness of breath (the most troubling symptom) almost completely within a few minutes, indoors
or outdoors.

12/4/2018 2:56 AM

331

why is this happening!...why is there no where to go without this crap!....we need EMF-free
zones!....homes.!..and lives!!!!

12/3/2018 7:36 PM

332

thanks!

12/3/2018 1:52 PM

333

I wish you had a question similar to your question number 1, but about seeking medical/health
care. Maybe answer selections could have included points about wellness visits, routine
exams/tests, when needing treatment for illness, when needing emergency treatment, when
needing rehabilitation treatment, being caregiver for others, etc.

12/3/2018 11:25 AM

334

After 8 years I have adjusted my life the best I can to accommodate this technology, this
sensitivity. I've spent thousands on doctors and shielding. I can't tell if the sensitivity is
progressing. I have concern that sleeping next to the radiation transmitter for so long may have
injured me long term and I may have some severe health problems as I age. One side of my face
feels different - the side that faced the transmitter. Only time will tell. I was in rural Southern
Oregon in the middle of nowhere a few months ago and my body felt like I was 14! It was bliss. I
don't know how I could survive there. I feel resigned. But I aim to fight this predatory industry
overreach and find the brightness in helping my fellow man.... and woman.... and the birds and the
bees.

12/3/2018 9:56 AM

335

The need for emf housing is great. More people need to pull together to creat a safe place for
those in dire need. EMF victims don't have enough money to do this alone.

12/3/2018 9:42 AM

336

As a BBEC and EMRS I see many people living in homes that actually make me feel sick when I
visit them. I can only imagine what damage is done by living in such exposure full time is doing to
people, pets and plants.

12/3/2018 9:38 AM

337

Avoid and/or mitigate.

12/3/2018 4:04 AM

338

What helped me was finding a group like this that understands as I was so relieved as I felt like a
hypochondriac before that as others didn't understand Thank you.

12/3/2018 3:37 AM
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339

As mentioned I am following the detox protocols provided by Dr Klinghardt from
www.kiscience.com. I have been using this for 40 mins day 3 or 4 days a week and supporting this
with his Chelation Support powder, Methylation support Powder, Far Infrared Sauna. Following his
detox program of 15 x Chlorella Pyrenoidosa and 15 x Chlorella Vulgaris daily while detoxing & 3
dropperfuls of Cilantro Plus daily during this program. I am also alternating the Chlorella with
Zeolite (Lava Vitae) Regarding the Footbath - it does emit LF radiation (between 3 - 13.7 LF) but
the RF levels while it is being used are non existent. (0.0006 mw/Msquared). I am also about to
start taking Liposomal Melantonin - which is recommended for stimulating the detox of the
glympathic system of the brain while sleeping. For those who are unable to detox - he
recommends starting the Chlorella, Cilantro, Zeolite and Footbath in small doses and for shorter
periods of time and gradually building up the bodies ability to cope with the detox. For detoxing
aluminium from the brain he recommends Polomolo. Thus far I am on Week Six of detoxing - lots
of bright red skin rashes are the main side effect. I have also had outbreak of thrush and cold sores
as part of the cleansing process. Only once, when I took 1 teaspons of Zeolite (instead of 1/3
teas.) did i stomach/diarrohea. I have been using the Footbath for 2 weeks. My plan is to continue
this protocol for another 3 - 4 months. i will switch to the RetroViral detox as well at some stage.
And I may also use Polomolo for detoxing Aluminium. My primary issues is mercury poisoining
resulting from corroded amalgams after 5 pregnancies. Anyway, that is where I am at. Feel free to
ask questions. I will attach via FB an overview of the Australian $ - none of the products are cheap
- but in my estimation, he is the leading world expert on recovering from chronic health issues and
heavy metal contamination. I have found his You Tube Channel very informative.

12/3/2018 1:39 AM

340

.

12/2/2018 11:44 PM

341

no

12/2/2018 11:25 PM

342

This is very difficult to deal with. Knowledge broke through the complete life damaging effects to a
good degree. Understanding your environment and making large efforts to avoid has helped
tremendously.

12/2/2018 9:41 PM

343

It seems to avoidance is best. Not possible for most but when I spend time in the bush no phone
range limited electricity I feel completely well.

12/2/2018 8:57 PM

344

reducing metals (properly) and getting away from mold have helped. mold exposure makes emf
symptoms stronger. also.getting improper chelation and having candida make symptoms cascade

12/2/2018 8:03 PM

345

Why is it so hard to believe people are getting sick from this when everyone is describing similar
symptoms?

12/2/2018 7:09 PM

346

Would like to know others experience with geopathic stress mats, shielding paint, Calcium channel
blockers, power perfect box, etc

12/2/2018 4:26 PM

347

Thank you George!

12/2/2018 3:58 PM

348

Bluetooth is extremely painful as well. When people have their data/4g is turned on, it is also much,
MUCH worse. And newer cars with bluetooth tons of tech/computer are utterly unbearable.
(Mostly the stabbing pain, which turns into severe headache, then to full body pain that takes days
to resolve.)

12/2/2018 3:54 PM

349

Need to get medical Drs up to date

12/2/2018 8:42 AM

350

I was fine prior to bank of smart meters changing my condo into an antenna.

12/1/2018 11:58 PM

351

It would be nice not to be driven from our home of 30 odd years, by NBN which is slated for Fixed
Wireless in our area, by 2020. Where does one go when one is allergic to all electrical devices and
their ubiquitous toxic, electro-smog? What do we do as satellite-transmissions become ever
denser and stronger? In the not-too-distant future, I expect we'll be direct-hit by a routine X30Class solar-flare or equivalent, which will purge the planet of its techno-infestation. The irony is that
everyone is so preoccupied with their devices, to consider adequate preparation for such an
inevitability. What goes around, comes around.

12/1/2018 6:32 PM
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In your first question about "aware" vs "injury" this is a very difficult thing to establish - I could have
injury - certainly I had reproducible effects after MRI that involved (from my research) the
hippocampus - but was injury being produced or just revealed or played upon? Similarly for all
other symptoms. I forgot to mention that I feel a slow onset of "hyper" symptoms with hours
exposure to wifi in homes, and times when I suddenly feel hypoglycemic and that both of these
reactions stemmed from times when I was totally unaware I could be sensitive so are not "all in
the mind". Taking a lengthy whole body shower has been effective at times of severe symptoms
including after MRI (found benefit the first time but the shower was delayed - only noticed the
benefit after I had showered; took the shower within an hour of the second MRI and got a better
effect than the first time with earlier showering

12/1/2018 2:45 PM

353

THank u for doing this survey, so many dont believe it is a thing :(

12/1/2018 1:48 PM

354

'Alexa' and similar devices in homes or ATM

12/1/2018 6:19 AM

355

There is no cure. The only treatment is avoidance. It is expected to be lifelong. It is socially
isolating. Mainstream is very invalidating. Food Services, Medical Care, Public Rights of Way etc.
are inaccessible.

11/30/2018 9:29 PM

356

Until safety regulations of 1976 are restabilised to the stringent safeguards of 100mG, and the
present dangerous safeguards of 1,000 to 2,000mg are removed, then nothing can be done. And
when sufferers realise that exposure also causes neurological, cardiovascular, and haemodynamic
disorders and is an illness and not sensitivity or an allergy, then something can be done.

11/30/2018 9:03 PM

357

Avoidance is best but mostly impossible.

11/30/2018 6:03 PM

358

It's a violation of my rights under the Americans with Disabilities Act (I'm legally disabled) to deny
me access to health care facilities, government buildings, grocery stores, and other public
buildings and roads, transportation, hurricane shelters, etc. because they have Smart Meters, WiFi
and unrestricted use of cell phones, tablets, and other wireless devices. This is life-threatening.
Once 5G is installed and the satellites are launched that will rain microwave radiation down all over
the Earth, many of us will undoubtedly die. There will be no safe place at all.

11/30/2018 4:52 PM

359

no

11/30/2018 11:41 AM

360

we must stop this insane poisoning of all living things with this electrosmog !!!

11/30/2018 9:29 AM

361

I have not experienced outward EHS symptoms, but I know EMFs must affect me. I have become
aware of all types mitigation efforts and have eliminated all RFs in my house (nothing "smart,"
MoCA adapters for wired internet coupled with a wifi router that is off unless absolutely necessary;
we live on 2+ acres and the neighbors' RF doesn't register on my Acoustimeter). I do not have a
smart meter. I have several EMF meters and am planning to purchase dirty electricity filters and a
kill switch. I am also reducing blue light exposure on my computer monitors and have switched
back to incandescents both at work and home. I wear blue blockers at night (even during my
driving commute in the winter months). I try to go outside to get sun in my eyes all year and went
to the beach 25 times this summer (I live 20 minutes away). I have become a big fan of Dr. Jack
Kruse over the past couple of years, but am only beginning to really dive into his blogs and
massive website. I still have to address any issues with geopathic stress. Hope this helps your
survey!

11/30/2018 8:20 AM

362

Living with EHS is a huge challenge, physically, mentally, socially. My freedoms have been
stripped so that others can be 'mobile', so that the government can 'protect me'. While I still have
joy and gratitude for all I've had in my life so far as well as all I still have remaining, the severe
challenges, limitations and sacrifices required to just survive day to day, sometimes feels almost
insurmountable. This is not a suicide cry, just a fact.

11/30/2018 8:07 AM

363

my hope is that wireless tech is someday defunct

11/30/2018 7:41 AM

364

I am not experiencing any health effects that I know of, but it is very important to me to avoid
EMF's and ELF's as much as possible. Thank you for your work!

11/30/2018 7:38 AM

365

I am worried about my grandchildren and all children in this RF-ubiquitous environment.

11/30/2018 5:58 AM

366

Scientific proof showed me the truth.

11/30/2018 4:50 AM

367

Get rid of wireless technologies. Everyone I know feels bad in some way or other. All are
symptoms of EMR poisoning.

11/30/2018 4:21 AM

368

I took the 5 day Dynamic Neural Retraining System class, and have consistently done the
exercises regarding neuroplasticity, the limbic system, and retraining my brain. I immediately
became stronger in dealing with my electro hypersensitivity symptoms and pain.

11/29/2018 9:39 PM
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It cost a lot of money to live and move away from all the exposure and I don't have it. Most people
are highly ignorant and don't feel it's harmful.

11/29/2018 8:12 PM

370

With old smart meter it helped when we moved the beds to the other side of the house. However
with brand new smart meter sleeping far away from it didnt help. The health of my family started
deteriorating very fast. Especially my daughter’s who is on kidney dialysis.

11/29/2018 6:59 PM

371

iT TOOK 18 MONTHS TO GET TO WHERE i AM NOW AND I PUT MYSELF FIRST AND
ALWAYS TAKE CARE OF MY EYES FROM THE BLUE LIGHT AND ANY emF'S

11/29/2018 6:40 PM

372

BC Hydro plans to force a RO smartmeter on me. I hadn't thought of turning the power off at the
breaker at night but that could be a good idea, at least on nights when the weather is warm eniugh
not to need any heat.

11/29/2018 5:50 PM

373

I already had dental amalgams removed, and had done heavy metal detox in recent past before
onset of severe Microwave Sickness, which is why I marked "least helpful" because I still got sick.

11/29/2018 5:01 PM

374

THANK YOU

11/29/2018 2:06 PM

375

Thank you for putting on this survey. We are living in an unacceptable World today. To roll out new
technologies without testing is wrong, wrong, wrong. This is just pure evil in it's purest form. What
happened to our Constitutional rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Things need to
change. The utility of wireless technology is useless to me. As more and more people get sick,
maybe more people will wake up to see the total insanity of this situation. Where is the informed
consent? Where is the testing? When did industry know all this information about the health effects
and do nothing? When did the government know about the health effects and do nothing? The
government and industry knew a long time ago before this even started yet the technology rolled
out anyway. What kind of world is this where we have traded communication over health? All the
communication in the world means nothing if people are sick. This feels like the issue of Big
Tobacco all over again in a different form of invisible pollution. I feel like I am living in Nazi
Germany with the forced roll out of untested technology. I may decide to commit suicide if 5G rolls
out because there will be no place for me to hide. I didn't come here to see the planet Earth and all
of life be destroyed all over something stupid like wireless communication. Our leaders are
delusional greedy idiots who think that all this wireless stuff is not effecting their health also. At
least what they do to me, they do upon themselves. Thank you for listening.

11/29/2018 11:09 AM

376

Thank you.

11/29/2018 11:04 AM

377

My street got smart meters this month. I opted out. I have also ordered shielding fabric and
materials for my home

11/29/2018 11:03 AM

378

EMFs cause harm.

11/29/2018 10:54 AM

379

Combination of smoking while talking on a cordless phone I believe strongly contributed to my
90% loss of hearing in the ear I most often held the phone against.

11/29/2018 9:42 AM

380

Many of us are being killed. Nothing short of that.

11/29/2018 9:31 AM

381

I think my kid may have gotten PANDAS (blood brain barrier problem) from sleeping next to a
router when he was a baby. he also had high heavy metals. Dr. Rainbow treats EMF allergies in
Petaluma.I haven't tried it.

11/29/2018 9:29 AM

382

thank you for what you do dont use computer often so am late replying hope this still helpful Deex

11/29/2018 4:39 AM

383

I research reliable information for writing letters to the editor, go to meetings, speak to our electric
company and commissioners I write to electric company general manager, use Facebook to send
articles about 5G. I always write the schools about the dangers of cell towers, cell phones, laptops,
Wi-Fi, and much more,

11/28/2018 8:05 PM

384

Thank you for all you do - it is much appreciated!

11/28/2018 11:03 AM

385

Please stop 5G for getting us!!

11/28/2018 1:19 AM

386

no

11/27/2018 5:34 PM

387

no

11/27/2018 3:50 PM

388

I have anxiety about the abundance of radio frequency being forced on the public. And most of the
public is unaware it can harm them. I'm fearful they will not know until it is too late.

11/27/2018 3:50 PM

389

Stop pollution at the source.

11/27/2018 3:48 PM
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390

This has certainly contributed to isolation...I avoid going out into the radiated world as much as I
can.

11/27/2018 3:22 PM

391

Applied anti-rad stickers on most devices in the house and phones.

11/27/2018 2:05 PM

392

Cell towers went in about 7 min. drive from us, despite door to door canvassing and much protest.
Tremors have worsened. We won't have WIFI.

11/27/2018 1:42 PM

393

I sleep in total darkness, I put the head of the bed as far from the walls as possible. We have not
shut off the electric to the bedroom, but we unplug as much as possible and little electricity flows
through on its was to other rooms.

11/27/2018 1:37 PM

394

We live near a PG&E power poll with extra boxes on it and I have been unsuccessful determining
what these are. A worker called them "repeaters" at one point but I could not confirm that nor
determine any data of what these emit. PG&E should be forced to provide that info.

11/27/2018 1:23 PM

395

I live Australia - keep up the great work and thank you! We need more info on how to help EHS
patients. Wi-Fi in schools is a really big concern along with 5G.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

396

Not crazy about the new cell towers being put up around Lancaster, CA. where I live which allows
4 different cells to operate in them.

11/27/2018 12:30 PM

397

Thank you for your efforts in persevering to reduce man-made EMF and EMI exposure! May God
bless you and your families abundantly!

11/27/2018 12:24 PM

398

I am so grateful for the help I've found on the internet and seek to implement it as thoroughly as
possible. I'm more than angry that my choice has been taken from me by the smart meter and
want to do whatever I can to return our right to choose!!!

11/27/2018 12:15 PM

399

I believe diet and exercise for moderate ems is necessary. I plan to travel next year, and I am
worried about being enclosed on a plane and unable to control my environment.

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

400

Thanks, just knowing others are there helps to know I am not krazy. But this is Real and I desire to
see it stopped.

11/27/2018 11:40 AM

401

Soon, this WAR we are in will be over and radiation will never again be an issue, but until that day,
we must be hypervigilant against radiation.

11/27/2018 11:38 AM

402

I look forward to hearing the results of this survey.

11/27/2018 11:07 AM
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